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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this investigation is to study the literary reputation 
of hark Tim in from his first major publication through his last *—  but to 
study his reputation primarily as it was established In the American per
iodicals of his day. A full-fledged reputation study would, of course, 
involve a consideration of all critical material relating to hark Twain 
wherever It might be found —  in books, letters and newspapers as well as 
in magazines, and in foreign countries as well as in the United States.
Such a study would be a gigantic undertaking and might easily extend over 
a period of decades. Indeed, the prospect of merely trying to locate and 
catalogue all the critical judgments passed on lark Twain (or on any major 
author, for that matter) is on© which staggers the scholarly imagination. 
Needless to say, this does not purport to be a full-fledged reputation 
study. It is offered, rather, as a segment of what one day might be, if it 
is ever undertaken and accomplished, the over—all, comprehensive picture of 
what lark Twain meant to the vast audience for whom he wrote and to the 
perhaps less vast but in many ways more select audience who still read a 
good portion of his works.

The segment which is here offered is limited largely (though not 
exclusively) in two ways —  temporally, to the years 1869-191? and 
spatially, to the magazines of this period. A few excursions into materials 
other than periodicals (i. e., books, newspapers and letters) and into 
years before and beyond the dates listed above have been permitted for 
purposes of contrast and amplification. Periodicals have been selected as 
the major area of investigation because they were felt to be if not an



infallible index at least a fairly reliable guide to the intellectual and 
social tastes and tendencies of the age* Hy intention, in dealing with 
these periodicals, was to be as inclusive as possible, ho restrictions 
were placed upon the type of magazine consulted* neither the audience to 
which it was directed nor the location of its place of publication was a 
factor in determining its usefulness* The only criterion was whether or 
not it published literary criticism* Hence it is that semi-learned essays 
from, say, the Yale lie view and the Catholic Vor Id rub shoulders with popular 
notes from Godey*s Lady* s Book and Hearth and Home.

Obviously, under such an eclectic plan, omissions and oversights must 
necessarily occur* I do not, however, think that they are either numerous 
or serious* I have examined the files of nearly two hundred magazines, 
although I found only a fraction of this number wholly or partially pertin
ent to an investigation of this type, and only a score or more consistently 
useful# All of the material, naturally, is not equally valuable as criticism* 
Gome, indeed, is rather shockingly inferior* But all that I found (except 
for the most perfunctory notices of publication) I have used, at least in 
part. Little attempt, as a rule, has been made to evaluate the material, 
since bad criticism tells us almost as much about the temper of an age as 
does good criticism —  indeed, sometimes even more, especially if the age 
happens to be the one whose prevailing tradition m s  ”genteel.1*

The most striking fact to emerge fro??' a perusal of the magazines of 
the period under investigation is that, relatively speaking, there is to be 
found only a small body of criticism of the works of i. ark Twain. That he 
was widely read we have ample statistics to prove• But that he was widely 
reviewed was not, unfortunately, the case* The works of such writers as 
Bret Harte, Henry James, William Dean Howells, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, George



TSaahington Gable and even Lew Wallace, lire* Southworth and F* Marion 
Crawford were consistently noticed In the Journals of the day* But One 
turns pages with a growing sans® of frustration and futility in a vain 
search for reviews of even Hark twain1 a most important works* For example,
I have been able to unoovar only two major reviews of Roughing It, one of 
tom Sawyer, five of life on the Mississippi, and two of Huckleberry Finn*
wo M w m MW m m * *  m m * " * * *  m m m nm m m nf im *

one of which (the better# incidentally) m s  an “open letter0 to the editor 
and. not a solicited or regularly scheduled article* The opportunities 
for critical immortality which the reviewers' of the period lost —  if we 
except Howells and four or five others •*■*. by failing to recognise the 
importance of Mark Twain make the reader of today shake his head sadly 
over the curious ways of the world ~~ until, of course# he realises the 
advantages of hindsight over foresight*

What were the reasons for thin apparent critical neglect of the writer' 
whom Rowells called d* the Lincoln of our' literature* ? k nulaber ■ of sug*- 
geetloni come id -mind. T̂fee best, way 'to. examine %hmi is . "to lodate ferk 
Twain in the main stream of nineteenth-century culture* Such a location 
will disclose the reasons behind -'the ctijrious ■sbtiti^’pf his contemporaries 
toward him* The matter seems sufficiently large and complex to warrant 
special treatment and has therefore been -made the subject of the first 
chapter of this study.



CHAPTER QNB

The Background of the Age

To describe the social and cultural history of the American people 
in the post-Civil-Aar decades is quit© obviously outside the scope of this 
discussion. But the problem of lark Twain* a relationship to the culture of 
his day is so important that a fairly extensive treatment seems advisable. 
Only by attempting to clarify that relationship through an examination of 
the major trends and tendencies of the time can the criticism of Twain*s 
works be made intelligible.

In the first place, then, the East was still the center of culture 
although its supremacy was beginning to be challenged by the 'Best. Boston 
was giving way to hew York as the literary hub. In 1871 the editorship 
of the Atlantic Monthly, the cultural mouthpiece of the old guard in Mew 
England, fell to a Besterner, billlam Dean Howells* The significant 
rise in the number of newspapers and. magazines published in the United 
States after the war indicates the existence of an increasingly large middle- 
class reading public. Culture was on the march, and a literature exclusively 
the polite pastime of scholarly gentlemen and genteel ladies was a thing of 
the nostalgic past. Vocal stirrings were heard in the Best as the barbaric 
yawp which whitman had sent thundering across the chimney pots of Mew York 
came echoing back to trouble the late afternoon quiet of Mew England1s 
Indian summer• The times were indeed changing, and the change was not 
greeted with either favor or optimism. The democratization of letters was 
looked upon clearly as their vulgarization. Culture may have been spreading, 
but in the process It was becoming tarnished and soiled and unworthy of the
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name.
The ne-w literary regime -was slow getting started* ftithin a year

after the end of the war, the editor of the Round Table, a hew York
magazine, had **A Plain Talk kith American -riters," in the course of
which he lamented the fact that native authors were doing next to nothing
to bring credit to their country.

All the bright promise of the new era of literary brilliancy, 
which was so heartily welcomed at the close of the war, • • • 
seems to have passed away. . . .

Y*hat are American writers doing to-day? Bryant, Long
fellow, hhittier, Lowell, holmes, . . .  —  who has produced 
or is producing any distinctive work? Barring hr. Longfel
low1 s translations of Dante, we know of nothing that is 
likely to bring any credit to our literature. . . .

Continuing, he deplored the ”host of trash" that passed for literature.
"There is no life, no strength, no power in it all. Literature seems
dead. Scribbling has taken its place.” lie found the outlook grim indeed.

be are sick and tired of this never-ending stream 
of insipidity, weakness, and puerility. Either genius 
has left us or is too indolent to make itself known, 
ftho will awaken us from this sleep? Y.ho will first 
show us the signs of a genuine literary reviving?1

ftithin three years after this question was asked, there took place what
Professor Pattee calls the second discovery of America. The new era was
ushered in with the publication in 1869 of The Innocents Abroad, "the
first book from which there breathed the new spirit of revolt.

X3 (Lay 12, 1866), 296-7.
oFred Lewis Pattee, A. History of American Literature Since 1870, Lew 

York, 1915, p. 20. hr. Pattee lists as indicative of the new spirit the 
works of brot liarte, John Burroughs, Edward Eggleston, John hay, Lowells, 
and Joachim filler3 T. E. Aldrich’s &arjorie Daw, Leland*3 Hans Breitman 
Ballads, Lanier*s Poems, Gable’s Old Greolo Days, and others. He states 
further; "All the elements of the new era had appeared before 1830.” 
Ibid., p. 21. It need hardly be pointed out that this list Includes the 
names of several writers customarily associated with the rise of realism 
in American literature. The problem of realism vs. romanticism in the
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As Is customarily the case -when a new age begins, this new age was 
not recognised as such during its early years. In 1870, for example, 
the editor of Putnam* s magazine complained:

Our writers want independence, boldness, incisiveness, 
individuality. They seem to be afraid of something or some
body, .. . . they want an authority for what they are doing5 
they pattern after some conscious or unconscious model,
This is the more strange, because we here boast of our 
liberty so much, and say we are not like others*3

Two years later the book reviewer of the Galaxy bemoaned the fact that 
the reading public demanded nothing but entertainment. The aims of liter 
ature, he felt, were being lowered by the increased tempo of modern life.
Readers cared not for ”the mellow vintage of ripe thought” but craved
rather ”the fire-water of sensation, or the elegant effervescences of 
trifles* The "old wells of English undefiled” they found ’’insipid . . .  
compared with the coarse gust of newspaper pungencies, . •

Later in the same year a genteel critic in the Southern kagazine 
(Baltimore) discussed ’’The Turning Point in American Literature• ” De
ploring the current degeneracy of taste, lortimer F. Taylor observed:

• • • the rule will hold good that the tastes of the people 
and the great body of the literature are the same. . . .  
that the people clamor for will in the main be given them; 
and until the impulse of the masses bo turned in a new
direction, no decided change will be made for the better
In the literature of a country.

post-Civil—viar period is far too complex to outline here. Tor would it be 
necessary to do so, in view of the numerous studies of the subject in ex
istence. For an especially good recent treatment see Grant C. Knight, The 
Critical Period in American Literature, Chapel Hill, 1951• Farrington’3 
The Beginnings of Critical""Realism in America (Volume III of Bain Currents 
in American Thought? arid " “Realism Defined: William Dean Rowells” in Vol
ume II of The Literary history of the United dtates should not be overlooked.

^’’American Briting,” n. s. 5 (April, 1870), 500.
^13 (larch, 18?2), 14.2?. Review of V.illiam Dean Howells’ s Their 

Vvedding Journey.



Such a change, he continued* has been made* In a burst or prophecy 
which, in light of subsequent developments, seems for its erroneousness 
almost laughable, he claimed that the school of Bret Karte (into which 
he lumped ftiark Twain and Josh Billings) marked 11 the place where vitiated 
tastes culminated*“ Things were bound to improve, he went on, despite 
the "mass of vicious publications'1 which were currently flooding the 
market.

hast makes a fortune; • • • lark Twain and Josh Billings 
and their publishers luxuriate in public patronage, and have 
representatives in almost every library; while foe died on 
highly seasoned charity, and you will not find a dozen 
copies of Bryant and Hawthorne in a day* s journey* . . .
For the last ten years the whole country has been flooded 
with cheap sensational works, and the public taste has been 
such that the real genius has been chilled and frozen into 
silence by the neglect of the reading world.

He became more impassioned as he surveyed the degenerate public taste the
country over. The classics, he asserted, were no longer known; references
to them were greeted with blank expressions. But

Tell the story of the Mummy* g questionable death, or how 
Berais ran from the buffalo, or Jcotty wanted his friend* s 
funeral preached, and a face lighted with interest greets 
you. Describe how Josh Billings’ signs of the zodiac were 
on the rampage, or how **Sut Luvengood* s daddy played hoss,” 
and see if you do not touch a familiar chord. Nilsson sang 
one of her finest operas and the audience listened passively, 
bhc came out and sang ”Arkansaw Traveller,” and the house 
thundered with applause. Verily, for the last ten years 
the American people did not want you to write for them un
less you spelled miserably or made them hold their sides 
for laughter. . . .

The cause of this sorry state of affairs he found in the period of moral
relaxation which followed the Civil War. But the pendulum was swinging
in the other directions ”• • • the brain and heart of the nation are
turning their attention to the cultivation of a purer standard and
loftier taste.” This happy change, h® averred, was coming about as a
result of public revulsion from the excesses of the previous five years*



orgy of wallowing in scandal, sensationalism and vulgar humor* The
revulsion was hastened by the knowledge, gained in late 1870 and early
1871? that Twain had realised upwards of $150,000 on the sales of The
Innocents Abroad, and that Ilarte had made almost that amount on his books.
Reported Taylors

It was then the public began to make Inquiries, and to find 
out that Bill Arp was offered twenty thousand dollars for the 
copyright of his book, that hast was paid a salary of ten 
thousand dollars, and that Josh Billings was getting a 
larger return from the sale of his books* They were awakened 
to the consciousness of the consequence of such a state of 
affairs? and tiiroughout the literary" circles of the land a 
general alarm was sounded, and the call for a better class 
of reading-matter is rapidly gaining ground*£
Such comments were obviously mere wishful thinking and had no real 

basis in actuality, bill Arp may have been a flash In the pan and so 
may Josh Billings. But Ilarte and lark Twain were just beginning careers 
that were to extend into the next century and to place them upon the 
very pinnacle of fame*

kuch the same type of criticism as that described above was made 
by the old guard in hew England. Edmund Clarence Stedman, a critic of 
no mean repute, wrote to Bayard Taylor on September 16, 1873? to com
pliment him on his new pastoral poem Lars. The poem, said Stedman, was 
one that would “last, though not in the wretched, immediate fashion of 
this demoralized period.” He then launched into a rather shrill attack

r̂11, n. s. U (Sept., 1872), 32U—7* The reference to the mummy is from 
The Innocents Abroad, to Bends and Scotty from Roughing It* Nilsson was a 
famous European operatic performer of the period. John Bis ten Cooke, in the 
next month’s issue of the same magazine, bemoaned the loss in literature of 
”Repose, simplicity, and that charming unreserve which characterises the 
well-bred author as it characterises the well-bred gentleman in society, • • 
He regretted that writers had ”abandoned the old tone of writing —  the 
amenity, the suavity, the easy grace of the literature preceding that of our 
day —  . • In "The heat, Twenty Years Ago,” 11, n. s. I4. (Oct., 1872), I469



upon the humorists of the day and, in passing* deplored the low state of
contemporary letters.

Cultured as are Hay and Harts* they are almost equally 
responsible with “Josh Billings” and the "Danbury Hews” 
man for the present horrible degeneracy of the public 
taste —  . . • The whole country . * • is flooded, del
uged, swamped* beneath a muddy tide of slang, vulgarity, 
inartistic bathers, impertinence and buffoonery that is 
not wit.6

Charles Eliot Norton, writing to Carlyle two months later, said}
Longfellow was complaining the other day of the decline 
in the interest in literature and in the taste for it.
Nor was he mistaken, —  this generation is given over 
to the making and spending of money, and is losing the 
capacity of thought. It wants to be amused, and the 
raaga zine s -amus e 11. 7

On November 21*> he wrote to Lowells "Even Longfellow, optimistic as he
is* .complains of the decline in taste for literary culture, and of

O.interest in literary pursuits • ’he stop at the high-school level.”0 
And, again, to Lowell, on February 23, IB?!}} ”There must be a revival
of letters in America, if literature as an art is not to become extinct.”  ̂

By the end of the decade, the editor of Scribner1s fronthiy had 
trimmed his sails to the prevailing wind. In an article on "Vulgarity 
in Fiction and on the Stage," he recognized that things were not what

6-Laura Stedman and George E. Gould, Life and Letters of Edmund Clarence 
Stedman, New fork, 1910, I, U?7* One wonders why Stedman neglected to mention 
Lark Twain in his condemnation. The fact that the two were friends and that 
Stedman admired Twain*s works —  at least such of his novels as Huckleberry 
Finn and A Connecticut lankee (both, of course* published after thi3 comment) 
—  perhaps accounts for the omission. John Hay, best known as a statesman, 
had published Pike County Ballads, dialect poems of the Illinois frontier, 
in 1871* The Danbury Lews Han was James L. Bailey, a Civil bar journalist 
who published humorous articles in his Danbury, Connecticut, newspaper.

7'Sara Horton and E. A. DevVolfe Howe, edd., Letters of Charles Eliot 
Horton, Boston arid Lew fork, 1913, II* 18. (Letter dated Kov." lo, if73)"
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they used to be. He spoke specifically about the theater, but his re
marks had a wider application.

The times have changed, and life has become so active 
and overburdened and so full that men go to the theater to 
laugh. The one thing that they need most is forgetfulness 
of care, in innocent pleasure. To the modern man and woman, 
life is a tragedy. The newspapers are full of tragedies, 
be swallow them every morning with our coffee, that we 
absolutely need is fun, jollity, mirth, forgetfulness 5 and 
the stage must adapt itself to this want or go to the wall.
that arc the implications of the above comments to a study of Hark

Twain1s reputation? For one thing, Twain made his literary debut in the
person of a westerner and a humorist. In the conflict of traditions
that characterized the post-Givil—bar decades he was clearly on the side
of the opposition —  of the opposition to the old, the established, the
venerated. The guise in which he presented himself to the world —  his
guise by birth, temperament and training —  was one which was calculated
to alarm and amaze the keepers of the cherished flame of eastern culture.
His removal to their midst was no signal for rejoicing on the part of the
Hew England literati. Although during his Hartford years he became a
close friend of Howells, T. B. Aldrich, Charles Dudley barrier and &rs.

11Jtowe, among others, he was never really accepted by the old guard.
The fiasco of the Ihittiar Day Dinner of 1877 —  the episode which 
Howells called t1the amazing mistake, the bewildering blunder, the cruel 
catastrophe” —  might well have had something to do with the aloofness

ID18 (hay, 1679), 133.
^*He even published a few pieces in the Atlantic Monthly, notably the 

“Old Times on the Mississippi” in 137.9. But by the time his first story 
was printed (November, I87I4 —  nA True Dtory") he was a famous writer, and 
the publisher of the Atlantic was seeking him out. As Howells saysi “It 
was the publisher, the late II. 0. Houghton, who felt the incongruity of 
his absence from the leading periodical of the country, and was always 
urging me to get him to write.” My Mark 'Twain, Hew York, 1910, p. 20.



of the Brahmins» But there was more to it than that, A humorist, a
jester, a buffoon, was simply not of the same breed of men as the gentle
Nhittier, the scholarly Longfellow, the urbane Lowell, the cultured
Emerson, the polished Holmes, Lowell, indeed, indirectly threw some
light on the subject in an altogether different connection when (in a
letter to Charles Eliot Norton of August 18, 1889) h© sneered at the
English tendency to lionize American entertainers, (Lark Twain, from the
beginning, had been received with unparalleled enthusiasm by the English,)
Another westerner, some years after Twain's success, was likewise accorded
a rousing reception, Buffalo Bill, in London with his y*ild Lest Show for
the Queen1s Jubilee of 1887, was taken up, remarked Lowell,

by a certain layer of society, but not, I should say, by- 
society in its better sense, • , • But I think the true 
key to this eagerness for lions —  even of the poodle 
sort —  is the dulness of the average English mind. • • .
Chat it craves beyond everything is a sensation, anything 
that will serve as a 'Worcestershire sauce to its sluggish
palate.12

The implications are obvious, Norton, writing some years later (Novem
ber Si 1901), to 3, G. hard, observed:

It would have seemed incredible twenty-five years ago that 
Yale should give her highest degree of honour to a Catholic 
prelate and to a popular novelist, and that, on the chief 
day of commemoration of her founding, the warmest applause 
should be bestowed on the Archbishop, on a Japanese states
man, and on lark TwainI13

12Charles Eliot Norton, od., Letters of James Russell Lowell, New York, 
189U, II, 377.

13Letters, IX, 31U* The occasion referred to was the awarding to Clemons 
of an honorary faster of Arts degree. The Catholic Prelate was archbishop 
Ireland, the popular novelist was Thomas Nelson Page, and the Japanese 
statesman was Iarquis Ito. The reference to an attitude of snobbishness on 
the part of Yale of twenty—five years before is not to be construed as 
representing Norton1s own attitude toward lark Twain. Howells reports that 
Horton greatly admired Twain when they met late in 1871 or early in 1872, 
but that Longfellow and Lowell remained aloof. See Lark Twain, Ch. 12.
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Even after Twain had become a figure of world renown the critical 
temper of the genteel tradition found it difficult to look with favor 
upon the type of writing: of which he was an important practitioner- At 
the height of the period of gentility James Lane Allen, spokesman par 
excellence, was writing in the Bookman in 1396 on “The Gentleman in Amer
ican Fiction.” He gave grudging recognition to that bulk of American 
literature which dealt ”with types that come lower than the highest-H 
He used such adjectives in describing this material as “genuine,” ”char
acteristic,” and “indispensable,” but he admitted that “whatever its 
field and whatever its scope and whatever its merit, it has this common 
limitation that it is not the literature of our highest civilisation.”
He concluded s

It is a ridiculous and mortifying admission that the only 
two names in all the range of our fiction that have attained 
anything like universality of acceptance even among ourselves, 
not, of course, as gentlemen, but as mere characters, are the 
two negroes, Uncle Tom and Uncle Remus

lie might very well have changed the “two names” to “four” and added,
“and the two boys, Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.”

The genteel tradition, as has been suggested above, found hark Twain
to be not consonant with the prevailing notions of gentility. It has
been only within comparatively recent times that sufficient serious
attention has been paid to a second tradition which existed from the
beginning alongside the genteel —  the native or popular. The ideals
of the former were refined, classical, importedj those of the latter
(if it can be said to have had any) were crude, proletarian, indigenous.
It is this latter tradition which many students of our national culture
feel to be the true American one. It is this latter tradition also,

U (Oct., IO96), 119-20
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needless to say, with which lark Twain has become associated.
The mainstay of the popular tradition in America was (and possibly 

still is) humor• A number of reasons have been suggested as to why this 
should have been so, the main one being that the United States is a young 
nation. A characteristic of youthful exuberance, according to an authority

1 CT*on the subject,  ̂is humor —  a fondness for burlesque, horseplay, exag
gerated bravado, boisterous boastfulness, high spirits. lark Twain made 
his bow to the American people as a purveyor of such humor and was at 
once classed in the public eye with other dealers in the same commodity —  
Josh Billings, out Lovingood, Orpheus G. Kerr, Artemus hard, and their 
like. Kis connection with the test Coast, an area traditionally associated 
with the type of humor described above, was not overlooked. An anonymous 
writer for the Penn Lon till y in 18?0 called him ” the head and front of the
whole tribe of exaggerators, • » • the court jester of the sovereign

16people . . .  completely Californian. The story of how he took to the 
lecture platform in ban Francisco is well known and need not be repeated 
here. Cuffice it to say, he was a huge success. A year after his return 
from the Holy Land excursion he spent a season lecturing (1668—9). On 
November 17* 1868, he spoke on 11 The .American Vandal Abroad” before the 
Cleveland Library Association. A reporter for the horning herald compli
mented him on 11 having conclusively proved that a man may be a humorist 
without being a clown, he has elevated the profession by his graceful

I1-}̂3ee Constance Hourke, American humor, New York, 1931* for a full 
treatment of this subject. She credits hark Twain, in his early work, 
with 11 the renewal of the American comic legend.” (p. 209)

161 (Aug., 1870), 298. The "advertisement” of the Jumping Frog volume 
(1867) had billed him as the MV,ild Humorist of the Pacific Slope.” See 
Albert Bigelow Paine, hark Twain, a Biography, (I*, vols. in 2), New York, 
1912, pp. 318-9.
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delivery and by recognising in his audience something higher than merely
a desire to laugh.

This was a fairly unusual comment to be made in Twain1s early years
as a public figure. Ordinarily, he was considered simply as a comic.
For example, the editor of Hearth and Home, in describing the attractions
of the approaching lecture season, announced: ”. . .  Billings and Twain

18will contribute the seasoning for the intellectual entertainments.” The 
wording of this notice is interesting, for it tells us a good deal about 
the early attitude toward Kark Twain. Other lecturers would furnish the 
intellectual fare (Emerson and Beecher were mentioned in the Hearth and home 
editorial), while the humorists were to supply ”seasoning,” spice. By 1872 
the situation had deteriorated to such an extent, there being, presumably, 
a surfeit of seasoners, that the editor of Scribner11 s Monthly was moved 
to comment:

There was a time in the history of our popular ”lecture 
system” when a lecture v/as a lecture. The men who appeared 
before the Lyceums were men 'who had something to say* Grave 
discussions of important topics) social, political, and lit
erary essays) instructive addresses and spirited appeals —  
these made up a winter*s course of popular lectures, how, a 
lecture may be any string of nonsense that any literary 
mountebank can find an opportunity to utter. Artemus hard 
"lectured”) and he was right royally paid for acting the 
literary buffoon. He has had rnany imitators) and the 
damage that he and they have inflicted upon the institu
tion of the lyceum is incalculable. The better class that 
once attended the lecture course have been driven away in 
disgust, and among the remainder such a greed for inferior 
entertainments has been excited that lecture managers have 
become afraid to offer a first-class, old-fashioned course 
of lectures to the public patronage.3-9

17Quoted by David head, Yankee Eloquence in the Biddle Test, East 
Lansing, hich•, 1991> p. 232.

IS2 (Dec. 17, 1370), 319.
19"Triflers on the Platform,” 3 (Feb., 1872), I5.89. A. L. Vogelback 

considers this and a subsequent article in the same vein a thinly—veiled 
attack upon hark Twain and his school. To be sure, in 1872 Twain*3 
reputation was such that he might very readily have been included in a
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-Such comments as these could not hurt Rark Twain* 3 reputation as a 
lecturer* he remained one of the most phenomenally popular platform 
speakers America has produced, and his fame achieved world-wide pro
portions* his name continued to be bracketed with those of other 
purveyors of what- was considered during the ascendancy of the genteel 
tradition an inferior art form* The religious periodicals, especially, 
if they did not ignore him altogether (as inoat of them did) had, in 
general, only harsh words to say* A writer in the Chicago Advance, for 
example, as late as 1875 made a plea for "a real live Christian editor 
• * . £*toj find something • * • that may satisfy the natural craving 
which otherwise, in its greediness will swallow the indigestible diet of 
Josh Billings or Lark Twain.

If the genteel readers and critics of the East were alienated by 
I ark Twain* s guise of funny man from the uncouth best, they were inspired 
with an equally strenuous distaste for his method of marketing his books.
On the title-page of The Innocents Abroad appeared the following notation: 
"Issued by dubacription Only, and hot for dale in the Book-Stores. Residents 
of Any State Desiring a Copy Should Address the Publishers, and an Agent

sweeping denunciation of this type♦ Since, however, he is not mentioned 
by name in either article, the answer to the question of whether or not he 
was the object of these attacks must remain suppositional• See A. L. Vogel- 
back, The Literary Reputation of hark Twain in America, 1869-1885> Ph. I). 
Dissertation (unpublished), University of Chicago, 1938•

20Rev. C. D. lielmer, "The Religious Newspaper as an Evangelising 
Agency," Advance, 8 (June 3? l8?5)» 682. The religious periodicals of the 
day, full as they were of sermons, Christian endeavor, prayer meeting infor
mation and religious urusings, would almost certainly not have deigned to 
review tho works of so notoriously secular a writer as lark Twain. Because 
his chosen field was comedy, Kark Twain had to pay what Brander katthews 
has aptly termed "the penalty of humor." A consideration of his brilliant 
analysis of Twain’s work, which is certainly one of the high water marks In 
pro-Clemens criticism during that writer’s lifetime, will be reserved until 
a later time when its position in a chronological survey renders It appro
priate for discussion*
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Vs ill Gall Upon Them.” With on© or two minor exceptions, all of lark 
Twain’s books for the first thirty years of his writing career were sold

ford, one of the important subscription book publishers of the period, 
later by Osgood of Boston, and finally by his own firm of Charles L. Webster 
and Company. Mot until the firm of Harper and Brothers became his pub
lisher in I896 did he abandon this not altogether happy method of marketing 
his books, and even after that date he lapsed into the former method upon 
occasion —  in I897 with Following the Equator and in 1900 and 1903 with 
two less important books.

Merle Johnson, in his extremely valuable A Bibliography of the Works 
of Mark Twain, appends ”A Mote on Subscription Books** in which he throws 
some light on this important matter.

A subscription book . . .  was one sold originally by 
publisher*s agents direct to the reader and not over the 
bookshop counter. Agents went from customer to customer 
or door to door carrying a prospectus that displayed sample 
pages showing the style and size of the actual book. For 
the convenience of th© agent several ruled blank pages were 
bound in to be used as a record of sales, space being al
lowed for name and address of buyer, type of binding, and 
all other facts necessary to the final sale. . . .

In an effort to prevent the bookstores from securing 
copies of the book the publishers numbered each copy of the 
Connecticut Yankee by means of a label, . . .  These stamps 
were numbered and the numbers recorded against the names of 
agents to whom shipped. The publishers had made a strict 
rule that none of the books were to be sold to the shops,

' ’* " in a store meant loss of agency for

A curious disadvantage of the subscription system was that compli
mentary copies of books for review purposes were not generally circulated. 
Mark Twain always made sure that Howells received an advance copy of a

by subscription —  at first by the American Publishing Company of llart-

^(Revised edition), Mew York, 1935? PP- 153-U*
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given volume for reviewing in the Atlantic , and he perhaps sent out 
other copies. But as a rule, no copies were available unless contracted 
for with agents. The fact that a reviewer could not even come by the 
latest hark Twain book in the local bookstore (supposing that he had 
wanted to avail himself of it) made reviewing an unnecessarily difficult 
problem. This situation undoubtedly accounts for the paucity of critical 
notices of many Twain items. It is a wonder, under the conditions which 
prevailed, that as many reviews got written as we have examples of. Pro
fessor 3. 3. Haldeman, in a letter to the president of the Ansar lean Book 
Trade Union, summed up the matter in 187h as follows:

The issuing of books by subscription alone is a nuisance 
which should be abated. The canvassers are often impudent 
trespassers; the books do not find their way into regions 
where there is a sparse population, but, on the contrary, 
they are often pushed to the disadvantage of the local dealer; 
they are not published, and, as a consequence*, they cannot be 
quoted, nor can they be reviewed in respectable periodicals.
It is fortunate that in most cases such books are mere com
pilations of little or no value.22
The editor of the Literary horld (Boston) at tiiie time was waging a 

war against subscription books• Although he conceded to the system a 
certain advantage,^3 he maintained:

Subscription books are in bad odor, and cannot possibly 
circulate among the best classes of readers, owing to the 
general and not unfounded prejudice against them as a class•

Consequently an author of established reputation, who 
resorts to the subscription plan for the sake of making more 
money, descends to a constituency of a lower grade and in
evitably loses caste, . . .  For this loss no money could 
compensate.

But the injury resulting from the adoption of the sub
scription plan by our best writers would not be limited to 
themselves, but would affect seriously our whole literature•

22 /■ ^Reprinted in "Literary Lows,” Literary «vorld, 5 (3ept•, 137U)» 63.
. . .  a book is pushed into currency by the combined personal 

efforts of many experienced and dauntless men, while a book published in 
the regular way must depend mainly upon its own merits for its success.” 
Literary World, $ (Aug., 187k)* !i.Q*
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This plan operates directly against the principle that the 
sale of a book should be proportioned to its merits, and 
makes these quite subordinate to the arts of importunity and 
trickery, • . • of -which almost every reader has had personal 
experience, as characteristic of the book-canvasser
The animus against the subscription method continued unabated. In

1885, a -writer in the Book hews suggested that as a rule it was a matter
of utter indifference to the reading public whether or not subscription
books got published, f,for hardly one in ten is what people in general want •**

A little examination of them shows that they are clumsy and 
showy, made very cheaply and sold at a high price. Their
market is found among people who would never think of going
to a book-store, but on whose credulity and gullibility, the 
agent finds it possible to work. The high price pays not 
only for the book, but for the costly method of selling it.
Thus for one sold at three dollars (the average price), the 
agent has paid one dollar and a quarter, the latter sum in
cluding, of course, the cost of production and a good profit.

The ordinary subscription book is manifestly made to
catch the eye of the ignorant, who can be forced to buy it by
means of the volubility, chicanery, and persistence of an 
agent interested, not in books in general, but in one book.
If Lark Twain did not find it expedient to adopt this peculiar 
method of selling his books, he would have a good opportunity 
for the exercise of his humor in picturing an agent's sales 
and attempts at sales. The absurdity of it all is sufficiently 
apparent, but a humorist* s delineation would give relief to 
the pent—up feelings of many a victim.25

2^Ibid.
(May, 1885), 209. By 1910, the issue was a dead one, redolent of 

a sort of pleasant nostalgia. George Ade, reminiscing over the days of "the 
old time subscription book," observed:

"Mark Twain should be doubly blessed for saving the center table from 
utter dullness. Do you remember that center table of the seventies?.. • •
The Bible had the place of honor and was flanked by subscription books. . . .

"The book-agents varied, but the book was always the same, —  many 
pages, numerous steel engravings, curly—cue tail—pieces, platitudes, 
patriotism, poetry, sentimental mush. One of the most popular, still 
resting in many a dim sanctuary, was known as 'Mother, home, and Heaven.*. • • 

"Just when front-room literature seemed at its lowest ebb, so far as 
the American boy was concerned, along came Lark Twain, his books looked, 
at a distance, just like the other distended, diluted, and altogether 
tasteless volumes that had been used for several decades to balance the 
ends of the center table. . . .

"Gan you see the boy, a Sunday morning prisoner, approach the new
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These fairly lengthy preliminaries have been presented in an effort 
to make clear why hark Twain was not considered by most of the serious 
readers and critics of his day as an important writer# To summarize 
briefly, the reasons were, first, the sub-literary position held by humor; 
second, the novelty and strangeness which much of his western writing held 
for eastern readers, especially critics^and third, his method of publi—. 
cation# These three reasons account in part for the reluctance of a 
certain limited group to consider hark Twain seriously. The general public, 
however, is more adaptable than the literary critic or the cultured and 
conservative reader, and hark Twain* s works found immense favor with the 
masses, As hr* Bernard DeVoto points out:

hot the least amazing of many paradoxes that hark Twain 
presents to us is this: that, although only in the very
last years of the century now ending have critics been willing 
to discuss him as a literary artist, from the very first the 
people who read books and incorporate them into their lives 
have recognized the artist whom the critics only now begin to 
acknowledge. In the minds of the public, American and inter
national, there has never been any doubt about the greatness 
of hark Twain. It is only among the literary that the recog
nition now fulfilled in centennial exercises has d e l a y e d . 2 6

hr# DeVoto continues:
There has never been any doubt of hark Twain1s great

ness in that court of appeal whose jurisdiction over literature

book with a dull sense of foreboding, expecting a dose of Tupper* a
1 Proverbial Philosophy1? Can you see him a few minutes later when he 
finds himself linked arm-in-arm with kulberry Sellers or Buck Fanshaw. . • ? 
Ko wonder he curled up on the hair—cloth sofa and hugged the thing to his 
bosom and lost all interest in Gunday-school • '* —  George Ade, 11 Park Twain 
and the Old Time Subscription hook,n American Review of Reviews, ifI 
(June, 1910), 703-U#

26"lark Twain: The Ink of History,H An Address Delivered at Columbia,
Missouri, Dec. 6, 1935* as part of the Concluding bxercises of Lark Twain 
Peek at the University of lissouri. In Forays and Rebuttals, Boston, 1936, 
p p- 350-1.



is final, the reading public. The verdict of that court 
has been a universal and sustained acclaim never equaled 
by any other American, and equaled by only a few writers 
in the whale history of literature•27



CHAPTER T W

The First Decade

After the publication of the ” villainous backwoods sketch*1 which 
the world knows as MThe Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,11 
hark Twain awoke (as Byron had awakened) to find himself famous.**- No 
less an authority than James Russell Lowell pronounced it Mthe finest 
piece of humorous writing yet produced in Amer ica.The incorporation 
of the tale in a volume along with twenty—six other items marks an impor
tant date in American literature —  the date of lark Twain1s first book.^
It was not widely reviewed. After all, the title story was the only really 
good thing in the volume. Some of the other pieces had merit of one kind 
or another, but even Twain realized the essential slightness of most of 
them and selected under a dozen for reprinting in his volume of Sketches 
brought out eight years later. A typical notice of the period was the 
one in the Book Buyer in November, 1867, which simply called attention 
to the book and quoted a comment from a London journal, as follows:
MIt is not often that we meet a genuine collection of harmless drollery

*1 The comparison with Byron —  not, by the way, an inappropriate one —  
was made by some of his contemporaries. The frog story appeared in the New 
^ork -Saturday Press, Nov. 18, 1865, and (slightly changed) in the Californian, 
Dec. l6, lb65* Bee Edgar A. Branch, The Literary Apprenticeship of Lark 
Twain, Urbana, 111., 1950, P* 293*

2Quoted in Paine, p. 321.
•3Publication was May 1, 1867 .
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and mirth, unforced, natural, and exhilarating like 'The Jumping Frog.

Here then was the consensus? a "collection of harmless drollery
and mirth111 nothing that would cut much ice in the literary hast5 popular
enough with those who enjoyed a good joke or two —— and there were many,
but they did not confuse good jokes with good literature5 and not even

cvery highly regarded by the author.
The development exhibited between the first book and the second is

fstartling.' The Innocents Abroad, although it has many defects, as its 
reviewers were quick to point out, nevertheless frequently shows a matur
ity and an artistry •which were probably as unconscious to the author as 
they were unnoticed by the readers. The genesis of the work is interest
ing. It appeared in its earliest form as fifty-two or fifty-three letters 
to the San Francisco Alta and six to the hew York Tribune, during the years 
1867-68. These were later revised and edited for book publication.

As early as July, 1868, or exactly' a year before The Innocents Abroad 
appeared in book form, a writer (possibly Bret Karte) for the Overland

^  (hov. 15, 1867), 3.
"Paine (p. 320) quotes a letter from lark Twain to his family: "As for

the Frog book, I don1t believe it will ever pay anything worth a cent. I 
published It simply to advertise myself, and not with the hope of making 
anything out of it.”

6Archibald Henderson hardly exaggerates when he says: "lark Twaxn
enjoys the unique distinction of exhibiting a progressive development, a 
deepening and broadening of forces, a ripening of intellectual and spirit
ual powers from the beginning to the end of his career. From the stand
point of the man of letters, the evolution of hark Twain from, a journeyman 
printer to a great author, from a merry-andrew to a world—humor1st, from a 
river-pilot to a trustworthy navigator on the vast and uncharted seas of 
human experience, may be taken as symbolic of the romance of American life.” 
—  Mark Twain, hew York, 1910, p. 16*

7‘Bee kerle Johnson, A Bibliography of lark Twain, p. 11.



Monthly was describing the fresh and vigorous charm of MarK Twain* 3 Holy 
Land letters* He made special mention of the iconoclastic traveller* s 
"lawless humor and lyric fire ," and he found generally salutary the
results of Twain*a having "used brickbats on stained glass windows with

rdamaging effect."
'When The Innocents Abroad was published as a six-hundred-page subscrip

tion book in the summer of 1869, it achieved immediate success. In the 
words of a recent critic, it "marked his /~Twain,s_7 acceptance by a leading 
publisher, by the American public, and by no less an arbiter than "William 
Dean Howells.u  ̂ It has remained the most popular travel book ever printed 
in the United States (perhaps ever printed in English), has been frequently 
re-issued, and is today, almost a century after its initial appearance, a. 
fairly steady seller.

But what of its contemporary reception? Only three periodicals pub
lished reviews, each, interestingly enough, representative of a specific 
region —  the Nation of New fork, the Atlantic I.nnthly of New England, and 
the Overland Monthly of the Nest Coast, The last two reviews, by Howells 
and Bret Hart©, respectively, are, by virtue of the status of their authors, 
sufficiently important to warrant special consideration as critical essays

u"Current Literature," /“Review of Going to Jericho by John franklin 
SwiftJ/, 1 (July, 1868), 101.

^Branch, op. cit•, p. 186. Paine reports; "Newspapers chorused their 
enthusiasm! the public voiced universal approval! only a few of the more 
cultured critics seemed hesitant and doubtful." —  p. 382. ..ithin twenty 
years after its appearance, it was described as "one of the most widely 
read of all American books. . *" —  Charles Hopkins Clark, "Gamuel Langhorne 
Clemens," Literature, 1 (June 16, 1888), i|6. Concerning Twain* s acceptance 
by Howells, it is interesting to note what the humorist*3 attitude toward the 
critic was shortly to become. In 1875* Twain wrote to xiowellss "fours Is 
the recognised critical Court of Last Resort in this country! from its de
cision there ia no appeal! • • •” Letter dated Oct. 19* 18?5* Letters, I, 
263• This view, one might suppose, was pretty generally held at the time.
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in their own right*
But first, the Kation* The review was on the whole favorable, though 

not enthusiastic. Of particular interest, aside from the critical comments,
was the animadversion against subscription books with which the notice began.

It might have been a thinner book, for there is some 
dead wood in it, as there has to be in all books which are 
sold by book-agents and are not to be bought in stores. The 
rural-district reader likes to see that he has got his 
money* 3 worth even more than he likes wood-engravings• At
least, such is the faith in Hartford; and no man ever saw a
book—agent with a small volume in his hand.

The magazine further claimed that the book contained ”some real value as
well as much freshness,** but agreed that the American humor was **the
great thing, '* nAll the prominent character is tics of our peculiar school
of hujnorists — - their audacity, their extravagance and exaggeration —
hr, Clemens displays in fulness* • •-

The review by Howells is important on two counts —  first, as a
piece of criticism containing remarks of a more prophetic than acute nature,
and second, as the Instrument which brought about the lifelong friendship
between Howells and Twain —  one of the most famous associations in American
literary annals. Though Howells misspelled the author*s name throughout his

11 12review, x he seems to have admired The Innocents Abroad sincerely* He
apparently was the first critic to point out the existence in bark Twain of

10A 9 (dept. 2, 1869), 19U-£.
11He wrote it ** Clements •**
12A short time after the review appeared (i. ©,, late in 1869) Twain 

was in boston lecturing. He had read Howells*s review, and it had pleased him. 
To express his gratitude, He called at the offices of the Atlantic where 
Howells was assistant editor* His comment was in character. ”Y.hen I read 
that review of yours, I felt like the woman who was so glad her baby had 
come white.” —  Paine, p, 39*0.
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■traits which were to he mentioned more and more frequently as the years 
passed as vital characteristics of his personality until they became prac
tically trade-marks of his genius —  namely, his kindness and benevolence, 
his lack of rancor, his sympathy and innate nobility, Howells wrotet

It is out of the bounty and abundance of his own nature 
that he is as amusing in the execution as in the conception 
of his work. And it is always good-humored humor, too, that 
he lavishes on his reader, and even in its impudence it is 
charming; we do not remember where it is indulged at the cost 
of the weak or helpless side, or where it is insolent, with 
all its sauciness and irreverence• • , .3-3

He praised Twain1s ability at characterization, complimented him on the 
success of his style, which he said approached to Mcolloquial drolling,” 
and admired the t1 excellent aense and good feeling” of his humor. He con
cluded on a prophetic notes

• . • this book ought to secure him something better than 
the uncertain standing of a popular favorite. It is no 
business of ours to fix his rank among the humorists 
California has given us, but we think he is, in an entirely 
different way from all the others, quite worthy of the 
company of the best.^
Bret Harte and hark Twain had been friends during their California 

days, and in 1668 a few chapters of The Innocents Abroad had been pub
lished in Harte* s magazine, the Overland Monthly,^ Vihen the work saw 
final publication in book form, Harte reviewed it rather lengthily for the 
Overland early in 1870. On the whole, the review was favorable, though what

^Atlantic Monthly, 2h (Dec., 1869), 765*
^Ibld,, p. 766. tr. Franklin Calker, in can Francisco* 3 Literary 

Frontier, New fork, 1939, P* 323, writes: ”The Innocents Abroad has sur
vived for two reasons t Lark Twain*s frontier humor was more amusing 
than that of his fellows; and, of greater importance, he was more truly 
the spokesman of his generation and his civilization than were they.”

Ik"'Johnson, op. cit., p. 11.
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the critic considered shortcomings were indicated without hesitation.
Twain would have had no cause to feel that his old friend had let him 
down. Harte began on a high note: ”bix hundred and fifty pages of open
and declared fun —  • • .an Indian spring in an alkaline literary desert.”
Ha commended the readability of the book. He mentioned ”the lawlessness 
and audacity” of the author’s treatment of his subject —  traits which 
would have appealed to a fellow—westerner. The ’’real power of the book” 
he found in Twain’s ’’mock assumption of a righteous indignation.” He 
praised the style, tiie ”really admirable rhetoric, vigorous and pictur
esque, ” calling it ”an agreeable relief to long passages of extravagant 
humor.” 3o much for the credit side. On the debit side, he found Twain 
”As a conscientious, painstaking traveler, . . .  not to be commended.” He 
disapproved of the fidelity with which he followed guides and guide—books, 
a curious criticism in view of the fact that the Quaker City excursion was 
a trip with a carefully arranged itinerary. He betrayed his own weakness 
In charging that Twain lacked ’’that balance of pathos which we deem essential 
to complete humor.” In this, iiarte’s contemporaries, who dubbed him ’’the 
American Dickens,” would doubtless have concurred, although a change in 
taste has placed Twain higher in favor than Harte primarily because the 
former happily eschewed (as a rule) those maudlin excesses of pathos to 
which hie generation was largely given over. Harte concludeds

. . .  after a perusal of this volume, v/e see no reason for 
withholding the opinion we entertained before taking it up, 
that hr. Clemens deserves to rank foremost among Western 
humoristsj and in California, above his only rival, ’’John 
Phoenix,” whose fun, though more cultivated and spontaneous, -wr 
lacked the sincere purpose and larger intent of ’’Mark Twain’s.” °
The enormous success of The Innocents Abroad established Hark Twain as 

a popular favorite. It Is doubtful, however, that his immense following

16h (Jan., lb?0), 100-1.
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found in his hook the 11 larger intent11 which Bret harte mentioned in his 
review. For instance, a literary critic writing a quarter of a century after 
tiie Innocents was published endeavored to explain hark Twain* s ,T pur pose,” 
which he found to consist in pointing out 11 not how an American ought to feel 
on seeing the sights of the Old borld, but how he actually does feel if he 
is honest with himself.” This purpose, he claimed, was not apparent to the 
great mass of readers who enjoyed The Innocents Abroad and is even yet (IO9I1) 
but imperfectly appreciated.^*^ A few discerning critics saw more than the 
antics of a funny fellow, but on the whole Twain was enjoyed in this early 
period for his ability to make his audience laugh. His immediate plans were 
vague. Bliss, the publisher of the Innocents, was eager for a repeat per
formance, but, as Paine reports, at tnis time ”lark Twain still did not 
regard himself as a literary man.”*^ Some journalistic activity he did

19engage in —  notably the Buffalo Express writing and the Galaxy column.
Both involved the production of humorous skits, whimsical observations, 
witty sayings, and the like —  largely hack work of little importance. But 
both enterprises tended to keep his name before the public• The periodicals 
of the day contain numerous references to Twain during this period of 
transition from journalist to man of letters.

The name Bark Twain had made for himself was that of humorist, pure 
and simple. The hatiori said of one of his Galaxy columns that it was

^Ilenry C. Tedder, American bribers of To-Day, New York, 189)4?
pp. 129-30.

rarne, p. 385*
*̂%le worked on the 1 depress off and on after his purchase of a third 

interest from August, 1869? to April, 18?0. He wrote for the Galaxy, of 
hew York City, a column of ”Memoranda" from Bay, I87O, to April, 1871* 
Meantime, he lectured (notably in hew Ingland), was married, and took up 
residence in Hartford, which was to be his home for the next twenty years.
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"up to his ordinary mark, and • « • to our apprehension, very funny, and
very well worth reading by anybody who likes to be amused, and is not above
laughing when he feels like it."^® The same periodical a few months Xatar
remarked editorially}

• • • the United dtates possesses, what no other nation does, 
several professed jesters —  that is, men who are not only 
humorists in the ordinary sense of the term, but make a 
business of cracking ^okes, and are recognised as persons 
whose duty it is to take a jocose view of things. Artemus 
hard, Josh .Billings, and hark Twain, and the Rev. P. V.
Kasby, and one or two others of less note, are a kind of 
personages whom no other society has produced, and who 
certainly could in no other society attain equal celebrity.
It was difficult daring this period for Clemens to take a jocose view

of things, for the crush of circumstance bore heavily upon him. Let him
tell it himself in his "Valedictory41 for the Galaxy.

I have now written for The Galaxy a year. For the 
last eight months, with hardly an interval, I have had 
for my fellows and comrades, night and day, doctors and 
watchers of the sick! During these eight months death 
has taken two members of my home circle and malignantly 
threatened two others. All this I have experienced, yet 
all the time been under contract to furnish "humorous" 
matter once a month for this magazine. X am speaking the 
exact truth in the above details. Please to put yourself 
in my place and contemplate the grisly grotesqueness of 
the situation# I think that some of the "humor” I have 
written during this period could have been injected into 
a funeral sermon without disturbing the solemnity of the 
occasion.

The Memoranda will cease permanently with this issue 
of the fagazine. . . .  At last I am free of the doctors 
and watchers, and am so exalted in spirits that I will 
cut this final memoranda very short and go off and enjoy 
the new state of things. I will put it to pleasant and 
diligent use in writing a book.22

2011 (July ?, 18?0), 1U.
PI"The * Comic Paper1 Question," 11 (Dec. 29> 1870), 1|3U*
2211 (April, 1871), 615. The Nation, commenting editorially upon 

Twain’s severance of his Galaxy connections, saids "hr. ’Mark Twain’ 
bids farewell to the readers of the Galaxy this month, and will be re
gretted by a many of them, ourselves, we confess, among the number.
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The book he mentions was to be Roughing It, but before we consider
that work, we must take note of a trivial and wholly unworthy effort which
he gave to the world in the spring of 18?1. This bore the rather ponderous
title of hark Twain1s (Burlesque) Autobiography and First Romance* It was
on all counts a mistake* Paine said of it:

The publication was not important, from, any standpoint*
Literary burlesque is rarely important, and it was far 
from lark Twain* s best form of expression, k year or 
two later he realised the mistake of this book, bought 
in the plates and destroyed them.23

The Romance was the "Awful, Terrible i'edieval Romance," which had appeared 
in the Buffalo Express early in 1870. The burlesque autobiography had not 
seen previous publication. Together they made a singularly odd little 
volume rendered even more curious by a series of quite irrelevant, full— 
page engravings depicting members of the Brie Railroad Ring in attitudes 
which were presumably intended to illustrate the dishonest methods of the 
Erie group, that connection the illustrations had with the text was by no 
means clear. Perhaps the very vagueness of the whole volume was intended 
as part of the humor* The medieval romance, inferior as it is In all re
spects, might conceivably be of some interest to students of bark Twain* s 
thought as an early example of his treatment of a subject which interested 
him throughout his entire life and saw its finest fruition in A Connecticut

For while, like all other professional *American Humorists * —  about as odd 
a profession, by the by©, as has ever been seen —  he was sometimes rather 
vulgar and rather low, he has on several occasions told some extraordinarily 
good stories, and said some very good things, and given a deal of not very 
refined, perhaps, but on the whole harmless amusement to a large number of 
people." —  12 (April 8, 18?1), 2I4.3.

23Paine, p. U33* heedless to say, this was not the follow-up of 
the Innocents for which Bliss was eagerly waiting. The Burlesque Auto
biography was brought out by Charles bheldon, publisher of the Galaxy, 
and presumably eamo about as a result of Twain*s connection with that 
periodical•
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Yankee and Joan of Arc. Otherwise, the item is altogether negligible.
Only three reviews of the volume have been uncovered, two of them quits
brief, and all of the® distinctly unfavorable. The longest (much longer,
incidentally, than the worth of the volume merited) appeared in the Literary
uorld of Boston. 44 The writer began by announcing that the work was un-
class ifiable. can recall no precedent in literature for this biography.
. . . Is it * fish, flesh, fowl, or good red herring*?” He continued;
"The name of the author justifies the suspicion that the work is one of
humor5 but the book itself affords not the feeblest fibre of corroboration,
and the suspicion is dismissed as unwarrantable. Is it a religious tract?
. . .  Is It a rebus, a charade, an enigma?" He remained baffled. As for
the autobiographical part, it "has neither head nor tail, neither sense nor
wit, . . lie concluded; "As to the literary merit of these effusions,
they would have had a more appropriate place in some quack medicine almanac.
'we are sincerely sorry to see Lark Twain, who has done some admirable work,

oclending himself to a mere money-catching scheme like this."^ A critic for
the Eclectic, of Cincinnati, wrote?

This making fun for so much a page, and grinding it out 
monthly to meet the demands of publishers, Is not usually 
very laughable. Indeed, on the contrary, the material 
has frequently a funereal character that impresses one 
unpleasantly, as he wonders if„ the mental decrepitude 
does not presage early death.26

The reviewer for Godey13 Lady13 Book was more charitable, but equally
firm in his contention that this would never do.

*^hi$ "review" was, strictly speaking, a humorous sally on the part of 
some Boston critic. It is much wittier and more whimsical than anything in 
the Twain volume.

2%  (April 1, 1(371), 16$.

2S  (April, 1371), 256.
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This autobiography does not do justice to lark Twain1a 
reputation for humor * The necessity for making a book must 
have borne very heavily on him to compel him to send before 
the public such a collection of weak jokes and mild witti
cisms as this. We do not mean to say that it is not funny, 
and absurd, or that the reader will not laugh at every page, 
but it does not do full justice to the author.^7
3q much for Mark Twain’s third work. His fourth, "the California 

book,” as he called the volume which we know as Roughing It, was published 
early in 1872. It was in every way a worthy successor to The Innocents 
Abroad and holds indeed much more interest for an American reader, although, 
oddly enough, it has never been as popular as its predecessor. Albert 
Bigelow Paine, Twain’s greatest biographer, considered it ”a marvelous 
picture of frontier aspects” and claimed that It was ”essentially a pic
aresque novel, a work of unperishing fiction, founded on fact.”*^ The 
book marks a return to the earlier and more successful method of the Inno
cents, and as such it should have been widely heralded. But it m s  not. 
Indeed, it was largely ignored in the Bast* Howells reviewed it for the 
Atlantic, but none of the other journals paid it any attention whatever.
To the East, presumably, the 'Best was as yet no fit subject for serious 
literary exploitation —  at least not by a humorist. One other review has 
been discovered —  that In the Overland fconthly, a periodical dedicated 
largely to western matters• Both reviews are fairly brief.

Howells began his notice by praising the book for its picture of ’’the 
flush times in Nevada.”

2782 (June, 1871), 57£.
28Paine, pp. I4.5I4.-S• Later criticism, especially that of Bernard DeYoto, 

has tended to substantiate this estimate (although it should be added paren
thetically that such is not the case concerning all of Paine’s judgments)• 
hr. DeYoto finds in Roughing It and in Twain* s other works with a native 
background pictures of American life that are as valuable, factually and 
artistically, as anything our literature possesses. See hark Twain’3 Amer
ica, Cambridge, «.ass*, 1932, passim.
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The grotesque exaggeration and broad irony with which the 
life is described are conjecturably the truest colors that 
could have been used, for all existence there must have 
looked like an extravagant joke, the humor of which was 
only deepened by its nether-side of tragedy#29

He continued, calling attention to the grab-bag nature of the work5 ’’and
yet the complex is a sort of 1 harmony of colors1 which is not less than
triumphant•" His concluding remarks were generous and sensible.

Probably an encyclopaedia could not be constructed from 
the book| the work of a human being, it is not unbrokenly 
nor infallibly funny; nor is it to be always praised for 
all the literary virtues; but it is singularly enter
taining, and its humor is always amiable, manly, and 
generous,30
The reviewer for the Overland (probably not Bret Harte, who by this 

time had gone east), singled out the humor for special consideration, term
ing it “grotesque” and “extravagant" but nonetheless "genuine, and 
thoroughly enjoyable, • ,

On almost every page of the volume this vein of broad, 
robust humor crops out* It is not fine and pensive, like 
Irving’s. It is not artificial, or based upon any literary 
model, • • • Its specific character is its spontaneity and 
naturalness, together with an underlying element of sturdy 
honesty and rugged sense, antagonistic to sentimentality 
and 3hams «

He mentioned the "keen insight and shrewd observation" of this lark Twain 
humor, and conceded to its creator "precedence in the unclassical school" of

%iote the similarity of Paine’s much later coEsnents "A word here 
about this Vvestern humor: It is a distinct product. It grew out of a 
distinct condition —  the battle with the frontier• The fight was so des
perate, to take It seriously was to surrender * Aomen laughed that they 
might not weep; men, when they could no longer swear. ’Western humor* was 
the result. It Is the freshest, wildest humor in the world, but there is 
tragedy behind it," —  p.

^Atlantic fonthly, 29 (June, 1072), 7bU—5* The basis for attributing
to Howells the critical notices which in the ensuing discussion are said to 
be his is the work by ftilliam &„ Gibson and George Arms, A B ibl io gr aphy of 
hill jam Dean Howells, Hew York, I9J4.8. Gee also the appenaix to Py Park Twain, 
in which Howells'reprinted twelve items about Clemens written between I869T " " 
and 1905.
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American humor* .
About him there is nothing classic, bookish, or conven
tional, any more than there is about a buffalo or a grizzly.
His genius is characterized by the breadth, and ruggedness, 
and audacity of the best3 and, wherever he was born, or 
wherever he may abide, the Great Y*est claims him as her 
intellectual offspring.

The critic concluded by calling attention to two traits lark Twain
possessed* a gift for description and one for narration. The remarks
are quite acute.

It would be a great misapprehension, however, to conceive 
of Roughing It as merely a book of grotesque humor and rol
licking fun. It abounds in fresh descriptions of natural 
scenery, some of which, especially in the overland stage- 
rid©, are remarkable graphic and vigorous. The writer*s 
talent for clear, impressive narrative, too, is illustrated 
in the chapters devoted to the terrible story of the desperado,
Slade, which has as Intense an Interest as any thing in the 
wildest sensational novel of the day.31
In spite of these really rather flattering comments upon aspects of 

Clemens*s writing other than the comic ones, it was primarily as a 
humorist that his contemporaries continued to view him in this early 
period. This is especially noticeable if we digress a moment to consider 
his academic reputation* (hie of the earliest appearances of lark Twain*s 
name in a scholarly history of literature occurred in IU K. Royse* s A 
Manual of American Literature, published in 1872. Twain* 3 name was 
merely listed In a footnote as one of a group of “writers of funny 
sketches, depending, perhaps, more upon a grotesqueness of style and 
orthography than upon any other element of the l u d i c r o u s . “32 The fol
lowing year appeared a book by John 8. Hart with the same title as the 
Royse volume. Twain was included in a chapter of humorists on the strength

318 (June, I872), 580-1. 
32Page 32.
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of his first two hooks. It was said of him simply that he "set the whole 
continent in a roar by his volume, The Innocents Abroad, • * . " 33 in the 
same year Frederic Hudson published a scholarly account of Journalism in 
the United States from 16 90 to 1672 In which he made the following 
observation:

t.hile comic Journalism, per se, does not thrive in the 
United States, we have plenty of comic writers and talkers, 
who have grown fat, made money, set the nation in a roar, 
and thrown J. omus into ecstasies of delight over the fresh, 
free, funny, and broad humor of our numerous raconteurs, 
and wits, and punsters, ♦ « •

Artemus Ward, ivark Twain, John Phoenix, Doesticks, Josh 
Billings, Bret Harte, Petroleum V. Nasby, . • . have intro
duced a new order of comic literature, which, for quaintness, 
and richness, and freshness, is a feature of the times, 3h

Even after the publication of his roasterpieces, the academicians of the
eighties still drew the line just short of including him in the realm of
"Literature," as we shall see when we digress again during our discussion
of Twain’s second decade as a literary figure,

Keantimo, to return to a chronological account. In Hartford the
Clemenses became a part of the hook Farm circle, which included Harriet
Beecher Ctowe and Charles Dudley earner.35 One of the important results
of the friendship with barner was the joint authorship of The Gilded Age,
It was undertaken as a sort of challenge growing out of a dinner-table
discussion among the two authors and their wives concerning the popular
novels of the day. The men agreed that they could write a better novel
than those which the women were currently enjoying. They began almost

33 Page i±37* F our pages of excerpts from the Innocents follow. 
3kpages 686-9*
3^Por an account of the activities of this important group, see Ken

neth li, Andrews, Kook Farms hark Twain* 3 Hartford Circle, Cambridge, 
Lass., 1950.
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immediately, writing alternate sections, and completed the task in about 
three months. ’’The result,” as Paine says, ”if not highly artistic, 
made astonishingly good reading.”3° The Gilded Age was more widely re
viewed than any previous Twain volume or any of the subsequent six, a 
circumstance which may have been owing to the prominence of the co-author. 
Warner had gained a fame of sorts as a polite essayist in the tradition 
of Charles Lamb* He is remembered today (if at all) for one book —  My 
Summer in a Garden, a collection of pleasant and whimsical observations 
on the vicissitudes of planting flowers, vegetables and berries, together 
with certain moral reflections called up by his close association with 
nature.3? His connection with The Gilded Age has been almost forgotten, 
so eclipsed were his conventional, plot—ridden episodes by lark Twain’s 
brilliant and masterful portrayal of Colonel hellers. But in the seven
ties and eighties he was a force to be reckoned with. A reviewer of his 
hummles and Moslems, for instance, which was published in 1876, comparing 
him with Lark Twain, liad this to says ”. . .  Mr. Garner is also funny,
and possesses, besides, a vein of ix>etic feeling, which i r. Clemens does 

18not.”-̂ Some reviewers felt tnat earner was prostituting his talent by

36Paine, p. I4.78. See also pp. 1*76 ff. for an account of the compo
sition of the book, Mark Twain’s own impression of the collaboration is 
worth reporting# worked^ in the superstition that we were writing
one coherent yarn, when I suppose, as a matter of fact, we were writing 
two incoherent ones.” (This comment was made several years after the 
book was written.) Quoted by Pain©, p. 1*77.

^lt was published in 1871.
^ A r c a d i a n , 5 (May 6, 1876), 3. A decade or so later a critic wrote 

of him: 11Charles Dudley Garner has been classed among our humorists and
his philosophy is indeed permeated by a vein of delicious humor absolutely 
sui generis, which sparkles and corruscates, as it were, on the surface. • . j 
but under "this smiling surface it is never to be forgotten that there lie 
the deepest and most earnest feelings and convictions. Mr. ’Warner is a 
thinker and one whose thoughts are mainly occupied with subjects that make 
for the elevation and well being of his fellows.’1 —  ’’Charles Dudley Garner,” 
Book Hews, 8 (Sept., 1889), 3.
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collaborating with a mere comic like hark Twain, Others felt that
the work was a pretty hopeless hodge-podge* The Gilded Age does not
enjoy a very high reputation today, the best thing about it being its
title. Its sins are manifold, and even the palliative attempt of Twain*s
good friend Stoddard can do little to redeem the novel. He wrotei ”As to
the plot of the story, it was never meant to have any; • , ,*»39 Colonel
Sellers lives as one of the truly great comic characters in the American
portrait gallery. The Mississippi River scenes in the early part of the
book are justly famous and are among the best things Twain ever did. And
the satire of politics and society in Washington can still be read with
undiminished pleasure. But the rest of the book —  largely the work of
Warner —  is pretty dreary. Let it be said, however, in extenuation that
Warner was simply working within the accepted literary confines of his
period. That he lacked Lark Twain’3 genius for transcending the merely
local and prescribed and achieving the universal and the timeless is less
to his discredit than to his collaborator* s glory.

Five reviews of The Gilded Age were published shortly after it
appeared, host of them were unfavorable• The one in the Boston Literary
World was practically insulting,

he have read enough of the book to convince us that it is 
not worth reading and to fill us with wonder as to how a 
man of hr. Garner’s literary reputation could lend his name 
to such cheap and feeble stuff. • • • The book has a strong 
savor of lucre; it was evidently written to sell, and in the 
hope of gaining a liberal heap of that money, whose worship 
it purports to ridicule. It is not witty, or in any respect 
interesting| the only feature of it that we can conscien
tiously praise is the illustrations•UO

39Charles G. Stoddard, hxits and entrances, Boston, 1903, p. 71♦
liO
h (Jan., 137U, 126.
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The Independent singled out the realism of the book for special comment.
• • • it is a book of real life with a vengeance, selecting 
from real life what is worst and most repulsive. It is not 
so much a we11-wrought story, with a unity running through 
it, as a series of sketches strung together. . . .  We should 
blush to seo this book republished in Europe• . . .  The book 
has excellent features, the best being, the character of hah— 
kol Sellers, the extravagantly visionary bummer$ but even he 
is disgusting, vve confess to some little disappointment, and 
wish that the pleasanter features of American life might have 
had their proportionate treatment.^*
The reviewer for Appleton1a Journal m s  perhaps the least harsh at the 

same time as being the most cogent. He called attention to the penalty 
which the pursuit of humor inevitably involves —— "the painful penalty
. . * of not being able to ask for the mustard or greet a friend without
provoking a laugh." In the case of Hark Twain, however, he continued, this 
pursuit of humor has probably not blinded careful readers “to the quaint 
and peculiar originality, acuteness, • • genius" of the author1®
mind —  "to its real power and subtiltyy the keenness of its observation, 
and its perpetual and consistent hatred of feebleness and sham." The critic 
found in Twain* s writings certain qualities which made him feel that it 
would be a real pleasure "to hear his talk or read his works when — * if 
such time ever could come —— he was not funny." Concerning the short
comings of The Gilded Age, he wrote:

But the book has the faults which will possibly cling to the 
results of most Joint authorship to the end of time. It is
good in episodes from which to make a novel —  unsatisfac
tory as a combination of them. It is like a salad-dressing
badly mixed, wherein one comes upon the mustard in lumps, the 
salt in masses, pools of vinegar, and collections of oil which 
might have softened the whole. The ingredients are capital, 
the use of them faulty, . . .

His remarks on characterization wore pertinent, believing that the authors

hi26 (Jan. 1, l8?ii), 16U2.
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had uovercrowded their stage with people,” he asserted further: wIf
they meant to give us a story, in the course of which the characters 
played a true and properly balanced part, they must certainly be said to 
have failed.” Concerning the humorous paraphernalia, he wrote, in con
clusions "The preface, the chapter—headings, and the appendix of the book 
may possess humor of a high order; to us it seemed —  after the first 
smile, perhaps —  to be of rather a dreary sort*"^

The reviewer for Hearth and Home stressed the unexpected nature of 
the work.

He imagined it an extremely funny exaggeration of life with 
here and there a touch of Hr. earner's dainty humor, and 
thought the whole would prove an inimitable burlesque of 
the modern novel peculiarly rich in the characteristics of 
both its authors, He find it instead as genuine a novel as 
any, full of humor, with now and then a laughable exag
geration of character and life, but on the whole, rather 
a pathetic than a humorous production.

"The realism of the book11 he called "simply marvelous,” and the satire
11 pungent.” lie praised the "accuracy of aim” with which it was delivered.
He found the story "full of purpose,” and the moral fian especially worthy
one.” He decided that the novel was a 11 practical preachment” against the
current curse of avarice and concluded by suggesting that although it
abounded in humor it was clearly uwritten not in fun but very much in
earnest.”^

The Galaxy devoted but little space to The Gilded Age. The reviewer 
quoted from the Preface a few lines (intended to be humorous) concerning 
the critics, whom the authors did "not expect . . . /"*to 7 read the book 
before writing a notice of it." Taking them literally, he asserted:

^211 (Jan. 10, 16?U), 59. 
hi
6 (Jan. 17, 1S7U), 38-9.
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MIt would be a sheer waste of time to read every line of a production
heralded to the world in tills way, . . .” ”Mevertheless,” he continued,

. • • we have looked into it, and can say that it is a 
work which no library should be without5 for it is the 
production of two humorists whose names are well known 
throughout the United States, and who, if they seldom 
succeed in being funny, have at least the reputation of 
always being so — * which comes to very much the same 
thing.kh
Old and hew published the longest review of The Gilded Age and the 

only signed one, F, B. Perkins, a connection of the Beecher family, a 
some-time Hartford resident and member of the hook Farm circle, former 
editor of the Galaxy, and a generally well-known writer of the time, 
described the book as Mcurious,” and found it to be ”a story with a 
purpose as much as *The Pilgrim* a Progress.* It is written to expose 
speculators, lobbyists, and corrupt legislators.” Concerning character
ization, he remarked: ”There is, indeed, throughout, a clearness of
drawing, and an individuality about the characters, that will convince 
any expert, that they are, to a great extent, portraits? that is, genuine 
and faithful work.” Re praised the descriptive powers of the authors.
fl&any of the scenes in the book are described with great force, • . •”
As to the merits of the collaboration, he had some doubts.

The peculiar subtlety, and delicate, quiet, graceful humor,
of lr. Garner* s best work, are of too cool a tone to mix
well with the broader and more ridiculous and literal fun 
of Fr« 01©mens• And yet, in a constant appeal to the in
stinct of secretiveness, the two men are much alike. They
do not laugh nor smile: they produce their funny thoughts
as coldly and gravely as if it wrote itself up on a cemetery 
fence. Tne result is, that yon see it yourself? and that is 
what makes men laugh. . . .

For such merely literary merits as elaborate construction 
and detailed finish, we need not look: they could no more
exist in a book made as this was than a chicken could be
hatched from a new—laid egg in fifteen minutes.

17 (karch, 137U), U2S.
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And yet his over-all opinion was favorable. He described the novel as 
a "remarkably well-executed work*1' a "book of real and high purpose, 
much graphic and portrait power, much knowledge of men and things, and 
uncommon swiftness and force of action.

An interesting side light connected with The Gilded Age concerns 
the play which Hark Twain fashioned from the novel. It was a hasty job, 
undertaken in the summer of 167U, when he learned that the dramatist 
Gilbert 3. Densmore was preparing an acting version for the popular 
theatrical performer John T. Raymond.The play was made up almost 
wholly of Twain’s chapters from the novel, and Warner thus declined to 
accept any returns either in the way of financial remuneration or critical 
praise or blame. Twain’s opinion of his venture was not ©specially high. 
"It is simply a setting for the one character," he wrote, "Col. hellers 
—  as a play I guess it will not bear a critical assault in force."^7 
His judgment was largely correct. The play was a popular success but a
critical failure.

Appleton’s Journal published two notices. The first announced that 
the public was "keenly curious to know what one of the foremost humorists

~ ~  UK
9 (laarch, 18?U)» 386-6.

1*6Paine, p. 5>1?*
k^Letter to 1, D. Howells, dept. 20, 18 7U* letters, I, 227*
^"Colonel lulberry Hellers, warm and genial, eloquent and sanguine, 

impecunious In purse but a millionaire in promises, rallies to the theatre 
thousands nightly to roar in laughter over the exaggeration of an extrava
gant feature in our American society. The genius of Hark Twain in facile 
caricature proves that there are not only ’millions1 in a play, but that 
millions will laugh it into every man’s conversation and approval." —
3. 3. Cox, "American Humor," Harper1a Jonthly, £0 (April, 1875), 698•
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of the age could do as a dramatist.” The critic asserted that, although 
the construction was amateurish, the play could be considered ”in some 
respects, a decided success*” These respects had to do •with character and 
dialogue. Colonel sellers, though he was described as having “no necessary 
connection with the story,” was pronounced a triumph• And it was ack
nowledged that the dialogue was "so abundantly salted with pungent and 
vigorous satire, so full of effective shots at current shams in life and 
practice, that it would almost suffice of itself to carry the play.” The 
critic concluded by alleging that the drama, on the whole, was what one 
might logically expect at the hands of Ma pungent and gifted humorist” who 
was “entirely lacking in dramatic instinct and experience,”^

Three months later the same periodical published an assay spec
ulating upon the possible reasons for the decay of American comedy in 
the course of which it asserted that the Sellers play, in addition to 
being “weak and inadequate,” was “entirely worthless as a literary per
formance • ”

Howells, in his review for the Atlantic, set aside literary stand
ards as criteria of judgment, claiming that the play was “as unlike good 
literature as many other excellent acting-plays•”

Yet any one who should judge it from the literary stand
point, and not with an artistic sense greater and more than 
literary, would misjudge it. The play is true, in its broad 
way, to American, conditions, and is a fair and just satire 
upon our generally recognized social and political cor
ruptions •

He coznmented upon it3 vigor and originality —  qualities which, ho believed,

12 (Oct* 3, l8?Uh UU6.
“Kusic and the Drama,” Appleton1 s Journal, 13 (Jan., IB75), 23.



went far toward mitigating its defects*
It is merely an episode, but it is strong and new to 
the stage, however stale to fact, and it appeals to 
tne spectator's imagination so successfully throughout, 
that ne does not mind how very sketchy an episode it
is. 51

Eventually the play took its place in the annals of the American 
theater, brander Matthews, that indefatigable investigator into the 
history and development of world drama, wrote a few years after the 
production on the American as a theatrical type. Speaking of the hel
lers characterization, he said:

how there was in this character something which exactly 
fell in with the times, . . .  in the hands of i r. John 
T. Raymond, the careless, reckless, airy brag and bound
less anticipations of the character were rounded into a 
harmonious whole, and the character itself was shown to 
be simple and strong behind all its eccentricities. And 
there was something in it that all Americans, in those 
days when the gilding was first washed from the age most 
of us had taken for solid gold, —  there was something in 
it we all could recognize; . . .

These good qualities, however, did not blind him to the defects of the
piece which, he claimed, "has nearly every fault a play can have and
still stand the glare of the foot—lights." lie concluded his discussion
of the work by saying:

It is difficult to speak of it seriously; its construction 
Is infantine; its introduction of a steamboat explosion is 
puerile; Its incidents, where they are not forced and im
probable, are trivial and trite; it has no dramatic develop
ment of either action or character; even Colonel Sellers 
himself has no vital connection with the story and is ex
hibited to us merely in speech instead of being shown in 
action*52
The Gilded Age was A ark Twain's fifth book —  his fourth important 

book if we discount (as we must) the Burlesque Autobiography. At the

El"Drama," Atlantic ]• onthly, 35 (June, 1375)* 750«
E2"The American on the Ctage," Gcribner's i.onthly, lb (July, lo79)>

326-30.



time of its great popularity, durinr the spring and summer of I87I1., he 
■was thirty-eight years old, and his best -work lay ahead of him. Never
theless, he was considered to be a writer of some importance —  or 
perhaps we should say a humorist of some importance, for a distinction 
continued to be made during this period between humor and literature.
It was at this time that probably the first full-length study of Clemens 
appeared in the literary journals —  a critical summary of his work in 
the aggregate, an attempt to evaluate his contribution not to American 
literature, but to American humor. The author was George T, Ferris, 
whose essay is a model of inferior criticism —  pretentious, cloudy, 
sentimental, digressive, overly biographical, and only occasionally 
really critical. He betrayed his bias (which was largely the bias of tie 
age) by comparing Twain with Bret Harte, praising Harte for his pathos, 
and then saying:

Mark Twain, on the other hand, rarely touches the 
latent springs of human sentiment, nor is his style more 
than narrative and descriptive. He strolls in the open, 
breezy sunshine, happy-go-lucky fashion, yet with a keen
ness of vision that allows nothing in his horizon to 
escape him.

Although Twain, he continued, lacked Bret Harte1s subtlety and pathos,
he possessed “more breadth, variety, and ease.”

His sketches of life are arabesque in their strange com
binations, Bits of bright, serious description, both of 
landscape and society, carry us along till suddenly we 
stumble on some master-stroke of grotesque and irresistible 
form, lie understands the value of repose in art. One tires 
of a page where every sentence 3parities with points, and the 
author is constantly attitudinizing for our amusement. Ve 
like to be betrayed into laughter as much in books as in 
real life. It is the unconscious, easy, careless gait of 
Mark Twain that makes his most potent charm. He seems 
always to be catering as much to his own enjoyment as to 
that of the public. He strolls along like a great rol
licking school—boy, bent on having a good time, and 
determined that his readers shall enjoy it with him.
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He suggested that many of Trisa in1 s faults were owing to his early 
journalistic training in connection with which he was forced into atti
tudes suggestive of the ”professional funny man*” not the worst of which 
was his tendency to season his work ’’with the hottest* strongest condi
ments. n Traces of this method of writing persisted, however, the critic 
continued,

In spite of this fault, our writer is so thoroughly 
genial, so charged with rich and unctuous humor, that we 
forget the lack of finesse and delicacy in its breadth 
and strength. Its tap-root takes no deep hold in the 
subsoil, and we may not always find a subtile and 
penetrating fragrance in its blooms. But these are so 
lavish, bright, and variegated, that we should be un
grateful indeed not to appreciate our author’s striking 
gifts at their full worth*

lie praised the photographic realism of Twain* s characterisation, and con
cluded on a note of prophecy: ”. . .  the author’s powers are at their
best working capacity, and . . .  the world lias a right to look for 
liberal fruits from them.”

In the summer of I67U appeared Twain’s Bumbor One, a pamphlet pub
lished by the American hews Company of Mew York. It contained thirteen 
stories and sketches, of which ten had been previously printed elsewhere.^ 
It is an unimportant item and Is not even mentioned in Paine's Biography.
So far as can be determined, there were no reviews.

Clemens’s next major publication was the Sketches New and Old, 
brought out by the American Publishing Company the following autumn. It

Ceorge T. Perris, "hark Twain,n Appleton’s Journal, 12 (July !*,
157U), 15>—16. The essay is noteworthy for taking up each of Twain* 3 major 
books in turn and criticizing them briefly. But the comments are not espe
cially worth quoting. Of interest, However, though how reliable is uncertain, 
are the statistics on the sale of The Innocents Abroad. In five years 
the sales reportedly reached 2lil*000 copies, $950*000. This the critic 
called "almost unparalleled.’1

ohnson, op. clt., p• 23.
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had been contracted for five years earlier, but other books , lectures,
and a trip to England had conspired to delay its appearance, Lany of
the items are of little worth and, as Twain soon realized, would better

c'c'have remained uncollected.-^ The best things in the book are the re
printed frog story, together with a French translation and Twain1s immense
ly funny literal translation back into English, and the Auntie Cord tale, 
which had first seen print in the Atlantic. Also worth mentioning is the 
humorous petition to Congress concerning copyright —  Twain* s first utter
ance on a subject which was to interest him for many years afterwards.
Only one review of the sketches has been found —  that in the Atlantic by 
Howells. It was much longer and more laudatory than the volume merited.^0 
Howells began by praising the work for the traits which were by then fam
iliar —  its humor, it3 burlesque, its ’'extravagance of statement,” its 
irony, its "right-mindedness," its ’’breadth,” and so forth. ’’But,” he 
continued,

there is another quality in this book which we fancy we 
shall hereafter associate more and more with our familiar 
impressions of him, and that is a growing seriousness of 
meaning in the apparently unmoralized drolling, which must 
result from the humorist1s second thought of political and 
social absurdities. . . .

He mentioned several items, characterizing them briefly, and singled out
trie Auntie Cord tale for specific praise.

55Paine, p. 551.
^ Paine reports that Clemens was ’’very anxious” that Howells should 

be the first critic to review the Sketches, for "He had a superstition 
that Howells’s verdicts ware echoed by the lesser reviewers, and that a 
book was made or damned accordingly5 • . ." Such, however, was by no 
means the case, as a perusal of the criticism of the day discloses. In 
this particular instance, the complimentary review had little effect upon 
the sales of the book, which were fairly small, bee Paine, p. 551* 
nevertheless, Twain was highly pleased with the review, calling it "a 
perfectly superb notice," and adding that "nothing ever gratified me so 
much before." —  Letter to Howells, Oct, 19, 1875* Letters, I, 26.3*
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But by far the most perfect piece of work in the book is 
A True Btory, * * . a study of character as true as life 
itself, strong, tender, and most movingly pathetic in its 
perfect fidelity to the tragic fact* • • • The rugged 
truth of the sketch leaves all other stories of slave 
life infinitely far behind, and reveals a gift in the 
author for the simple dramatic report of reality which 
we have seen equaled in no other American writer.57

This was high praise indeed, but Howells was always one of Bark
Twain*s most enthusiastic admirers* Praise from other quarters came to
Clemens at this tire, though whether he knew about it or not we have no
way of determining* Prom three separate areas writers who were of almost
equal stature with Howells spoke out warmly in approbation of various
qualities of his work* From Philadelphia the Duyckinck brothers wrote in
their Cyclopedia of American Literature that Park Twain was rtan American
humorist of decided and peculiar originality, and the possessor of a
descriptive style of great vigor and clearness, • • *”5^ From California
Billiarn C. Bartlett, in an address delivered before the faculty, students,
and visitors of the University of California, November 12, 167!?, said of
Mthe prince of grotesque humorists’1 ;

With a keen sense of the symmetry and harmony of things, he 
had a keener perception of all the shams and ridiculous as
pects of life, ilia pungent gospel of humor is as sanitary as 
a gentle trade-wind. • • • lie has also a finer touch and fla
vor, not of the rankest soil, but of that which gives the aroma 
and delicate bouquet to the rarest mountain-side v i n t a g e *59

And from hew England (by way of Harper1 a lonthly) the well-known boston 
critic Fdward P. Chippie called Bark Twain ”a man of wide experience, keen 
intellect, and literary culture,” and added the (for that time) rather

<736 (Dec., 1875), 7U9-51. 

btJl67S, II, 951.
Literature and Art in California," Overland monthly, 15 (Dec.,

1875), 539-
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surprising comment: 15The serious portions of his writings indicate that
he could win a reputation in literature even if he had not been blessed

60with a humorous fancy inexhaustible in resource.”
Such was hark Twain* 3 reputation on the eve of the publication of 

the first of his acknowledged masterpieces, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. 
The book was slow in getting written, having been started in the summer of 
167U when, as Paine tells us, the success of Roughing It "made him cast 
about for other autobiographical material, . • He interrupted work
on ’£°m Sawyer to do the "Old Times on the Mississippi" for the Atlantic
late in X87U* In the summer of 1875* however, inspiration returned, and he
completed the story in July. Eager for Howells*s opinion, he carried the
manuscript to Boston, then Howells had read it, he wrote: "It*s alto
gether the 'best boy* s story I ever read. It will be an immense success.
But I think you ought to treat it explicitly as a boy* s story. Grown-ups 
will enjoy it just as much if you do, • . ."^  And Howells, as usual, was

A-3right, hxcept for a few dissenting notes, opinion concerning Tom Sawyer 
has been uniformly favorable, and the work has achieved the status of an

60"American Literature," Harper* s Monthly, 52 (March, 1876), 526.
See DAB, XX, 67-8, for an account of Whipple wherein he is called "one of 
the most brilliant writers in the country, as well as one of the most ex
perienced reviewers."

61Paine, p. $07*
62Letter of Nov. 21, 1875. Mildred Howells, ed., Life in Letters of 

William Dean Howells, Garden City, New fork, 1928, I, 2JTT
63Agnes Kepplier, for example, writing twenty years later, said: "Tom

Sawyer has much to be forgiven. His adventures are beyond credence, his 
courage and sagacity' a trifle overdrawn, his love-making much too ardent 
and sophisticated, his misdeeds occasionally' vulgar and inane." —  "The 
Boy in Hooks," book buyer, lit (Parch, I097)* 123•



A ) .   ̂ ,American classic. It appeared belatedly in December, lo7b, although it
had been announced as early as April of that year, J and Howells'3 review 
from advance sheets was printed in the Atlantic for hay, 1876. Possibly
because of its delayed appearance it was considered "old stuff11 by reviewers.
The Atlantic article was the only critical notice it received in the 
journals of its day. As might be expected, Howells was enthusiastic in 
his praise, singling out the realism of the book for special mention. The 
character of Tom, he reported, was presented “with a fidelity to circum
stance which loses no charm by being realistic in the highest degree, and 
which gives incomparably the best picture of life in that region as yet 
known to fiction. • . lie continued:

The local material and the incidents with which his 
career is worked up are excellent, and throughout there 
is scrupulous regard for the boy' 3 point of view in ref
erence to his surroundings and himself, which shows how
rapidly hr. Clemens has grown as an artist, be do not 
remember anything in which this propriety is violated, 
and its preservation adds immensely to the grown-up 
reader1s satisfaction In the amusing and exciting story. . . .

The story is a wonderful study of the boy-mind, which 
inhabits a world quite distinct from that In which he is 
bodily present with his elders, and In this lies its great 
charm and its universality, for boy—nature, however human— 
nature varies, is the same everywhere.

The tale is very dramatically wrought, and the sub
ordinate characters are treated with the same graphic 
force that sets Tom alive before us. The worthless 
vagabond, lluck Finn, is entirely delightful throughout, . . .

He concluded with a description of the book as “full of entertaining
kAcharacter, and of the greatest artistic sincerity." An interesting

^^bernard DeVoto sums up critical judgment by terming it "the supreme 
American Idyll." —  lark Twain1s America, p.

^"The American Publishing Co. of Hartford have in press a new book by 
lark Twain, entitled 'The Adventures of Tom bawyer.1" Arcadian, 5> (April
8, I076), 3*

66Atlantic honthly, 37 (fay, 1876), 621—2. Among newspapers Tom 
Dawyer was reviewed by the hew York Times (Jan. 13, 1877)> which singled
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side light in connection with Tom Sawyer is the advertisement which was
printed (for one place) in the Christian Union, 15 (March 7» 1677)> 215*
(It ran in the issues for March 11* and 21, also, and possibly longer*)
In a column headed AGENTS V̂ ANTED, along with requests for salesmen to
handle chroma cards, watches, glass chimneys, choice teas, magic lanterns
and stereopticons, etc., appeared the following notices

30,000 copies sold in two months. MARK TWAIN’S hew Book,
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer," Is the book that outsells 
everything, and the one agents make money on. Don’t 
fool away time on dull works, but get this live book.
Send for circulars, terms, &e, to Am. Pub. Co., Hartford,
Ct.% Chicago, 111.j Gin., 0.

Regardless of how the reader or student of today may view this rather
crass method of salesmanship (and one can hardly picture, say, Henry
James resorting to it), it paid off. According to Professor Mott, who
has made an exhaustive study of these matters, Tom Sawyer "was destined
to reach higher sales figlares than any of Mark Twain’s other books,"
eventually in later years exceeding the two million mark.^

Mark Twain completed his first decade as a famous writer by col-
/■ Q

laborating with Bret Barte on an unsuccessful play,° and by publishing 
two inconsequential works which were ignored by the critics of the day.^

out the realism of the work for special comment. "Matters are not told as 
they are fancied to be, but as they actually are." Reprinted in "A Century
of Books, 1851-1951," p. 13.

67Frank Luther Mott, Golden Multitudes, hew fork, 19U7, PP* 156—7.
£ PAh Sin had its premiere at the National Theater in Washington, D. C., 

on May 7, lf?7. It ran for a while in New fork, toured for a time, and was 
soon abandoned.

69A True Story, and the Recent Carnival of Crime (1877) and Punch, 
Brothers, Punchi and Other Sketches (1878). No reviews of either have 
been located.
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On April 11, IS76, lie sailed for Germany with his family, not to return 
to the United States for seventeen months, his fame was world—wide, His 
literary reputation, less secure than his standing with the public, rested 
upon four major works* The Innocents Abroad, Roughing It, The Gilded Age, 
and Tom Sawyer. A brief summary and recapitulation discloses some inter
esting points. First, it was primarily as a humorist that Clemens was 
considered (when he was considered at all). Second, it was as something 
of an innovator that he came before the reading public. The Cation, for 
example, praised the freshness of The Innocents Abroad, while Howells in 
the Atlantic praised its novelty.^ Third, certain qualities of mind 
were detected that later became closely associated with Hark Twain both as 
a social critic and as a thinker —  a strong sense of justice and a hatred 
of sham. Finally, attention was called to such aspects of his art and 
personality as his rhetoric, his realism, the spontaneity and naturalness 
of hiis humor, his keen insight, his descriptive and narrative powers, his 
character!zation, the acuteness of his mind, his geniality, his satiric 
powers, his universality, and his artistic sincerity. In spite of these 
admirable traits, however, some critics claimed to find little or no lit
erary worth in his writings, others felt that since he was a humorist it 
was useless to look for literary worth, and still others seemed puzzled as 
to exactly how they were intended to react when faced with one of his books.
A few discerning critics (notably Harte and Howells, who were personal 
friends) were more far-seeing concerning Twain’s merits, but to what extent 
theirs were cases of special pleading it would be hard to say. Equally

70It should be pointed out that in California The Innocents Abroad was 
not regarded as especially novel or different. It was Hbut one of three /books/ 
that were all deservedly popular, and Clemens himself was placed in no higher 
position as a humorist than either of the authors of the two other books.”
These were John F. Swift, author of Going to Jericho and Ross Browne, author 
of Multifarious Voyages. —  George Hharton James, ’’Mark Twain and the Pacific 
Coast,” Pacific Monthly, 2k (Aug., 1910), 126.
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difficult to determine -would be the degree to which Clemens considered
himself simply a funny man. There is ample evidence to support the opinion
that he was seldom correctly able to evaluate his work, and his dependence
upon the judgments of others (his wife and Howells, especially) shows a
critical instability that was more than just superficial. The numerous
clownish antics to which he was given throughout his life militated rather
considerably against his being taken seriously, and it is hardly an exag-

71geration to suggest that he became a classic in spite of himself.

^An example of the way in which he persisted in playing the clown: 
According to a note in the Outlook, 53 (March 19* 1898), 733-U, he an
swered a question as follows! rtThe books which have most influenced my 
life? With pleasure. This is the list: ’ The Innocents Abroad,* ’Roughing
It,* ’Tramp Abroad,’ ’Prince and Pauper,* ’Huckleberry Finn,* ’Tom Sawyer,* 
’Yank at the Court of Prince Arthur,* * Personal Reminiscences of Joan of 
Arc,* 1Pudd*nhead Wilson,* 1 Following the liquator,* and the publications of 
the late firm of Charles L, nebster & Co,”



CHAPTER THREE

The Second Decade

The second decade of Lark Twain* s career as a man of letters opened 
in i860 with the publication of A Tramp Abroad, the direct result of the 
European tour of the previous year and a half. He had high hopes for its 
success, ”1 want to make a book which people will read, —  • • ." he had 
written to Howells* And to Rev. Joseph Twichell, his friend in Hartford, 
who had accompanied him on the tour: 111 think I can make a book that will
be no dead corpse of a thing and I mean to do my level best to accomplish 
that.” The book appeared in Larch, 1880, after a rather painful period 
during which it had been wrenched into shape and out again, rewritten in 
large part, set aside and taken up, added to and subtracted from, until it 
had become, in the words of Paine, na veritable nightmare•M ̂ Despite its 
wide pre—publication publicity and an advance sale of twenty—five thousand 
copies,^ it was ignored by the magazine reviewers. In addition to the 
reasons for the neglect of Twain* s works set forth earlier in this study, 
the following suggestion is worth considering. Travel literature was sup
posed to be serious} here was a funny travel book. To be sure, The Inno
cents Abroad had been a funny travel book, and it had suffered critical

"̂Letter dated Jan, 30* 1879* Quoted in Life in Letters of ft ill jam Dean 
Howells, I, 26U* The letter does not appear in lark Twain’s Letters.

2 ,Letter dated Jan. 26, 1879• Letters, I, 35>0»
^Paine, p. 663*
kpaine, p .  665*
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neglect accordingly. It was reviewed by only two eastern critics, one of 
whore, Howells, acclaimed the author for possessing traits which were 
quite apart from the humorous* It will be demonstrated in a moment that 
Howells praised Ji Tramp Abroad for manifesting; the profoundly serious 
intent of its author, its humor being more or less incidental. Howells,
I venture to suggest, took the trouble to read his good friend*s new 
book (and it was a fat volume) and thereby discovered the serious core 
of meaning which he d@emed~it necessary for a travel book to possess if 
it were to be taken in earnest. Other critics apparently simply did not 
bother with the book on the grounds that it was the work of a humorist 
and hence was not to be taken seriously. If this is the way they reasoned, 
they were mistaken, and their neglect of the Clemens volume, based as it 
was upon an erroneous preconception, was unfair. All this, of course, is 
theory. But it is given support by a review published in the Atlantic 
for August, 1880, of S. S. Cox’s Search For tintex* Sunbeams in the Riviera, 
Corsica, Algiers, and Spain (second edition). Cox was a humorist and critic 
of some note, having written articles and at least one book (thy We Laugh) 
on American humor. Howells was probably the author of the anonymous 
critique, since it was his custom while editor of the Atlantic to review- 
large numbers of books without, of course, signing the a r t i c l e s A t  any 
rate, here is what the critic of Cox’s book had to say about travel liter
ature which was merely or excessively humorous;

The book is made depressing reading by the fact that the 
author seems to have labored continually under the feeling 
that it was incumbent upon him to be funny, and in obedience 
to this sense of duty he frequently indulges in jests by the 
side of which grinning through a horse-collar is a serious 
and dignified occupation. If he had been content to be

cf -"Tie remained editor until January, Ibdl.
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natural, his book would have been an interesting account of 
soroe still tolerably little—known regions, but he inces
santly pokes us in the ribs, kicks at the tambourine, and 
reminds us by his forced merriment that he remembers his 
position as "end-man.” When he is sensible he is readable,
but when he is funny he is lamentable.0
How can we reconcile this severe condemnation of Cox (providing we 

assume Howells is the author of the above comments) with the high praise 
of hark Twain published in the Atlantic three months earlier? Let us 
examine the Howells review of A Tramp Abroad. He began with some general
isations on American humor which, he claimed, was becoming inordinately f  
popular and widespread. That is to say, second-rate practitioners were 
invading the field with disastrous results. wThieves from over the wall” 
were stealing the seeds of humor and were growing only weeds. Their crop 
was ”not racy of the original soil.” Twain’s humor, Howells maintained, 
was grounded firmly in common sense, in a love of justice, and in a scorn 
of what is “petty and mean.” These qualities his so-called followers 
had not been able to achieve. Howells found these traits more conspic
uously displayed in A Tramp Abroad than in any previous Clemens volume• 
Indeed, lie contended, they gave to the book “its sole coherence.” The 
“paradoxical charm” of Hark Twain*s humor, observed the critic, stemmed 
from trie fact that the author was always in earnest. The deep feeling 
and the anger which human stupidity and folly aroused in Clemens had
its outlet in such wild extravagance as conceiving the idea of a tramp
through Europe by means of any method except walking! and “it is because 
he has a real loathing, otherwise inexpressible, for Alp-climbing, that

“Some Amusing Books of Travel,” Atlantic Monthly, I4.CS (Aug., 1880), 
267. "Gilliam H. Gibson and George Arms do not list this essay in their 
Bibliography of Gilliam Bean Howells, Hew York, 19U3, but they admit that 
there are undoubtedly omissions in their check-list* They may have had a 
reason for not attributing it to Howells, but if they had, I do not know 
what it is.
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he imagines an ascent of the Riffelberg, with ’half a mile of men and
mules’ tied together by rope. One sees that affectations do not first
strike him as ludicrous, merely, but as detestable.*1 Howells pointed
out that abuses, bad manners, conceit, and cruelty inspired Clemens to
laughter, but it was a mirth that had a corrective impulse at bottom.
Frequently Twain gave evidence of possessing "the grimness of a reformer.”
He was concerned, Howells felt, not with abstractions or generalities,
but with "matters that are out of joint, that are unfair or unnecessarily
ignoble, and cry out to his love of justice for discipline. . . . ” He
contrasted A Tramp Abroad with The Innocents Abroad and pointed out wherein
it differed from its illustrious predecessor. It was more mature, more
seasoned, more disillusioned. Its author’s opinions were no longer those
of the American seeing European differences for the first time but were
rather those of the American seeing for the second time things he has been
able to reflect upon and study over, and which he still finds In serious
need of reform. This Howells considered to be "the serious under-current"
of A Tramp Abroad. Fie concluded:

he have, indeed, so great an interest in hr. Clemens’s 
likes and dislikes, and so great respect for his preferences 
generally, that we are loath to let the book go to our 
readers without again wishing them to share these feelings.
There is no danger that they will not laugh enough over it; 
that is an affair wiiich will take care of itself; but there 
is a possibility that they may not think enough over it.7
Here indeed was a paradox: a humorist disguising his serious ob

servations under a cloak of comicality and requiring an interpreter to 
rescue his laughing profundities from critical neglect and the possibility 
of popular oversight. Howells*s review is unquestionably an important

*"fark Twain*s hew Book," Atlantic bonthly, US (&ay» i860), 686—8.
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one| the fact that it is the only periodical criticism of A Tramp Abroad 
makes it doubly significant* A. L* Vogelback calls the notice 11 one of the 
first extended appreciations of the philosophical implications in Clemens*

C*•writings*’10 Some idea of Sowells * s aim in this essay and of how important
it seemed to him may ho gained from a letter to Twain of karch 22, 1080*

I have boon feebly trying to give the Atlantic readers some 
notion of the chare and the solid delightfoXness of your 
book; and now I must tell you privately what a joy it has 
been to trs* Sowells and me* Since I have read it I feel 
sorry, for I shall not be able to read it again for a 
week* and in what else shall I lose myself so wholly? Mrs*
Howells declares it the wittiest book she ever read, and I 
say there is sense enough in it for ten books* That is the 
idea which my review will try to fracture the average num
skull with* bell, you are a blessing, You ought to believe 
in God’s goodness, since he has bestowed upon the world such 
a delightful genius as yours to lighten its troubles*9
Opinion today concerning A Tramp Abroad is not so enthusiastic as

m s  Howells’ s in 16-60 or even Grander Matthews’s nineteen years la ter. ̂
Mr* beVoto, for example, while admitting that the work contains **some
excellent passages,” finds it on the whole ’’uneven and frequently dull,WJ*x

a judgment with which most readers of today would concur* There are some
good thingss the account of the French dual is certainly among the author’s

Q,The Literary Reputation of hark Twain in America, 1869-1085, p. 118*
e''Life in Letters of V.'ill lam bean Howells, I, 282-3-
^In his Introduction to the collected edition of 1859, Matthews 

wrote: ***A Tramp Abroad* is a better book than the * Innocents Abroad*j
it is quite as laughter—provoking, and its manner is far more restrained. 
Mark Twain was then master of his method, sure of himself, secure of his 
popularity; and he could do his bast and spare no pains to be certain 
that it was his best.” —  Reorinted in Inquiries and Opinions, Hew York, 
190?, pp. 152-3* ‘

11Lark Twain at York, Cambridge, Mass., 1982, p. 56.
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best burlesques | the satire on "The Awful German Language" is unsurpassed 
for its ingeniousness and its sheer funs the character sketch of Kicodemus 
Dodge is Twain jjortraiture at its best, anticipating in some ways the 
greatest of all his portraits, Buck Finn. The list could be extended.
But among the unfortunate things in the book are the 'tedious length to 
which he strings out some of the satire on mountain climbers, the over
labored burlesque of travel books, the rather tiresome German legends, and 
(greatest of all his sins) his appalling and annoying judgments on music 
and art•̂

Writing A Tramp Abroad had been a distinct chore. To alleviate the 
difficulty of composition Twain spent many a happy hour when he should 
have been working on the travel book in writing a story which had fascin
ated him from the moment he conceived the idea after reading Charlotte M.

13Yonge* s The Prince and the Page in the summer of 1877* As preparation
for writing the work which became The Prince and the Pauper he read
widely in the history of sixteenth—century England. Also, he re-read 

1LPepys1s Diary. A result of this activity was the Fireside Conversation 
in the Time of Queen Elizabeth, or 1601, as it is generally entitled.
It has been called "the most famous piece of pornography in American liter
ature ." 8*5 Pot, of course, one of Lark Twain*s regularly published works,

12Can anyone forgive his remarks on Titian*s Venus, which he called 
"Titian*s beast," "the foulest, the vilest, the obscenest picture the 
world possesses. • •

^Paine, p. 591•
^^BeL&ncey Ferguson, Lark Twain: Kan and Legend, Indianapolis and

Hew York, 19k3, P* 185*
15Edward ftagenknecht, Lark Twain, The Pan and His frork, hew Haven, 

1935, P* 122.



the skit belongs to this period, and, since it did achieve publication
oi sorts, might as well be described here. It was composed, according to
Clemens, purely to amuse Twichell, the Hartford clergyman who was bark Twain* s 

l 6best friend, and to provide the humorist with an opportunity for trying his 
hand at Elizabethan dialogue. In its day it was extravagantly admired by
the select group of friends who saw its Rabelaisian indecencies. John Hay

~ 17called it a “most exquisite bit of old English morality** and believed
that it was written "in a serious effort to bring back our literature and

18philosophy to the sober and chaste Elizabethan standard,” an opinion which 
19Twain denied, David Gray, the editor of the Buffalo Courier, saw the

sketch and said: “Print it and put your name to it, Mark, You have never
20done a greater piece of work than that•“ 1601 has achieved a good bit of

notoriety in the years following its composition. It has been frequently 
printed and circulated surreptitiously. A frank piece of bawdry, it does 
little credit to its illustrious author, despite Franklin J. Meine’s attempt 
to give it respectability by bringing it out in a scholarly limited edition 
privately printed for the Eark Twain Society of Chicago in 1939* i-r, Basil

See Bernard DeVoto, ed., Lark Twain in Eruption, Hew York, Ipit-O, 
pp. 203-11 for an account of the composition of lo6l ~

^Quoted in Paine, p. 980.
18Letter dated June 2k> 1850, to Alexander Gunn. Charles Orr, “An 

Unpublished Masterpiece," Putnam1 s Monthly and the Critic, 1 (Hov., 1906), 290.
19Letter to Charles Orr, July 30* 1906, in Mark Twain in Eruption, 

p. 209. Twain says that Hay was mistaken. 11. . . the object was only a 
serious attempt to reveal to Rev. Joe Twichell the picturesqueness of 
parlor conversation in Elizabeth*s time5 . . . "

^Quoted in Paine, p. 980.
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Davenport, reviewing this edition, called the work a ”laborious muck- 
heap* and insisted that it lacked both wit and humor. Concerning the Meine 
edition, he continued: 11. . . one is compelled to a3k, why?" Ills con
clusion: "But that . . .  this hoary indecency should still command such

21interest, . . .  is melancholy indeed."
The Prince and the Pauper appeared in December, 1881. It was a 

decided departure from anything Clemens had done before, a better example 
of the novel form than either The Gilded Age or Tom Sawyer. In spite of 
his protestation to Howells (". • • —  can’t write a novel, for I lack 
the faculty5 ♦ • the work shows great technical skill. A recent
critic has written: "So far as structure is concerned, this book is
perhaps his finest achievement."̂  It is doubtless of some significance 
in illustrating the remarkable versatility of its author, although, as 
hr* DeVoto says, it "has not kept the splendor that Bark and his family 
found in it. It is upon occasion hopelessly sentimental at the same
time that it presents scenes of unsparingly brutal realism. Howells, as

"1601 and All That," Saturday Review of Literature, 20 (July 1,
1939), 19* The composition of l66l has been the focal point of much rash 
speculation concerning Mark Twain*s so-called clash with the genteel 
respectability of his day. TahWyck Brooks, in the classic study of Clemens 
as a frustrated artist, sees in 1601 and in his "verbal obscenities" " . . .  
the expression of that vital sap which, not permitted to inform his work, had 
been driven inward and left there to ferment•" —  The Ordeal of Mark Twain 
(revised edition), hew York, 1933, p* 22?. Howells, without attempting to 
explain its existence, simply speaks of Twain1s "Elizabethan breadth of par
lance, which I suppose one ought not to call coarse without calling one’s 
self prudish; . . . "  He mentions "hiding away In discreet holes and corners 
the letters in which he had loosed his bold fancy to stoop on rank suggestion; 
I could not bear to burn them, and I could not, after the first reading, 
quite bear to look at them." — * Mhf Mark Twain, p. I*.

22Letter of Jan* 21, 1879* Letters, I, 3^6.
23Gladys Carmen Bellamy, lark Twain as a Literary Artist, Borman, Okla.,
1950, p. 309.
2h
lurk Twain at uork, p. 56.
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usual, had said Just about all there was to say in a letter to Twain of
December 13> i860.

It begins well, and it end3 well, but there are things in 
the middle that are not so good. . . .  I think you might 
have let in a little more of your humor the whole way 
through, and satirised things more. This would not have 
hurt the story for the children, and would have helped it 
for the grownies• As it Is, the book is marvellously good.
It realiz.es most vividly the time. All the picaresque part 
— > the tramps, outlaws, etc. —  . . . are incomparable. The 
whole intention, the allegory, is splendid, and powerfully 
enforced. . . .

It is such a book as 1 would expect from, you, knowing 
what a bottom of fury there is to your funj but the public 
at large ought to be led to expect it, and must be.25

And Howells did try to lead the public along the way to a truer under
standing of the profound aspects of kark Twain*s art. He chose for his 
medium this time a newspaper, the Mew York Tribune, whose editor, John 
Hay, had suggested that he criticise The Prince and the Pauper in its 
pages. On October 16, 1881, Howells wrote to the editor explaining his 
purpose in the review: M. . .1 have written it solely in the interest
of that unappreciated serious side of Clemens* s curious genius. The book 
has a thousand blemishes and triumphs over them.” The -article appeared 
in the Tribune for October 2$, 1881. In it Howells commended the 
^realistic force” of the novel, but the crux of his comments is found 
in the following statement:

The fascination of the narrative and the strength of the im
plied moral are felt at once and increase together to the end 
in a degree which will surprise those who have found nothing 
but drollery in Mark Twain*s books, and have not perceived the 
artistic sense and the strain of deep earnestness underlying 
his humor. Those even who have read him. with this perception 
will recognize an intensified purpose in the human sympathies 
that have hitherto expressed themselves in some ironical form.
The book is in this way an interesting evidence of growth in a 
man who ought still to have his best work before him.

25Life in Letters of william Dean Howells, I, 2f0-l.
26Ibid., p. 303.



He pointed out the shortconings oh the no-re 1 —  faulty handling of dia
logue, conventional figures, crude characterisation* He coxrfcimiods nBut 
the groat and vital artistic virtues, the effects of a bold and strong 
imagination, and the calm of a profousd ideal, are there, and irake this 
a very remarkable Look*11

lost of the critics recognized the novelty of The Prince and the Pau- 
JE2S and comuonted. upon it, but the -work seems to have boon slow in catching 
the public fancy* A critic writing 3o.nx> fifteen years later reported that 
the book "was rejected by the great mass of non-Ininking readers, when it 
appeared in lobl, because it was hark Twain* a, and was not 1 funny.1w^  
Clemens hisself, ordinarily so concerned with sales, allegedly told 
Howells wthat if he never sold a copy bis jubilant delight in writing

Of!it would suffer no
four periodicals published reviews of Ihe Prince and the Pauper» Two 

are especially interesting —  on© in the Atlantic, which stressed the nasw 
departure” aspects of the work, and one in the Critic, which denied that 
there was a "new departure." The anonymous author of the Atlantic essay 
began by speculating upon the tendency of established writers "to forsake 
the field of assured success, and seek distinction in untried paths.”

‘-?Page 6. Twain -wrote to xxowella on tctobor 26, loQl, that be m s  
adelighted” with the review. "What you have said, there, will convince 
anybody that reads it; • . • " —  hotter a, I, I4.GS.

^Laurence Hutton., "Literary botes,” j jar per* 3 •. -onthly, 93 (Tuna, 
I696), supplement, p. 2. As early as 1882, or the year following the 
appearance of The Prince and the Pauper, a Scotch critic said: "The
successful writer of burlesque seldom succeeds in anything elso. Hr. 
Cler.cns1 most ardent admirers cannot read his Pauper and Prince.”
John Kichol, American Literature, An Historical" SkeicH," l6i5-«1880,



The nerw k&rk Twain book he held up as a good illustration*
He has written a book which no reader, not even a critical 
expert, would think of attributing to him, if his name were
withheld from the title—pigs# There is nothing in its pur
pose, its method, or its style of treatment that corresponds 
with any of the numerous works by the sajas hand*

The 'book, he continued,
is indisputably by Clantonsf it does not see® to be by Twain, —  
certainly not by the Twain we have known for a do sen or more 
year’s as the boisterous and rollicking humorist, whoas chief 
function has been to diffuse hilarity throughout English— 
reading cosasRunities, and make himself synonymous with sdrth 
in its isost demonstrative forms. Huj&or, in quit# sufficient 
proportion, this tale does assuredly contain| but it is a 
humor growing freely and spontaneously out of the situations 
represented, —  a sympathetic element, which appeals some
times shrewdly, sometimes sweetly, to the senses, and is never 
intrusive or unduly prominent* sometimes, indeed, a humor so 
tender and subdued as to surprise those who are under its 
spell with doubts whether smiles or tears shall be summoned 
to express the passing emotion*

He mentioned the "sincerity,*1 the "delicacy," the "true feeling" with 
which Twain told his storyj he praised the "ateoephere of perfect reality" 
and the "life-like veriaim.ilitude** which suffused the tale. The authen
ticity of the setting and the veracity of detail wore singled out .for 
special commendation, hq speculated concerning the probable reaction of 
public and critic.

It will be interesting to watch for the popular estimate 
of tills fascinating hook# Of the judgment of qualified criti
cism there can be little question. That it will be accorded & 
rank far above any of the author* a previous productions is a 
asatter of course* It has qualities of excellence which he has so 
long held in reserve that their revelation now will naturally 
cause surprise*

im concluded on a note of mild dismay. The public, captivated by the 
"heterogeneous accumulations** of a decade of humorous writing, was now 
"called upon to welcom its old favorite in a new guise, —  as the author 
of a tale ingenious in conception, mare and hunaae in purpose, artistic
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30’in method, and, with barely a flaw, refined In execution#**-'
This high praise was echoed by the reviewer for the Critic, but 

exception was taken to the unexpected novelty which kost readers claimed 
to find in Tha Prince and the Pauper#

The public has scan fit to be surprised at Park Twain’s 
"ns* departure,** and tbs critics have, . # # without exception 
taken it for granted both, that it la a departure, and that it 
la new. ho do not necessarily claim to be wiser than the rest, 
but we must Insist that th© author has in his recent books 
vary gradually prepared the public for lust such a volume* 
that has made lark Twain’a extravagant humor so effective has 
bean (apart from its more glaring qualities) the skilfully 
painted background of more subdued and often delicate 
description* • • • he could cite many other passages to 
prove that the finer element in hark Twain’s nature, which 
has been more or less distinctly traceable in all his 
books, has been growing more predominant in his more recent 
writings, until -at last, in 11 The Prince and the Pauper,11 it 
hides temporarily the humorous vein out of sight*

.he mentioned *a gentle huiaor and a poetic quality** that could be found
in the novel, and he complimentsd the author on the success of the local
color and the*historic accuracy of the work* he concluded by praising
Twain’s *poetic instinct,** a faculty which had hitherto not been
detected in the popular humorist**^

The reviewer for tha Century stressed the novelty of the now Twain
volume, observing that the author had pretty rueh ’’divested himself of
his usual literary habit*T! Ho found th© novel f*effective as a story,
though,ft he added, "it is spun-out almost to tediousness * * Ho seemed,

Twain*# a«w Departure,** Atlantic Monthly, lid (Joe*, lodl), 
SU3—S* ^From an advance publication copyu^

(Hoc* 31, 1681), 3^8. Less famous than its contemporaries, the 
Atlantic, harper*a, the Century and leribner*s, the Critic was an excellent 
literary journal..' " Frank Luther Mott writes s "It was usually bright, in
cisive, and impartial, with a tendency to be conservative in judgments arid 
not very profound** —  History of American l/aga&ines, 111, $U9*
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In addition* not entirely comfortable in Its prasonu©* claiming that it 
was » overweighted with purpose*1* If it m s  the author* s intention* h© 
continued*

to prove that tea hu&iorous *tery~tellsr and Ingenious homtily 
pliilosopner* lark Tesla* can be a literary purist* a scholar*
amKi ami antiquary* m* do not think, hie tfneb departure” is a 
conspicuous success* It was not aecossar* for the author 
to prop his literary reputation mte. archaic hajlteh and a 
soxnswfc&t conventional xmnrm * his r&csnt huisorous tir;;̂  
abound in passages of groat excellence as serious compos!tiona* 
a/id hi© various* nervous style is tin* n&tsral oppression of .an 
acute cdrid* thni in its 220at fanciful mode is ssldor super
ficial in its view* Indeed, it is because bark Twain is a 
satirist* and in a erasure a true phlloaoph-or* that his
broadly humorous books and speeches have /met with wide unci
permanent popular favor ♦3'-
the revtew^r for harper* m found toe nork * inters parsed with sparkles 

of dry ii\*£K>r and covert eat-Ira pot oboerving a careful regard to the 
historical accessories* • • •» Els conclusion} "The tala Is full of 
rossaiviie surprises* end besides being rich in historical facte and teach— 
hags* Is- charged with a sonorous and ennobling rora!**-^

in spite of an umiaually large Hunter of reviewy (mat of them 
favorable}* Tho Itelaec? end tea Pauper lid not achieve as groat a sal a as 
either author or publisher had anticipate,-*. FXIsha bliss* Twain’ 3 first 
publisher* hut died in the cutum of 1S8D* and Th© Prince voltmno* at 
liosfclls1 s instigation* m u  sent to Jam*3 u* Osgood* of ?o@ten* who m a  
to publish the nant three blerono books* "Osgood*M say a Paine* "ma doing 
no great telega with The Prince and the Pauper* hut damans gave him anothor
took prosently* a collection of ckatchcc —  The ....tolar?. hhita Elegant

32a3 (tarcn* 1661)* 7SI4*
^ 6 4  (*4arch* ibd2)* 6J>*
^Faine* p. 734* the book was published In June* 1882#
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It was an -unimportant volume from a literary standpoint,^ but from a 
publishing standpoint it represented something of a departure* It m s  
the first m 3 or book of hark Twain’s to be issued through regular pub
lishing channels -without the assistance of the door-to-door salesman*-^
It was probably this fact, rather than any merit inherent In the volume, 
which caused It to be noticed more widely than any previous Twain work*
The reviews ranged from unfavorable to lukewarm. The Critic, for example, 
called the book an "extraordinarily miscellaneous" collection of varying 
merit* The title story was described as na wild extravaganza" which had 
"small excuse for being•" Attention was called to the method of pub
lication —  that is, regular and not subscription*-^^ Our Continent, a 
Philadelphia journal, provided the least complimentary opinion, finding 
no good reason why the sketches should have been exhumed from the mag
azines in which they lay buried.

Singly they are tolerably amusing5 collectively they become 
inexpressibly dreary, but the author is in either case tol
erably certain of an audience* The book is the first ever 
published by ordinary methods, his previous ones having 
been only obtainable by subscription.30

The Dial, of Chicago, devoted a few lines to an over—all look at Twain13 work,
He has not always played his role with equal wit, or been able 
to avoid conceits in bad taste, no lias sometimes encouraged 
expectation and disappointed it| yet he is a benefactor of the

-'"'Ten of the eighteen items had aeon prior publication in books, and a 
number of the remaining eight had seen prior publication In magazines* The 
title story is an exaggerated but mildly amusing satire on detectives and 
their methods*

36A technical problem arises here, here the Burlesque Autobiography and 
Punch, Brothers, lunchI subscription books? The whole matter of Twain’s pub
lishing methods is a confusing one. Fortunately, we do not have to unrave3.
the tangled skeins here. The Dtolen White Elephant was generally said to be
Twain’s first regularly published booTTT net it go at that.

372 (June 1?, 1382), 163.
3^2 (July 19, 1882), 99*
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race, having increased its sources of merriment and min
istered to its needed moments of diversion by the kindly, 
skilful exercise of his talent•

Of the sketches in the Elephant volume it said: ” They exhibit varied
grades of excellence, $ome falling little short of dulness, and others 
amply accomplishing their purpose of inspiring fun and gayety."*^ The 
Indepcndent found some of the items “amusing*” Others, however, were de
scribed as ”a new illustration of the immense difficulty of sustaining the 
reputation of a professional humorist•"^  The Nation used The Stolen 
White Elephant as a point of departure for a brief analysis of hark Twain’s 
humor, which it found to be “of such a universal and comprehensive char
acter that it is very difficult to say in what its peculiarity consists.
* • •" Twain’s humor, the article asserted, was “American enough,” but 
his inventions were declared to be “of no nationality. There is a kind
of monstrosity about them which we remember in no other writer —  a wild

lilextravagance which is not simply that of exaggeration.«***■ Harper* s and
the Atlantic gave passing mention only, the former calling the book ”a
collection of humorous satires, extravaganzas, and stories, in the char—

?,2acteristic vein of that popular writer; * * *nî  and the latter simply 
saying that the sketches, most of which had “delighted the readers of The 
Atlantic,” were worth a second reading.^ Ik** Yogelback has uncovered 
several newspaper reviews of The Stolen White Elephant^ which, together

393 (Aug., 1682), 78. 
k°3U (Aug. 3, 1882), 11.

liX35 (Aug. 10, 1802), 119 
^65 (Sept., 1882), 6U.

^*%0 (Aug., 1882), 286. The Literary ijewa reprinted a notice from the 
Chicago Tribune which called lark Twain ”a professional funny man*” —  3 
(July, 1882), 207.

kkpp. clt., p. U9*
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■with the periodical criticisms make the work, although a relatively 
trivial production, nevertheless the most widely noticed of lark Twain* s 
books to its date.

The year 1682 was important for Clemens’s reputation in other ways.
To counteract criticism which either took an actively hostile attitude

Krr ii6toward Twain or which was content merely to regard him as a humorist,
William Dean Howells came to the defense* Paine tells us that Howells 
11 clearly resented1* the general indifference of the Hew England literati 
to Twain’s work and **determined to declare himself, in a large, free way, 
concerning his own personal estimate of Park Twain *”k7 11® selected as

k^John kichol, LI* D., Professor of English Literature in the Univ
ersity of Glasgow, had said in his book on American literature (op. cit., 
p. 1*26) that lark Twain had **done perhaps more than any other living 
writer to lower the literary tone of English speaking people♦ The work 
created much lively attention in the United btates. For example, a 
critic in Our Continent, 1a (Nov* 21, I083), 666-9, while agreeing sub
stantially with the Scotsman1s strictures on American humorous writing, 
yet took him to task presumably for being so lenient. ”in no truing has 
he bean so unhappy as in his treatment of ’humorists* $ • • • Vdiat Amer
ican would think of putting in the same category Lark Twain and Charles 
Lamb, Arterns hard and Thackeray? . . .  It seems incredible that he 
should not see that this class of American humor is comparable only to 
the dreary Joe tillerisms that have served their term for so many gen
erations of Englishmen, and with the comic weeklies that die with com
mendable punctuality in English railway stalls; that if ’the master of 
this degenerate style,1 as he terms hark 'Twain, is the representative 
of American prose ’to the lower class of English Philistines,1 it is 
because his work has gravitated to the level for which it was written*’1

^v%ill i. Clemens, perhaps a distant relative of Lark Twain1 s, 
called his illustrious namesake “the prince of funny men** —  Famous 
Funny Fellows, Kew fork, 1882, p. 23* bee also oamuel '■<.* luffield, 
“American Humor,” Independent, 38 (Lay U, 1882), y# where Twain is called 
“the nost eminent of our humorists*1* 11. . • mark Tmin has gone from bad 
to worse and his latest exhibitions and contortions are more excruciatingly 
funny than ever*”

^Paine, p. ?31.
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the vehicle for the dissemination of his manifesto the Century fag— 
azine, at that time enjoying one of the widest circulations of any 
American periodical*^ His appraisal of Mark Twain1 s career included 
a biographical sketch as well as an analysis of American humor* But he 
m s  most concerned with seeing that Twain m s  given proper acknowledg
ment as a serious artist* Howells contended that Clemens* s humor was 
”as simple in form and as direct as the statesmanship of Lincoln or th© 
generalship of Grant.” But he m s  more than Just a humorist. Indeed* 
insisted Howells, he transcended all other American humorists In ”univer
sal qualities.” He eschewed pathos, although he knew how to handle it, 
as he had shown in the Auntie Cord tale. The critic discerned in Clem
ens* s work a poetic element, "the touch of nature,” an honest and open 
manliness, and a **deliciously shrewd” spirit* MEls@whero,H Howells 
went on to say,

I have triad to persuade the reader that his humor is at its 
best the foamy break of the strong tide of earnestness in 
him. But it would be limiting him unjustly to describe him 
as a satirist| and it is hardly practicable to establish him 
in people*a minds as a moralist? he has made them laugh too 
long? they will not believe him serious? they think some 
joke is always intended. . . .  I shall not insist her® upon 
Mark Twain as a moralist? though I warn the reader that if 
he leaves out of the account an indignant sense of right 
and wrong, a scorn of all affectation and pretense, an ardent 
hate of meanness and injustice, he will come indefinitely 
short of knowing Mark Twain.

He praised Clemens1s ” powers as a story-teller” and his ability to create
character. 11 lie portray® arid interprets real types, not only with

kSHowells could not have chosen a batter place for presenting his 
case. The Century, reorganised the year before, was beginning a spec
tacular career in American publishing annals. Its circulation within 
the next two and a half years was to pa3a the two hundred thousand mark 
with the impetus given it by such popular serials as The. Rise of Silas 
Lapham and Battles and Leaders of the Uivil Har.
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exquisite appreciation and sympathy, but with a force and truth of 
drawing that makes them permanent.” ̂

The essay, complete with a full—page portrait of its subject as 
frontispiece, appeared in the Century for September, 1882, and certainly 
represented the ultimate to its date in serious, provocative, sensible 
and reasoned criticism which had for its object the establishment of Mark 
Twain as a man of letters. One wonders what the reaction was among the 
Boston Brahmins to this declaration of faith. Perhaps there was none, 
for darkness was closing in upon the Kew England scene. The literary 
lights were going outs Longfellow in March of 1882 and Emerson a few 
months later. Others were still shining, though, if bub faintly —
Holmes and Lowell and Lhittier• The time, however, had not yet come 
when Mark Twain could be whole-heartedly accepted by the proper Bostonians. 
Howells was doing spade work. It was to prove effective in the long run.

Meanwhile, Twain had new irons in the fire. In April, 1882, he and 
Osgood, his publisher, had set out for the Mississippi River and had 
cruised down the stream to revisit the scenes of the author1s youth.
Their object was quite frankly to gather material for a new book. The 
11 Old Times on the Mississippi1* had been lying dormant for some eight 
years in the pages of the Atlantic Monthly where it had appeared in the 
first half of 1675* Twain thought it would make a book —  not a very 
large one, to be sure, not a large enough one for the subscription 
trade. Hence this excursion to gather new material to add to the old.
The trip was completed in the summer of 1882, and the writing went on 
through the fall and winter. In May, 1883, Life on the Mississippi was 
published. The work is divided into two parts. The first twenty

---*— jjp-.---------------

’’Mark Twain,” Century, 2k (Sept., 1882), ?8Q-3.
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chapters describe the life that Clemens bad known as a river—boat pilot*
Of these chapters fourteen {h through 1?) make up n01d Times on the Miss
issippi**1 Chapters 1—3 and 13—20 deal with the early period but were 
probably written later* The second section reports the trip the author 
wad© in 1332. The first part, an idyllic hymn to a vanished day, is 
generally regarded as on© of the best things Mark Twain ever produced* 
Here, in his reminiscences of his childhood arid young manhood along the 
great river, is the finest flowering of his genius. The second part is 
a realistic account of the changes he found upon revisiting the scenes of 
his youth —  rather journalistic, somewhat disillusioned, discursive, 
and often tediously statistical. And yet it is by no means a total loss. 
It contains some excellent local color, some fine character sketches, and, 
in nitter* a narrative of the thumb print, one of the most luridly macabre 
Gothic tales this writer has ever read. Criticism today is pretty unani
mous in agreeing that the Mississippi volume will survive along with 
whatever of Mark Twain*s work posterity decides to preserve* It is one 
of the groat pieces of Americana.

Reviews of the book in the periodicals of Its day were generally 
favorable. Nearly all the critics pointed out that her® was still another 
departure from what Mark Twain* s readers had come to expect from him, for 
Life on the Mississippi was more than gust a humorous compilation. This 
was the burden, for example, of the notice published In the Ration.

Mark Twain labors under the disadvantages which attach 5
to the position of a professional humorist* Lhen he writes 
a serious book, the public receives it with a predisposition 
to laugh which interferes with its appreciation of what the 
author has to say. "Life on the Mississippi*1 is only sec— , 
©ndarily the work of a funny man. Primarily It is a 
descriptive and historical work, by an ex—pilot of the old 
Mississippi sort, intended to bring before us the contrast 
between the river as it is, and as it was in the days



before the war, and ©©fore the groat steamboat trad® had 
been, interfered with by the building: of rival railroads
The Atlantic printed a long review and summary of contents, paying 

special attention to the huckleberry Finn section (which it called wa 
wonderf ol transcript from nature”) and Ritter* s Narrative (which it said 
bore "witness * ♦ • to its author13 startling power of weird imagination.**) 
Concerning the great detail with which the river topography m s  described 
and the city statistics were presented, tho reviewer commenteds "The 
general reader stands in 30me peril of finding these observations weari
some; . . . "  But the conclusion was, in general, complimentary*

There is a good deal of griisness and soberness in the book, 
underlying the surf ace of fun and incident end panoramic 
diversity of scene. There is also a good deal of solid 
sens© and of information. What the future investigation 
—  if people of the twentieth century have' any time left 
for investigating the past *—  will conclude concerning the 
life depleted in these pages we can conjecture only from 
our own impression; which is that the Mississippi has ^
developed prosperity and misery in about even measure, • •
The Overland lonthly published perhaps the best review of Life on 

the jvlaslsslppi, sensible and judiciously critical. "It is, on the 
whole, a pleasure rather than otherwise to find that bark Twain*s latest 
book, while unquestionably an entertaining one, is not distinctly humor
ous .n Concerning the wealth of extraneous material the critic said*

There is unquestionably padding in the book; the idea of 
the publishers seems to have been that if five hundred pages 
from hark Twain were good, six hundred were better; and in so 
assuming, they certainly had a public to count upon woo will 
consider every page extra so much clear gain. The critical, 
however, would profor to have Llf© on the LiaslasIppl with 
the padding out, to the exclusion of some well-rorn facts,

5°37 ( A u g .  30, 1883), 192. 
^■52 (Sept., 1883), 1*05-8.
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some dull itinerary details, and some strained jests tisat 
seem to have been forced in among batter ones to rook© the 
nurhnr lip to what the public will naturally expect from
Imrk Twain*̂ 2

Th© critic for Harper's called attention to the substitution of
— mmunaii i4n»wr»iwii.<linli

infor®ation for humor•
If the reader of • * * Life on the Mississippi shall 

siss from its pages the abounding strokes of whiiss'IcaX humor 
that have tickled the fancy in, other productions of this 
popular writer, he will find their comparative absence 
amply compensated for by th® amusing arid interesting med
ley of fact and fiction —  historical, topographical, 
autobiographical, and descriptive of aspects of life on 
and beside the Great RIvor —  * ♦ .

He concluded by asserting that the volume was Man invaluable souvenir of
a phase of American life and manner a that has passed away never to be
revived *n^

The Critic published a alight and rather trivial notice in which
attention was called to th# *»good deal of solid reading and genuine in—
formation* contained in the book* The reviewer farther asserted:

He have found more to enjoy in this book than in any other 
of Mark Twain*s, even in th® branch of literature con
sidered to be his fortej as incidental humor, in the midst
of genuine description, is always more effective than a
series of unrelieved jokes.Sh

Her®, then, as his critics pointed out with approval if not enthusiasm, 
was a new dimension in hark Twain's writing —  reliable factual Informa
tion uncolored, for the most part, by burlesque or exaggeration or 
extravagant humor, The re-creation of the past was looked upon with

^n. s. 2 (lept., 1683), 333 

^367 (Oct., 1083), 799.
(Nov* 17, 1853), iiSl.
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Interest# No one noticed a connection between Life on the Mississippi 
and Torn Sawyer, perhaps because one was purportedly factual while the 
other was fictitious# Xet both came from the same soiirce —  a source 
which was soon to provide a third tributary to Mark Twain* s main literary 
stream, his past recaptured*

The Mississippi volume gave impetus to Clemensfs nostalgic mosings*
The time was perhaps ripe for him to resuscitate Tom Sawyer*s vagabond 
comrade and put him into a book of his own# He had been toying with the 
idea over a period of years# In Life on the Mississippi (Chapter 3) he 
mentioned Ha chapter from a book which I have been working at, by fits 
and starts, during the past five or six years, and may possibly finish 
in the course of five or six more* The book • « * details some pas
sages in the life of an ignorant village boy, Buck Finn, • • Inter
est in the village boy probably revived when he revisited the river scones 
of his childhood* At any rate, in August, 1883* he began working on th©
manuscript in earnest, by January, I88I4., it was in the hands of the pub-

56Usher* and in the spring he was reading proof* After alternately 
working over the book and pigeon—holing it for some ten years, Clemens 
had finally disciplined his erratic creative genius and had settled down 
to the production of his masterpiece.

. Bernard De7oto has made the rather challenging suggestion that hark ^ 
Twain in the eighties 11 With Howells and Henry James • • « was bringing

^ Writings, IX, 19* See Bernard DolToto, hark Twain at Work, pp* 51 -3, 
for an ingenious theory concerning Twain*s erratic method of composing
Huckleberry Finn*

^6Paine, pp. 75U; 771*
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c**7the raodem American iwtl into being*11 Reference is to The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn* A brief glance at the background of Awtrican flo
tion during this period will throw soa® interesting light upon the curious 
critical and popular reception of Twain*a novel* The outstanding activity
in the world of letters during the decades that followed the Civil Car

50m s  the search for the Great African h o v e l T h o s e  whos® business it 
was to scan the literary horizon for signs of southing rs&w in the way of 
ahiftia,;; tastes had been aware of late that & change was in the air* They 

saay not have recognized that a now ago had begun, but there were sign
posts evident if only Bormorm could interpret then correctly* One such 

signpost was John 3 . Hart*s 3 Parmai of American Literature (Philadelphia, 
1373*) hart was Professor of English in the College of New Jersey, and
his book, if not the first history of American literature, was ono of the
earliest*"'^ Its reception was cordial ♦ Grebe one critic * "For our—
selves, w® greet the appearance of a text-book on American 1 lteratur* as

A Oa token bo th wholesome and hopeful.”5"'̂ Finally, it would seem, the old 
cry for a declaration of literary independence was beginning to have re
sults * "There is something morbid and degrading in the passion with which
we have worshipped exotic models in letters -and have despised our own,**

5?^ 1-ark Twain at fork, p. b9* Ernest Hemingway has said that "All 
jaedern AnericarTTitoraturo comas from one book by lark Twain called Buckle— 
berry Finn*n —  Green Hills of Africa, Kew York, 1935, P* 22*

c?A_The definitive treatment of this subject is that of n^rbert ii*
Brown, ”The Great American Kovel,” Amrioan literature, ? (Larch, 1935),

Quotations which are included in the ToIIowEx^dULscuaalon represent 
isy owi more or less random findings* Examples could be multiplied a 
hundre&fold »

was conscious of the novelty of such an undertaking. Of his 
book he wrotes "It is not only original in its conception, form, and ©true* 
ture, but it has, in its materials also, to a much greater extent than is 
usual in such works, the character of originality*w —  Frefaca, p* viil*

^Christian union, 7 (Larch 5 , 1 8 7 3 )# loo.



wrote th© sazm critic who welcomed the hart volume-. Another reviewer

of the tanual took occasion, while heralding its appearance, to expound

upon the nn&w school'* of American fiction.

Doubtless, the 51 great American Kovel** is yet to bo written, 
and the critics sigh in vain for this long looked Tor epic 
o.f American social life, in which a virgin continent and a 
now people are to be reflected. But the pathway to this, 
or some other literature, quite now, and unborrowed, seems 
about to be "blazed" out. The rough sketches of hr. Hart® 
and other writers of the new school who cast behind them 
old subject and old Methods, to scrawl their vivid outlines 
of what they have actually seen in the rude transitionary 
life of the extreme frontier, are at least new writing. They 
are not imitators of Doott, or of Dickons, or of Thackeray.
They are unclassic in style perhaps, shock the refined 
reader in his drawing room* impress the old world of con
vention and "good society" with a sensation of being intro
duced to a social system succinctly summed and described as 
"half horsa, half alligatorjn but, in these pages, rough 
and unkempt as they are, filled with solecisms of language, 
faults of taste, and th© results of democracy in its last 
analysis, there is @vi SV*b™ L*i *■ -L ? LfC ̂ OJt \iX Ji Q ii vj t ion-able
vigor and "realistic" strength, which will work their way 
to something new in literature, when the turbid liquid has 
had time to settle and become clear* Grate as these books 
may on the reader enamored of • convention, ” they will make 
their path in literature*

The western authors, he continued, "seem to herald a remarkable revol

ution in literature, of which revolution, those American writers who

succeed the present generation will reap the results, and be the great

These words of prophecy were re-echoed a decade later as the .hue and 

cry continued.

Kot only do we read Lnglish and French stories written by
French and. Tnglish authors, but even Amor leans neglect their

exponents •1862

61
6T

Liters 
n. s.

*
Manual of A merican
and Prince ton Aevlew,
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vast and almost virgin country to f;,.o over th© woll— 
a *̂ en path of old Europe for interesting subjects® Khy, 

t ij*o are, t-trials enough for fifty thousand ro&anees In 
, r’ ~r fe r&reh down to the se&| or, in bh®rldais,a fierce 

sweep thr Hi© bhers&ndoah ?alley« 'Unfortunately there 
isere no du^ej with our armies, or vary few, and it is 
heroic dakni and marquises all our story readers are 
anxious about. A novel wfeois-e hero I© not a lord., who, 
even though an American, do©# not succeed to sense title, 
is not worth much.

A few years later, a critic comsumtsd upon th© influence o.f the
West an American loiters#

Its spirit is nothing if not Ai"»r lean, and It would be enter
prising IX America ware less tout upon soothering everybody 
under heaps of nummxmt and s-rh llsh and French, cheap, trashy, 
and often deiaoralisiag ruhbisn stolen bodily and without a 
blush. After all, it may b© th*at the provincial influence 
is soon to become the prevail Lr« one in hmmrlcmi letters.
Th© frc?a Touth la smklny a brav- beginning in literary art 
wife her hima &urfrees, her babies, her Chandler Harrises 
and nor rar,;/ Btwer as hlrants, and the great hast, never looks 
back whan one® she sots out, a0 she Las now set out to 
achieve a literature. It Is not o\mr statement to say that 
a snack of the prairies has "ot into the body of A.rasriea.n 
art already. It has given its seat to fiction, poetry a id ^  
criticism —  * « * it bids fair to bemmm- the largest «lc
If anyone were in doubt as to how to ro about writing the treat

American hovel, suggestion# on that score also ware available * listen to
one of the shrewdest critics of the day.

The great novel is yet unwritten* 4c hope that he who 
shall attempt to write It will so© the simplicity, the single—
R©sa of the problem feat lies before him. Th© surer he is of 
this, the better will tm hi® work. The less conscious he is 
of trying to b© American, the more truly will h• succeed in 
being so. . . .  Lay the scene on the limitless prairie or in 
limited fifth Avenue, but let th® story rise above its geog
raphical boundaries j let the characters be treated as human

v^€Itlsen, 1 (dept* 26, 1885), &U1* It eight be of interest to 
note feat this periodical let go by a perfectly good cm* ce to review 
Huckleberry r inn, which was published fee very year the < a asine was 
r arming.

U£%aurice Thoagasoa, n f ha 'Acstern literary outlook," C hautauquaa, 
? (Fab*, iBo?), 279#



busings, not simply aa inhabitants of such or auch a place,
* * * They must dwell sorcwuoro, but they must be something 
besides citisens. . . * i ̂  real .novelist, ha who is to 
wit® th® wgreat American novel,*'* must be a paetj h® must 
look at life, not as th© statistician, not as th® census** 
taker, nor yet as the newspaper reporter, but with an eye 
that sees, through temporary disguises, the animating prin
ciples, good or bad, that direct human existencej those he 
must set before us, to he sure, under probable conditions, 
but yet without adstaking ta© conditions for th© prin
ciples. He ©ust idealise. Th© idealising novelist wijLJ, 
be the real novelist. All truth does not 11© in fact.
font of the critics could not see th© forest for the trees, her© ia

Hill i» Clemens, eight months after th© appearance of Huckleberry Firm.
. . .  th© modern novel is in a state of rapid decay, fake 
the writings of the first ten novelists of th© country* To 
read them is to loathe them. What Is wanted is a new school 
of fiction* But the ideal school of a Bulwer Lytton is not 
wanted. Her is the hi# tor leal school of a falter dcott* &® 
don* t want a second Dickens or a second Julas tferne, or a 
second &ola or hugen© Hue. be never want to sea th© modern 
novel again* Bury it, masters, decantly, but ©h so quickly, 
for it has the plague. do want a now school of writing.
There is fortune and ~a« i» for the rising m s  tor. The public 
already siokan of the n*>Jfrn novel • • . *̂ a
In th© 11 ght of contemporary literary theory as described above, 

Huckleberry Finn should have been hailed a® the Great American hovel.
Its setting was native, its flavor western, its language colloquial and 
racy of the soil, its treatront realistic, its characterisation true, 
and its them© universal. He shall examine its critical reception in a 
moment. But first —  what of its publication? According to contemporar. 
accounts, Clerens was so eager to reap the greatest possible profit from 
the sale of his new book that he demanded sixty par cent of th® proceeds

^T. G • Perry, * American Novels, Forth American Review, US' (Oct., 
1872), 3?3.

^■’Xhe iod-ern liovel,tt literary life, h (Aug., XG8 f>), 25* 

Iddi), 175.
u ^ill k* tlemons, *Tha Hdibor1 s Gossip,” literary Life, 2 (Han.,
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lie mis allegedly turned down by the ikm&rlcmn ihibllshing Company and 
eventually forced hia own concern with his nephew, Charles h* debater, 
as head* Visile the book ima going through th© press, three chapters
appeared in the Century bags sins* In December, 1881*, "An Adventure of •—
huckleberry Firm" was printed* This account of the brangerford-vhhspherdaon 
feud drew at least two periodical eosmnts* The Independent wrote i

Th© delightful "adventures of huckleberry Finn," by
lark Twain, with its bouquet of old Southern life, is worth *" 
the price of the saagsslne* hho can help smiling as ha sees 
in his mind* s ©y© that remarkable parlor in. the old rumor 
house hung round with the mortuary art-work of Mss Grn cr- 
ford*s fingers? —  and the incident of the runaway and v ° 
battle between tpe rival families closes the sketch with 
dramatic vigor **>*'

And a writer In the Christian Union saldt *In fiction tliors is a short 
story by bark Twain, In which his usual drollery is subordinate for 
one© to the requirements of the story-teller9s art, • . mn&9 -g|5@ Century 
for January, 1655, contained a brief excerpt from the novel entitled 
wJi2n*s invests®ants, and King Soliensr.in*w This caused little convent, 
the Christian Union rerviewer rarely saying that it was among MThe beat

w.mintnunni.«iw —nr—  > *»»■* *MHaH*HaMNMf«iMMi

70of the fiction * * •* in that particular issue•* In th© February 
Century there appeared ^loyalty on the risslssippl," the famous section 
of the novel in which th© :>uke and the Dauphin first mk« their appearance* 
Criticism was mixed* The reviewer for the Critic said: *AJP tar the
delicate and dainty humor, as rich as It is delicate, which has abounded

oe36 (.Dec. li, 1-58U), 9.
''30 (Pee* 5* X6 8 U), 550* Edmund Clarence Atadman wrote of th# excerpt t- --

"To igg mind it is not only the saost finished and condensed thing you have 
done, but as dramatic and powerful an episode as 1 know in modern liter
ature** Quoted In Fain©, p. 793*

7G31 (-Jan. 1, 1385), 13.



lately ih jssagaj&iuos, Mark Twain* e *Boymlby on 'the -iKIjMAwtil&pl*
'*  ̂ ' 71 >seems rather broad farcej stilly it in undeniably funny*11 * The re

viewer for th© Independent mentioned the now vain of humor which iark 
Twain has suddenly struck in the adventures of Huckleberry Fiim, who, 
in ttoo present installment, #neeimb«re 1 Royalty on the Mssissippi* of 
a singularly original and far fro® off®to type*1*"^ The Christian Union 
fft« not so happy about the episode, *Twenty-four pages of the magaaina 
are given up to a rather coarsely hxm&vom installment fro® Mark Twain* s 
new book**^

£hen The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn finally was published and
distributed, it was spring of 18-15* The newspapers m mI magasines had b o m
foil of reference* to the novel and excerpt* fro® it# Twain had read
selection* on a lecture tour with Cable in the winter of 188^-85* It had
been the subject of a widely publicised lawsuit between It* author and
the Poe ton publishing bouee of late* and Lavxrtat, who bad advertised the
novel as available in their bookstores at a price reduced fro® #£«?*> to 

7ii$2*15* fresumbly because of tbs wide pr«-pubXtcation ptiblleity given

n $ (Jan. 1865), St.

IV (Feb. 5, 1885), 171.
73H  (Jan. 29, 1885), 20.
««C1 mens asked the court for an injunction prohlb iting the sals at

the lower price on the grounds that the regular subscription sales were 
being injured by the Boston bookseller* s action* Is' lost the case, but It 
provided hi® with material for one of his most famous and amusing letters« 

• a Massachusetts Judge has Just decided in open court that a Boston 
p&biishar may sell not only his own property in a free and unfettered way, 
but may also as freely sell property which does not belong to hi® but to 
as —** property which he has not bought and which X have not sold* Under 
this ruling X a® now advertising that Judge** homestead for salsf and if 
X asks as good a sum cut of it as X aspect X shall go on and sell the rest 
of his property*1* — - Letter of March, 1885, to FSraak A* HichoIs* la Bar-* 
nard BcVoto, ed», The Portable Hark Twain, llew fork, 1S&6, pp* 762—3.
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the book, It was almost entirely ignored by regular reviewers . Incept 

for such minor cmmmit as that quo tad above, only two full-length re

views have boon uncovered* The first appeared in the comic magazine life 

and was written in an ironic vein which underscored the critic’s severs 

disapproval of th© work*- It apparently was typical of th© attitude of a 

certain segment of the audience — • that sefjment (about which asor© will be 

said, later) which was scandalised by Twain1s masterpiece. The critic wrote;

* » . w$ organised a search expedition for %he humorous qual
ities of this book with the following hilarious result®?

A very refined and delicate piece of narration by buck 
Finn, describing his venerable and dilapidated mpapn as af
flicted with, delirium tremens, rolling over and over, "kicking 
tilings every which ay,* and wsaying there was devils ahold of 
him#1* This chapter ia especially suited to asms© children 
on long, rainy afternoons*

An elevmting and laughable description of how &uck *Hl®d 
a pig? smeared Its blood on mi axe and mixed in a little of 
his own hair, ami then ran off, setting; up a fob on the old 
tmn and the eetsraunity, and loading them to believe him jrrur— 
dered. 'This little 30k® can be repeated by a*ay «£iart hoy 
for the anmaeisent of his fond parents*

A graphic and romantic tale of a Southern family feud, 
which resulted In an elopononi and from six to eight choice 
corpses •

A polite version of the "Ci&aeuttts** story, in which a 
nude mm, striped with the color® of the rainbow, I a ex
hibited as "The king* a Cainelopartlji or, Th© loyal Konesuch*t?
Ibis is a good chapter for lenten parlor entertaimaenis and 
church festivals*

A side-^plittirig account of a funeral, ©nliv&nod by & 
wsick -melodeusi,w a "long—le*^ed undertaker," and a rat 
episode in the cellar*7£
In bay, 1885, one of th® Important critics and scholars of the day 

wrote an "Open Letter" to the editor of th® Century* Thoms Aergaant Perry 
provided one of th# most intelligent critiques of frark Twain* 3 art thus far 
produced* .tie hsgsm hie essay with a brief account of Tom Lawyer, pointing 
out in what ways its sequel was superior* Huckleberry Finn, he asserted,

^ s!;a-fk Twain* 0 Blood—OixrdXIng Humor,** life, 5 (Feb* 26, 16135), 11$?,



had wth© great advantage of being written in autobiographical form*
Thin secures a unity In the narration that la west valuable* every soon# 
la given, not describedj and th© result la a vivid picture of 'Western life 
forty or fifty years ago*1* II© found th® plot of the second work ttmore 
intelligible* than that Of the first* wThls plot give# great opportunity 
for varying incidents#* He believed the book to be wa most valuable record 
of an important part of cur motley American ©Ivili&atlon***

What makes It valuable is. ;th® evident truthfulness of the
narrative, and wher© this is lacking and its place is taken by 
ingenious Invention, the book suffers* What is Inimitable, 
however, is th© reflection of th® whole varied series of ad
ventures in the mind of th© « . » hero#, ...His undying fertility 
of invention, his eourag®, his manliness in every trial, are 
an Incarnation of tho better side of the ruffianly that is 
one result of the indopondencc of Americana, * * * The total 
absence of morbidness in the book —  * * * gives it a genuine 
Oharas and it is interesting to notice th® art )£th'-'£&lch 
this is brought out* The best instance la perhaps to be 
found in the account of th® feud . • . , which is described 
only m  it would appear to a somi-civllisod boy of fourteen, 
without the slightest «sondamatl0R or surprise, —  either of 
which would be bad art, — - and yet nothing store vivid can be 
issaglned*

As for the humor, *lt lends vividness to every page.* Perry concludeds 
&* # ♦ th# story is capital reading, and the reason, of its great superiority 
to *To»? .sawyer* is that It Is, for the most part, a consistent whole*

Soon after its publication Huckleberry Finn achieved notoriety and 
became something of a cause eelebns. Chi Mareh 21, 13S£, the literary 
World of Boston, a periodical which had never really liked Hark Twain, 
announced tersely end smugly*

The Committee of the Public library of Concord, Hass*, 
have unanimously voted to exclude from their shelves kark 
Twain* $ latest book, Huckleberry firm* We are glad to see 
that the eoamendation given ̂to this "sort of literature by
its pablioation in the Century has received a check by 
this action at Concord.77

?^*Mark Twain,* Century» 30 (kay, 13B5), 1T1-2* 
(!*rch 21, 1885), 105.
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Four laomths later, the Literary L i fe  carried a notie© which provided a
few more details*

Hark Twain*a new book, huckleberry Finn, has been excluded 
from the public library at Concord because, a* is alleged, 
it is trashy and.irreverent* The charge of indecency is 
not- raised against it, but the daily papers are indus
triously announcing that this also is on© of the objections*
Books, like people, often prosper under persecution! and it 
is interesting to note trio effect of such action as this on 
th® part of library ifianager®*-?̂
Gloirsens was quick to note th© effect of such action* In & letter to 

Charles I.* Webster, in hew fork, he wrote *
The Cormaittee of the Public library of Concord, hass, 

have given us a rattling tip-top puff which will go into 
every paper in the country* They have expelled Buck froir. 
their library as n trash and suitable only for the slums «ft 
That will sell 25*000 copies for us sure *79

A mild sort of furore was aroused by the Concord Comities1 s action,^
and sides were taken in the controversy* The Critic printed excerpts from.
two newspapers in parallel columns under the headings "Mot Without Honor,
Save In His Own Country*1* The first excerpt (violently anti-Clemens) m s
from tzm Springfield Republican* It attacked the "huckleberry Finn stories"
on the grounds that "They are no better in tone than the dime novels which
flood the blood-and-thuf»i®r reading population* • • • Their r<oral level
is low, and their perusal cannot be anything less than harmful•* The
second excerpt (vigorously pro-Clemen*) was from the London Saturday Bevins*

783 (July, 1885), l-?8.
?^Leti@r -dated March IB, 1885* Letters, II, h£2*
5jule© Autobiography, II, 3U0-1 , for Clemens* s recollections of the 

episode and of the nw^hor® of "letters of sympathy and indignation" he 
received* As late as IpO® buck was in trouble with the libraries — - this 
tii;-® in henver* fh&n nmm of the ban reached liar per* s Vveekiy, that period
ical wrote § "* * # it is an offence against our u&txoi?*! coFioii-sease
which ought to be quickly removed*" —  i*6 (kept* 6, 1902), 1253*



so

It defended Huckleberry Finn and said that some passages had «poetry 
i M  pathos blent In their humor#* * ln  Hark Twain** it continued* "th© 
world has a hucsorlat at once slid end %endar* a humorist is yearly 
ripening and iaeXlowi»g**

4a though to sake soma sort of reparation for the unfriendly action of 
Its Library Cossaittee* the Concord Fro® Trade Club In Harsh* 1885* alec tad 
Clemens an honorary m&sfomr, thus providing him pith an opportunity to vast 
his spleen with characteristic hm m r and irony upon **th© groat Commnwoaltfa 
of Massachusetts•w Excerpts from his lattar of reply worm printed in th© 
newspapers and magazines of the day*^ He wrote first of the court decision

6 (Harch 28* 1885)* 155* la interesting side light of the Huckle— 
harry FIto controversy is provided In the correspondence of Eichard Watson 
Wilder* who* as editor of the Century* had printed the Buck Finn chapters 
referred to above. On January^* "IBM* he wrote to m ^ T fw ^ jo s ^ *X have 
a letter from a superintendent of public schools in a distant part of the 
Best* and mm sending you my letter to hi®.* Then he quoted his letter to 
the unwarned superintendent , “He understand the points to which you object 
in hark Twain’s writings* but us cannot agree with you that they are 1 des
titute of a single redeeming quality*1 We think that the literary Judg- 
sent of this country and of England will not sustain you in such an opinion*
• • * To say that the writings of hark Twain are 1 hardly worth a place in 
the columns of the average county newspaper which never assumes any literary 
airs* sews to us to be singularly untrue* Hr* Clemens has great faults* 
at times he Is in&rtiatically and indefensibly coarse* but we do not think 
anything of his that has been printed In the 1 Century* is without very de~ 
elded value* literary and otherwise* At least* as a picture of the life which 
he describes* his ’Century1 sketches are of decided force and worth*

"Hark Twain is not a giber at religion or morality* Be is a good 
c It I sen and believes in the beat things* nevertheless there is much of his 
writing that we would not print for a miscellaneous audience* If you should 
ever carefully compare the chapters of f Huckleberry Finn*1 as w® printed 
them* with the same as they appear in bis book* you will see the most de
cided difference* These extracts warm carefully edited for a magasin® 
audience with his full consent*” —  Rosamond Glider* ed** Letters of Richard 
Watson Gilder* Boston and Hear fork* 1916* pp* 398—9* Gilder bus boon called 
**tha literary arbiter of the times*” William Allen Whit®* "Fiction of the 
Eighties and nineties** in American Writers on American Literature* John Hacy* 
ed** Raw Tork* 1931* p* 3'90* '"~~

^For example, in the Sew Tork World* the Library Journal (June* 1885)* 
and the Critic (April 11* 1885)* This "Is the same ̂ im it&r'Yrom which th® *7 
quotation concerning the decision of the Judge was taken* See above* note 
74. The letter was first printed in full by Mr* DeVeto in The For table 
Hark Twain* pp* 762-3.



against him, second of -the banning of bi=3 new hook, and third of tbs 
h o n o r a r y  r s o n b o r s h l p .

And finally, tho Fr@@-*frades Club of Concord eorcos 
forward and adds to the splendid burden of obligations 
already conferred upon no by the GQm&onwoalbh of Lassa* 
chuset't* an honorary }saa^@r@hlp, whieh i© worth more 
than all in a rest just at this juncture, since it @n— 
dorses vjq as worthy to associate with certain genbioisen 
wbenn ©van the moral icebergs of the Concord Library 
Gojsrdttee are bound to reapact* &ay the great Coimson— 
wealth of :fcas3achusett« endure forever, is the heart*’ 
felt prayer of one who, long a recipient of her s»r* 
general good-will, i^ proud to realize that he is at 
last b@CQF.e- her pet.°3
huckleberry Finn was a great popular success, but critical opinion 

regained sharply divided until well into the next century. The genteel 

tradition could not take duck to its heart ~  at least those guardians

-of it who were conscious of their gentility could not. Louisa fay 
Llooit, for example, (one of whoso Little Men iiuck certainly was not) 
saids *Xf h.r» Clemons cannot think of southing bettor to tell our pure—

r j.minded lads and lassos, ho had bast stop writing for th«:m.MU4' larah L. 
Dolton, a lady critic of the eighties, found in the novel a moral —
”that society is responsible for the Luck Linns In our midst, and must

L e."do more uplifting if we would see the millennium dawn, in our century 

henry L-• Vodder, Xasamtiftg that CXemns had to pay the penalty of ho&or, 
observed i nZt is only when, as 9 Mark Twain, * he writes sot&g such trash 
ms 1 The Adventure® of huckleberry Lin?;,1 that this really capable writer 
can inake sure of an appreciative hearing* w

but the Mississippi Liver v a g a b o n d  had his advocates, too. Among theis 

m s  Jool Lnaidler karris, the creator of Uncle kasais* On the occasion of

u^Auoied in Critic, 6 (April 11., 15SL), ISO.

QK  uoteci in Lrann Luibar Lott, nolden multitudes, p. 2i$T.
3̂*' '*u^:anau3 Aia&rlcan Authors, Lew Tork, 16C7, p* 3^5*
A/Lw~A*r:er lean >;riters of To-Day, hem fork, XL9U, p* 9U*



Twain* a fiftieth birthday Harris wrote a ©art of' testiroonial letter to
the ©ditors of th© Critic in tho co?irs© of which ho smidi

♦ . • there is not in ©nr fietire literature a more wholesome 
book than *Huckleberry Finn*” It la history, it is roisane©,
it is life. More ne behold human character stripped of all 
tires©m© details| we see people growing and livings w© laugh 
at their humor, share their griefs} and, in the midst of it 
all, behold we are taught th© lesson of honesty, justice and 
laercy*^?

Lnglish literary nsea were generally quicker to appreciate the sjarits of
Huckleberry Finn than were American# ftobert Louis Gtevsnson, tor instance,
saids **Xt is a book I have read four times, and am quit© ready to begin

Rhagain tomorrow#w But the highest praise cam© from Andrew Lang, who found
in Lark Twain* $ masterpiece what American readers and critics had been
searching for ever since nationalism became a literary issue#

Already "kuckleberry Finn** is an historical novel, and more 
valuable, perhaps, 'to th© historian than f,Uncl© Tom* s dab in,* 
for it is written without partisanship, and without a
* purpose*11 Ttie drawing of character seems to b® admirable, 
unsurpassed in its kind# ♦ . ♦ Th© story, to be sure, ends 
by lapsing into burlesque, # • • But ovon th© burlesque is re
deemed by Tom* s real unconscious heroism# There are defects 
of taste, or passages that to us seem deficient in taste,
but the book remains a nearly flawless gem of romance and of 
humor# The world appreciates it, no doubt, but **cultured 
critics*1 are probably unaware of its singular value# A 
tw©-shilllng novel by Lark Twain, with an ugly picture on 
th© cover, Hhas no show,” as Muck might say, and the great 
American novel has ©scaped th© ©yes of those wit® waters to 
see this new planet swim into their kan# And will Lark 
Twain never write such another'? One is enou ti for him to 
live by, and for our gratitude, but not enou i tor our 
desire#**^

^^Letter dated Bov# 21, 10b5* quoted In Lrltlo, 7 (Lov# 26, 1685), 253* 
ed in Fains, p« 79h+

°'nbT* Lang on the Art of Lark Twain,** Critic, Ip (July 25, 1891), 4 6 * 
The Lang essay had originally appeared In the Illustrated hews of the '.-orId#
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It would be supererogatory to collect critical cocrents of today con
cerning huckleberry Finn# Professor iloml frilling has auisitjed up
opinion by calling it wcma of ihe world9 & great books and ©no of ttm

°ocentr&l docunants of American euXtur®.^
Th© middle eighties were busy years for lark twain, Somewhere along 

the line h® found tii&e to collaborate with iiowella on a .play* The Azmrloan
iw»w wa>ii m w i»im>i*jiii»iniui mi>— n

Claimant, in. which a revived and exaggerated Colonel Sellers returns with 
his visionary schemes for waking millions. Howells should have known 
better, if Twain did not, and eventually h& realised the mistake of such 
an enterprise* On Pay 1886, ho wrote to Clemens s BXI ve lust road over 
tiie 3d Act, and X review©! tlis whole play in my mind, and I wumt say that
I think it will fail.n^  And it did* Howells gave up all rights, Twain 
financed it for a week of one-night stands, but it never reached hew York*
At least one critic, however, saw it and wrote a rather long review.
II There is In the play hunor, sharp, quick, observant and effective, yet it 
is not the true, human hwmr of Tim Gilded Age* * * * In The Ajaariean 
Claigaant th© exaggeration is over-done, • • • The huiaor * . • is con
stantly forced, made and mechanical. The perspective of incident is weak.**^ 
And &o on in a discouraging vein concerning what everyone must have known, 
including lurk Twain, namely, that he simply could not construct a play*

The success of the new business venture with Webster so satisfied 
Clemens that for th© next few years he devoted most of his time and energy

^%he Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, how ‘iorfc, I9i$, Introduction, p. 
vi. it would ba a Pda tales to assume that Twain1 s masterpiece had to wait .\
till iiid-oentury for acaderdle approval* As early as 1901 no less an author
ity than i-’rofesaor Barrett Wendell of harvard described .huckleberry Firm mm
**a book which in certain moods ono Im disposed for all its @cv^ trIcily to 
call the inoat admirable work of literary art as yet produced o> v. its con—
tineint*M —  A Literary History of America, hew fork, 1901, p* >03*

^Iiro in Letters of A ill lam taaan howslla, 1, 382 •
^&r!Lark Twain’s Few flay,” Book Chat, 2 (Sept*, lob?), 227-8 *



flit

to publishing book# instead of writing thou# The most auspicious project
—  and cmm of the trial/ phonoEsen&l undertakings in American publishing
annals — - was the Grant &e*nolra of 1386**^ This was followed by The Life
of Pope Loo XIII, published in 1857 in six languages, a collection of band-*
wich Isi and tales by the Ling of Lawai±, The Library of hurior* a rceinoir of
General dherldaxi, and The Library of American I>lt#rature in ten voXuisses*
It was with soma degree of truth that the Literary borld observed* 11 r#
Clemens is now so busy publishing other people* s books, that we can hardly
expect to see very soon two now ones of his own which Im holds still in 

o}*MffiMCrloty l
One of the two new ones was £ Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur* s 

Court, a book Oilmans had worked on desultorily ever since he conceived the 
idea of writing an Arthurian satire in the fall of 1881* when George hashing-* 
ton Cable, with who® he was oa a lecture tour, gave him a copy of fealory**** 
The publication of th® Yankee book completed Twain*a second decade as a m  
of letters* Before w© investigate its reception, let us examine the gen
eral reputation of the farsons humorist* A half dozen or so miscellaneous 
articles about Twain were published in the middle and late eighties • Sotse 
were chatty. Informal and anecdotal, and one or two were serious atteispts 
to evaluate his contribution to African letters • Of the first type was 
an essay called “Authors at iiones Kark Twain at * Kook Farm* {Hartford) 
and Klmira,” which appeared in the Critic# It cons is tod largely of an

^Mrs* Grant, then a widow, received a first check for two hundred 
thousand dollars in February, 1836* dee Gamucl Charles Sobs ter, ©d*, 
lark Twain, Business ban, Goa ton, 19U&* P* 352*

(Karch 20, 1836), 10£.
^ notebook, p* 1?1*
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account of Tmin1 s personal appearance, his house in Hartford, his life 
there, his uvMmra In Ilmira, his working habits, and ao forth* Of special 
interest m s  a statement concerning his popularity* wiie is one of the four 
lining persona with a truly -worldwide reputation* * * * There is no living 
■writer whos® hooks are now so widely read as lark Twain* 9 j * * Uowells,
in the s?Hiiitor*o LbudyJ? of Harper1 s , appeared at hia critical host concern
ing .fiction in general, and mmde s o s p e c i a l  roferencas to Tmin* He
spoke of nihe vast popularity of our humorists* and raentlond one —  ntbe 
greatest, whose pseudonym is at this rnossent as well, known, in Armorica at 
least, as the name of Shakespeare.w

vim need not blink any of his shortcomings in recognising that 
his books are rasterpieces of nureor? they are so, and yet our 
public does ears for them in prodigious degree, and it cares 
for them because incomparably more and better than any other 
American books they express s. familiar and almost universal 
quality of the American mind, they faithfully portray a phase 
of American life, which they reflect in its vast kindliness 
mud good-will, its shrewdness and its generosity, its infor— 
reality, which is not formlessness; under every fantastic
disguise they are honest and true*̂  That is all we ask of
fiction —  sense and truth? * * .97

The Jtme 16, 1888, number of Literature, an Illustrated- .Tfoekly tags2Ins,
m s  practically a lark Tuain issue. There waa a half—page portrait, an
excerpt from Tom dawyer, and four art idea about Twain, including on®

o m m » i*.t wnw. m m  ii urWiifiifcw*

reprinted ,f rom the London Lor Id. The lead assay, by Charles u. Clark,
emphasised Twain* s w o t  Id-wide fasno.

Ills books have been translated into all the modem languages, 
and his name has become a household word wherever people road.
. . .  ho has taken a leading place in literature, in society, 
and in business in Aiseriea, . . .  And now, past 50, a gentle—
ssan of culture, each year adds to his fame and strengthens his

^Gharlee lu Clark, 6 (Jan. 17, 1885), 25* Clark, editor of the
Hartford hour mart, was a friend of 'Twain* a and a member of th® book Fans 
Circle.

97?li (lay, 1687), $>67



position* His rmt$ no accidental success, for if so His light 
would have long ago gono out* On the contrary, his wit la as 
ksen, his humor as fresh, his satire as sharp and his Imagin— 

nation as fantastic as when people first realized the power of 
these gifts that he possesses*

The writer continued, calling attention to Twain*$ conscientious studies of
language, 1 iterators and history by means of which he attempted ?tot only to
repair the deficiencies of his early education but also ts build a broad
culture• The result of this activity has mad® Clemens, the writer asserted,
11 a nan of letters in the truss sense of th® term**1 An interesting and
perceptivo pioco of criticism, which praised Twain* s universalIty, appeared
in the literary hows of lew York*

however th© fashions of fwi nay change, ’w a n  nature has rt- 
mined pretty unc/tangsable since it first began to act 
Independently In the Garden of Eden* The secret of lark 
Twain*a universal popularity is that he has always mad® 
exquisitely appreciative and sympathetic studies of this 
universal nature, and his characters, however caricatured, 
show the sure touch of the artist as well as th© tricksy 
imagination of the humorist* He has never ridiculed a 
good or holy t hin.g* His fun is pur® fun, restful, re— 
freshing, and always moral* 99
Thera were dissenting voices* A critic in Literature compared dlemens 

and Bret Harte, and found the humor of the latter “allied to that strong 
•ympathatie power which is * . * akin to th© divine *ts fcaric Twain, on. th© 
other hand, th© writer contended, possessed a faculty which was lacking
in sympathy and which, through exaggeration ajsd contortion, turned everytiling 
to riclicule# khU© admitting that such an assertion might be construed as 
“rank heresy," Twain being held In. such high esteem by th© public, the 
critic nevertheless Insisted? "Tot he Is only funny, after all**|A®®

Langhorri® Classens," I (June 16, 1808), i*$l hi*
" l Q  (March, 1889), 101*

1 fiA~ Karla L. Eve, f*Soma American duxnorists,” 2 (larch 16, 1689), 3T9*



Oam wonders how seucIi of Bark Twain -this critic had read, or how closely
944© had read him* duch snari-si^hted views continued to bo expressed,
especially strong the academic critics* 01 special inter©st is th# two—volume

101work of Prafeasor Gh&rlsa 1* hiehardaon, Aiserlaun A-ittgratura, 1607—li$B5«
V olur-i® Two, milch is on titled n Aster lean Poetry and fiction, *f contains no 
reference 'to Clemens at all* In the 1 ir st voluzsi©, antitlod * ihe Oevolop— 
sent of Aiserican Thought,51 is* a chapter headed ’’Borderlands cl American 
Literature*w Here is whore w© .find lark Twain*

Grade and repulsive writing, sosaetii&es adorned with appro— 
priate pictures, is read with delight In parts of bur op®, and 
deemed not only aususing but national, characteristic, represent
ative * * . . Bret Hart©, Bark Twain, Artewus hard, Basby, and 
the various professional newspaper ,fwits’1 have bean put* by the 
half—educated, into the representative seats that belong to
.,'iiii.ox’tsoji aiicx v»*ox*ii%3* * * »

The reigning favorites of tha day arc Frank A* Stockton,
Joel Chandler Harris, the various newsyaper jokers, and nT.ark 
Twain*** But the creators of * Pomona* and MRudder Grange ,** of 
wUncle Ronrus and his Folklore Stories,1* and of ** Innocents Abroad," 
clever as they are, mat make hay while the s\m shines* Twenty 
years hence, unless they chance to ensiiriao their wit in sods 
higher literary achievement, their unknown successors will b© 
the privileged corned .1 uns Oil the republic *10^

Professor RIoharUsQn left himself a loophole —  ?1 unless they chance to
enshrine their wit in a ora© higher literary achioveiaeni* —  but it is
curious arid rather significant that by ICS? he had not noticed in the
best word of lark Twain soxae thing movo than î are buffoonery•

ine decade of the eighties m s  tbs period of Clemons1 s {greatest
achievement* iiuokl©berry finn represents the high point on the upward curve
of his excellences his next work is past below it at the beginning of the
downward swsep* Of bark Twain* s great books £ Connecticut hxrmmu in Ginn

101hew York, 108?, 1&S£.
10$pag*s G20-1* These eoBBsents have been described as tta typical 

instance of the position of literary culture in regard to Mark Tmin*f! 
—  Arcaiu&XC Henderson, jtrk Twain, ue» fork, 1910, p* 154*
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reported his impressions at length#
by belief is, on the whole, that you have written a great 
hook, in sooa respects your ssosi original, isost im^inatlve,
—  cartalrilT the ?*cet off active and sustained. # * . v-'h@th*r 
I * *. inary critical reader will take In its real cla^ a 
i ', io a serious queatloru hut horc and ''there #c *~
bo-ciy will, and that somebody, soon or late, will open the 
c 'c:;as of the dullards* * * *

However, 1 an most irLpreased by the m.gnif icently riotous 
and rollicking, imagination and hui&or and often poetry, of the 
whole* work# iou iiaw let your whole nature loose in it at th®
pris-e of your powers. 'Of course, wh&n you lot yourself loose,
* txs soientat ilk® a stallion yust out of'rthe paddock, but • tis 

how finished, and in wb&i good taste, your whole 
woi.; — * considering th© thane and itm possibilities ~  la*
There Is scarcely anything which I -wished to change —  In so 
long a book ono finds a few matters out of tone, and to these
I now refer you -«•— fearlessly, , * *1^3

Howells was equally plss.sod and wrote s Mltl a a eighty groat book, and It
vmkes r q3* hosrt burn and nelt. It aeetnss that Cod didn't forget to put a
soul into you| lie almbs bost literary ecu off with a train rorc&y

bark Twain oXalreJ. that the Connecticut lardcee 11 was .not writ ton for
imaricaj it was written for "nglsu:!# Co raay kigdichnen haw Com their
einceroat beat. to toach us some tiring for our bettorment that It seers to
ne high 'tire that cone of us should substantially moo, r»l*e the good !n~
tent by trying to pry up the C-nyl ioh nation to a little higher level of
manhood in t u r n # ° T h o  aiyllsh nation, howvwr, had no great dvslr® to
dc slonatnd by the likes of bark Twain and pretty generally deplored the

103.-̂  a*,-rr; vp a aeries of annotations, none of their. vary portaiTt*
See Laura atedfn&r and George i# Gould, Ilf a and Letters of Edmund Aarence 
3t.cdr.an, hew Tork, 19X0, vol. 2, pp. 3?wt: u3ttsrste3~j3i7Tr t t t .—

^^Life Jji fetters of '# ill Ian Dean Howells, I, 128. Letter dated 
Oct* 22, 1039# Howells1 a opinion did not change, writing to Classens alsmt 
ten y-aars later about the Connecticut Yunkee, he mentioned n the colossal 
grandeur of Its liraginatioR.1'̂ "BfbXcITJ TT^ESm Letter dated Jan. 9? 1898#

^^Letter (undated) to Oiiatto and V< Indus, aio anglian publishers. 
Letters, II, S21i~f.



i fidnew bo©K*'*‘'~' indrow iomg, who had adssired bucklefrerry 71na extra via. gaiitly,
refused bo read, th© i&nkeo volu&s* "I ]*ave abstained from reading his •work
on an raxaricxn at the Court of HInn Arthur, bccau.ijn here bard Twain la not,
and cannot be, at th® proper point ox view. he has not th-a knomedn® which
would enable hiit to do a aound critic of the ideal of the /• idile Ages*H^ 7

Tao American reading publics however, was beset by no sued nice con*
panewi-uus and the bool was, in fetnnro.lJS well received, bowel Is uni the
tone for jsost of the reviews* in the M~dltor,s Study9* aolurai of liar per1 s
he pnolia,itd a long critical notice in which ;u said, in parti

iore aa la to the fall the humorist, as wc lenow kirns but re 
is very much more, and his strong, indignant, often infuriate 
imla ci injustice, and his love of equality, burn hot through 
tixe manifold Adventures and experiences of the tale. . • .
The delicious satire, the- usarvcllous wit., tne wild, fro©, fan* 
taetic humor are the colors of th© tapestry, while th® texture 
is a huranity that lives in uvcip fibre, at every rurcjai the 
scene aŝ usss, but it is ©11 th®. tine an object-loason in 
aofciocracv. * * * Tno uoou is In its last effect the most- 
mtter-of-Cact narrative, for it is always true to imxpmi nature, 
ik© only truth possible, tee only truth sasoriti&l, to fiction*
The humor of the conception and of the porfornsnce is eiraply 
ternsj cut more than ever or* Cleans ̂3 humor tue
sunny break of his intense conviction•

ou© notable exception* Th© London dev lew of &eviewg was 
favorably impressed and selected th® fankee for condensation as unovel of 
to© -..oiath*hilliaix T* itead, th© editor, in recoscRftndin£ tux© book ‘to his 
readers, termed it )}ona of the most significant of C‘xr tir@w for an 
uncara landing of N m t  the atass of non who speak Hnglish are thinking* w 
Callin.;; it Mth© latest aisong th© volumes whereby Americans are revol— 
utionislng the old country,** he classed it with Frogr©sa and Poverty and 
booking Hack ward as ""hooks which have given the greatest Impetus to th©
social-d©«Kjcratic laowemont in recent years#" — • 1 (Feb., Id90), Xiii**

*u7Uritic, If (duly 2$, 1691), US.
^^60 (darn, lofO), 3X9--2X. Pain® found Howells1 a high, praise "hard 

i,c explain,n and observed with more acumen than he exhibited on other 
occasions s T* \® an example of lark Twain at his literary worst and neat the
1 snkoe ranks a upreno *M pp# 090*--1.



Most of th© f avorabl® critlci©® tended to b© second-rate. Th© r#- 
vtmmrm apparently war© not up to this now twist of Mark Twain1 s gsnius,
and outside of merely stationing th© novelty of' the basic situation, con
tented themselves with cataloguing humorous incldcata. the Book BUywr, 
for example, admitted that th© basic situation —  th© transportation of a 
nin#tc©nth-c©ntmry Tanks© to ancient Camelot ~  ©odd bar© occurred only
to £3crk Twain*

Th® incongruity of ideas which constantly follows from this Juxtaposition of th© lif© and mmmmrm of th© sixth cen tury with th© language and civilisation of. the nineteenth century, is a never-ending sours© of SMMMttt*By th© groat majority of peopl©, however, th© book will be road for its hvm®r9 and of this there is as toundanoa, « » **9*
The reviewer for Public Opinion* after summarising th© plot, stated
merelys ’’The book is full of ‘Hark Twain1 fun, which is sometimes a
little coarse and misplaced, but'a great deal of it is very enjoyable *
The Atlantic devoted little space to th© work.

It mxes a delightful Idea to take a Hartford mm of the present day to th© England of th© sixth century* For an account of the pleasing and natural adventures which befall our countryman among the hardware gentlemen of the Table Hound, th© reader is referred to th© pages of the ingenious humorist. Incidentally the feudal system gets some hard knocks, but as th© feudal system is dead toers 1© no great harm done, and the moral purpose shines *“ L
tbs reviewer for toe Critic pretended- to be shocked*

How far is it permitted a modern iconoclast to go in demolishing idols, mutilating th© Her mas, knocking off th© nose© of the gods, and desecrating the sanctuary? * * * '£©do not at all approve of tiarfc’s performance * it is very naughty indeed* but ~  and that is all he and his publishers want —  we cannot help laughing at It. A more

1097 (Feb., 1590}, 10-13.
(April S, 1590}, 615. 

***65 <F*b. 22, 1890), 286



grotesque knot or chapters nnl lliustrationh on the foolish
ness and I’ooleries of kni< :kt-errantry has never baen boundbatwon n tv o covers • 3*3.2
karadoxical as it ;:.ty Uvt host review ok jl bonnoctlcnt it.Ykee

mas iko only really hos tile? one —- that, appear in * In the literary ■ ©rid of 
ioato;.!, pnrio-iieal which rarely hat anything cot.u-XjLcent ar\y to rap about 
hark Twain* Tna revle^or called the Yankee "the poorest of all hie nrodue— 
t ions thus far,tv and felt tbs l the plot udrht have boon auccosoihiily 
handled in a brief nr space but that trie present treatment n;i3 too ;fXong— 
drawn out H to be* enjoyable. The critic coatLvroed ;

lie serious air-: union hark Twain.1 s travesty is the glori
fication of ■\jnerican Protestant democracy. The offert fails 
throe. the extreme partial U p  of tic procedure, i'ven a hark 
Tw©.in, the persistent teacher of irreverence for great non and 
great ovnrvts, should. have Xtitkio respect loft for fair
play♦ rr. Clerans1 previous Pooka have been bad enough in 
their strong o ncour a game n t of one yte the vors i i 'r.doneios; in a 
democratic dtata* trio inclination to steer flippancy and vn- 
ymrX.y Irrcveroniv In the face of i-ho natural sane titles of 
private life and the grand heroLsns of hurian history. :;ut 
th Is volurr goon rad; further In it a -ndoaror to .eiiillo r. 
century surrounded with romantic light by ten of lat^r tines, 
woo thus fall back upon poetry as a alight relief to the hard 
prose of their actual lot. 1 buffoon, like the haro of this 
talc, playiug his cor.torr.-ttbXo tricks c!nr?? kir Thoraa alary 
has trod with a noble teaching of kniph'tXy courtesy, and -utter- 
ire Pin nltlcji jokee rher3 Tennyson has drawn no cany a hite 
cioral of true gontlonesa, is a sorry spectacle. It is not 
calculated to rake a reflect!?; .' person proud of a shallow end 
self—complacent generation whIch . can enjoy such 30-calicd huKor.

The one consolation to V-e derived .from this valarcholy^ 
product of the American Kind in the ninth decade of the 
yiiuntcentu century is that, equally i.n its serious and in its 
jesting parts, it must bring about a healthy reaction in some 
ok lie a-b Lrk. renders ?ecnusn it over shoe to the rare* be
cause .its history is perverse, in its one—sided accumulation 
of evil 3? ami because its humor will he leone in the

11? (Tot* 22? XUfO), fO. -',r. inconsequent ial ravLw? appeared in the 
bpoch, 6 (Jan. 31* Id^O), SkQ* ova Lovett barson wrote of Mthe exquisite
avour kik.,te of Ann y-lot. ” :"!,& L-ukff she. assorted, "will call nr vome'thing 
besides a sviio. The satire on -.onarchical and aristocratic institutions 
1.3 vur,/ k ••• v. T' The rest of the mrk.i.cln was devoted to XIoll. . - -v . L n  teu.



extrema w^&r. its* x alsii-y 13 se-cru
V;hen 1-r® C lesion* rela + 'ia hi® Lif© on ths /Mississippi with 

charactnri^tic A^er Loan ax ation, Tie cannot hail to ixuyk and 
become .friends • nut when n  ̂restitutes his hustorous gift to the 
taae uxxs of historical injustice, democratic bigotry, Protest— 
ant intolerance, and nineteenth-century vainglory, we rxust ,i.xxrx3:3 the very oinc..f.rn eniuoo 1 me Teel at such a per.f*om-irtce

' cc '-CT/hrxt vaok’oa was one of d •*>rk Twairl .3 most controversial hooks* 
it in still real widely iedag — • by serious students ox blerenif e tuouyht 
an mr.?. rxs •-■>/ novel-reading pouj.le, in idlfd a handsome edition was
publi^ned by tee ;icritex.e Preen oh ‘her Tork. Carl Can torero In his intro— 
-duc1..I.or;? a ini Lied that be', ior'x xu.i d ?'Xosi earn of tue fores it rod for 
reafera of its own year•31 f! ,.ose of the xankeefs irreverence 3, M he con
tinued , 'h- xv, oner1 vulgarises* * • • hot the Ancons Ist-enc in a of the book, 
the vxHeLobbeu e in tone from nattrr~of—fact to ixiye to traye,.h; to hilarious 
el-yenin..« ho :-«t drnxriero the u-nkuo of it.j rxnrx of • o.r x ivvo.in® 3 natural 
fun xxx cxexru. • .•» XnVoio has x e.ih of it j frJt in too lnu;t of ark

lit.:fxain' 3 books which no car call certainly of the :. irst .ruuxoj * * f;?

■L~ 21. {.bob* If, lihyO), 52* ha irporta.ret review, indies. Livs of tha 
persictcrit hostility of the Boston critics toward hark Two be —  a hostility 
which non justif 13-i, gxrrhayxs, more in this easa than it hah xca-i in the 
past* iwo critical coiismnts on the Xankee worn published in XbSdu Ona> 
tj o‘hc-12 s, xppcurod iu 0 retrospective essay on ■■.arh Twain as a historical 
noeellst* The occasion was the publication of Joan of Arc* A Gonn.ecticut 
is:''..:-;, :• -.ov.-olls wrote, ’’will xnnxain t h e  ender lay consolation of old™ and 
your p. "aline, and will he ranged in inis respect and as a ims tor place of humor 
beside the proat m s  o.f Cervantes •M —  . larger* a Meekly, UO (■ ay 3‘-';> -
535* fho other ooixeent was distinctly hostile* I he reviewer claimed that 
It .nx i;:i pity that an xuthor who has at his corr.oxxd 30 faaeinatin., s. stylo 
&ud can rtrfto 30 well, should let hlnsoif dc&n into ouch depths of slang 
as we ;xavs in tee volume b«fuw *13. Ton nook is, of coarse, nxxunixyy, soiaa— 
times vory isuch so, but to those of im who love the Arthurian legends and 
approaou Lax bound iabic and its knl; ht-3 altii a rovernnee û nxoxica. ixa;: to 
veneratioxi it Ls sacrilegious to tran f̂orB: tiien into farce* The electric 
,.uLare of' 0. a:: niuo to eat h century vixen tdxrovfri on lr;. -.ari "bvuiri* .» style
prove'3 fatal to chn ronTutco of the sixth century, be still s-ay, in syito 
of toe xxxny briyixt thlxxâ  u®xi3lble inlnva> in tea '̂ oobi hands off#55 —
x.n-'kpxiridant, u i  ( d u l y -  23, 3 • 5 ^ } ,  X 003 « iho occasion of this belated rcviow 
waa -ipriarccxtly tru? inn'xin ::-y :.;ixjpor,s x>f a new od.iiion o.f Iwaij'ds uoxhea in 
tr»e su.rrxcxr ox Uy6*

vii-viii*
*̂ *̂ hark Twain at 'fork, p. 106



then Clemens published A Connecticut "i&nkee he was fifty-four years 
old and had completed two decades as a »an of letters • A retrospective 
view of his career during the eighties discloses some interesting facts*
In tills decade the campaign for establishing hark Twain as a -writer not 
only of humorous effect hut of serious import gathered momentum* nowells 
continued to praise his humanitarian and democratic instincts, his love of 
justice and his hatred of tyranny as manifested in such works as A Tramp* 
Abroad, I he iriiice and the Tauper, and k Connecticut Yankee * Critics also 
.found noteworthy his scorn of sham, affectation, pretension, and the like, 
especially significant was the necessity on the part of some reviewers to 
point out his underlying earnestness* Kia growing historical sense (the 
result of careful study) and his Increased ability to handle the details 
of plot structure were also traits which critics saw fit to mention* His 
universality was praised* The novelty of each successive book impressed 
his critics, who conceded to him (some of them grudgingly) a remarkable 
versatility and a surprising breadth of Interests. Twain was credited with 
displaying in some of his books a wpoetic instinct* and an ennobling pur
pose. Alongside these comments the notion of Clemens as a professional 
humorist continued to persist until the paradoxical picture emerged of an 
alleged funny atn attempting to be serious but marring his seriousness 
with miapl&ced jests and thereby puatling his readers, who were never certain 
when they were to laugh or when they were to listen respectfully* The high 
point In Twain13 achievement during the eighties, however, was the pub
lication of the two Mississippi River books. In connection with the earlier, 
Clemons * s critics praised his descriptive powers, his narrative skill, and 
hia concern with supplying facts for his readers. In addition, tiny called
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att@nt.iQn to hia historical accuracy and his marvelous ability to evoke 
the past* In connection with Huckleberry Finn, some reviewers praised 
Twain* a realism, his characterisation, his truthfulness, hia literary 
artistry, and the t!new vein of humor” he had struck, while others questioned 
the morality of the work• Oim thing is certain concerning his reputation 
during these years —  it was a very lively issue over which critics and 
readers could take definite sides and express themselves with vigor and. 
conviction. Twain seldom drew lukewarm notices — * a fact which clearly 
indicates that ho impinged forcibly upon the consciousness of his age.
At least such was the case when he was in his prime. If la tor ho m s  to be 
met with critical indifference, the recollection of his golden day was to 
tide his reputation over the barren stretches until time had blurred the 
memory of his feebler efforts and had placed the .handful of masterpieces 
securely in the realm of Amorlean classics.

mailto:att@nt.iQn


CHAPTER FOUR

The Third Decade

The nineties ware critical years for Mark Twain. Barnard Desoto 
describes him at the beginning of the period as ” the most widely known 
and admired writer in Aiseriea, vary likely in the world* Me was at the 
summit of his personal happiness* Bis books had won him not only world
wide fame but a fortune as well*11̂  The summer of 1890, which the Clemens 
family spent in the Catskills, wets a happy one* Then storm clouds began 
to gather* In October, Mark Twain*s mother died} in Hovesfeer, his wife’s 
mother died* In the beginning of 1891, his financial condition became 
acute owing to further failures of the Paige typesetter (into the manu
facture of which he had poured almost two hundred thousand dollars*) In 
February, he was stricken with a severe attack of rheumatism* In April, 
Charles I... Webster, his nephew and partner, died, and Mrs* Clemens developed 
a heart condition* In dune, the family fled the country. They wandered 
about Europe for two years, Clemens travelling back and forth to the United 
States —  his itineraries are unimportant —  "toying unsuccessfully to salvage 
something from the wreck of the fortune sunk into the machine* In April, 
I89I*, he was back in hew fork, for the Webster company was in difficulti.es} 
1893 had been a year of panic* On April IB, the firm collapsed, carrying

^Mark Twain at Work, p* 106. A contemporary account describes him at 
this time* tt. * * there is no one in the United otates who has a more 
extended reputation.” ”. . * h c . . .  has fairly earned the position of & 
cultivated man of letters. « •” ”the sale of his books in the United States
long ago crossed £00,000, . . . ” ” * . *  his success is one of the romances
of American life and letters.” —  ”feark Twain,” Book Buyer, 7 (lay, I89O), 
Hi9~£L. ~ ~
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to ruin the remnants of- both Mark Twain* a fortune and M o  wlf®*s» In 1895, 
bankrupt, marly an Invalid, sHmomt siiciy years old, tea set out on a round-* 
trsfMswld Xseture tow in. on attempt to recoup M s  lessee* Before ha ro«*
turned, his favorite daughter, &my, who had remised at hons, died suddenXy
in August, 1896* It mist have seeded to Classens as though Misfortune had
marked hia for her owsu lr# DCVoto aaintBtlri© that this series of personal
ea taa trophss had a powerful effect upon Twain* a writings, first, being
partially (though not entirely) responsible for the strain of pessimism
which became awe and dots a usotif to his work at this tlse, and second,
being’ the cause of a noticeable decline in the quality of his literary 

eout pit*
Hia® volumes by lark Twain e w e  published during the nineties, of which 

three o M y  (possibly four) can Ms called major works* First off the proas 
during this period was a relatively inconsequential collection entitled 
J W y  Tales (spring, 1S92), Paine M b s  no Mention of it* lUbllshod as 
part of tbs * Fiction, Fact, and Fancy Series,*1 it quite possibly represented 
the efforts of either the author or the M bs tear ooiqpnay (or both) to cons® by 
so® sorely needed money. The book contained seven sketches or which marly 
all had appeared previously in Harper*s Monthly and the Ueniury* the most 
actable item being “The Private History of m CsstpaXgn That failed,* m 

piece which the Century bed printed in ISS5 as part of its famous series on 
Battles and loaders of the Civil War* This sketch supplies some valuable 
autobiographical information and Is otherwise a wrthwteila piece of writing*
In 11 lira* jiiSiXXiass and the lightning1* Twain re-introduced a character fro® 
Sketches Baer and Old who is mm of his most amusing creations* The other

2Ibid. A Chapter 3*. It should be- pointed out that this decline in quality, 
espe-ei3Zy as regards Twain’s most ag&ilions project of the nineties, Joan of 
Arc, 'is more noticeable to investigators of today than It was to the reSdSrST* 
8F the period* QmmrnXly (there were a few except ions). they prised the bock 
much more highly tlmn we do. ■
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itsim  are of varying merit* The fcerry Tale a volume m s  generally ignored 
by the periodicals j only two brief comments have been discovered* The In
dependent said merely that the work showed Clemens at *his very best*”
These «corroscations of hark Twain’s humor” the paper declared **too good 
to be left scattered through monthly magazines*n^ The Atlantic observed?

One of the attractions in reading lark Twain is that on© never 
knows when he may be coming upon something serious* Though 
laughter rules, for the most part, now and then the jester 
puts aside his bells, and the tragic passage comes upon one 
with striking force* There are seven stories in the book, and 
the fun is at times stupendous. he recommend that it be read 
at seven sittings.h

Also In the spring of 1892 the Webster company brought out The American 
Claimant, which Clemens had re—written in novel form from the play he and 
Howell® had constructed nine years before* He finished the writing just 
prior to sailing for Europe in June, 1891* It had been done frankly to 
make money, but even as a potboiler the book is feeble stuff. A sort of 
Connecticut lankea in reverse, it describes the disillusionment of a young 
English idealist who discovers that there is a vast difference between Amer
ican democracy in theory and in fact. Hiss Gladys Bellamy calls the 
Claimant Twain* s “worst literary failure,11 a judgment with which few would 
wish to quarrel Only one review of the novel has been found, and that is 
such a wretched piece of criticism as to be next to worthless.^

3ltU (June 2, 1892), 776. 
k?G (Oct., 1892), 563.

^lark Twain as a literary Artist, p. 303* Even Paine admitted that the 
book was "not up to his usual standard.1* —  p. 953*

^ttThis new book of Hr. Clemens’s is a romance, in which the old-time,
well-known Col. Sellers re-appears. . . .

"He appears in a new role in this volume j that of a claimant to an
English earldom. • • • The story, as a story, is bright and entertaining.
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Late in September* 1192, the Clemens family nettled in Florence.
Here Twain was able to write -uninterruptedly and -with renewed enthusiasm — 

a story5 ’’The hi, 000,000 D&uk-ftote,1* Ton tawycr Abroad, PuddTnhsad A'iiaon, 
and most of Joan cl Arc, The ** Bank-note” story appeared in the Century 
£ or January, 18 93, and a jnonth later was collected urith eight oilier pieces 
and published by ..abstcr and ocrujany* This volume, like its iESsediate 
prcdoce&scrs, was generally ignored. ̂

During this period, as has been indicated above, hark Twain wan 
probably the most famous living American author, he was not yet tli&
” grand old ruin of Ancrican letters” —  a designation which was to come 
later. Tut he was well on the way to becoming that legendary literary 
figure which a hero-worshipping people Linds it necessary to construct.
His European exile did not isolate him entirely from his vast public. 
Kearly everything he did and said was newsworthy, and there came trick
ling back to the newspapers and magazines of the united Otatea a steady 
stream of stories and reports, of ”quips and cranks and wanton wiles**
—  all the paraphernalia by means ox which a famous reputation is kept 
alive, out t/iis mate rxal iiiXa no bn ing to oo witis literary or a. a* ici
we can ignore it. unc essay, however, oo©ms of sufficient importance to 
oxan I) a* 1 Ca. 'ly —  not because it is especially good, but because it is

The struggles of the young --nglisbman to affiliate with hia uncongenial 
companions and very difficult ©nviromr^nts is exceedingly well told.

n0f course the book abounds in delicious ’Twain—isms.1 Whom 
also would ever nave thought of the ridiculous incident of ’preserving 
the ashes of the deceased?*. . .

’’There are shrewd touches in the story, beside the humor and the 
interest of the narration of events. . . . ” —  Fetter* a .3 ou thorn .La gag in©, 
1 (tJov., 18$?2>, Ifto.

^The American Review of Reviews published a brief notice which said: 
"Mark Twain rises at several points in his Century story, ’The 3*1,000,000 
Bank Hot©’ to his wonted pitch of audacity and humor, . • *tt —  7 (Feb., 
1893), 76.
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the work or a fellow-wri ter and as such is of some interest* Frank it*
3tookton, a humorist of more than passing repute, published a retrospective 
essay on whark twain and his Recent forks1* in the Forum in which he ven
tured to analyse Clemens*a literary technique* Terming the humorist*s 
courage his most notable trait, Ctockton went or* to explain that few other 
vmn9 even If they could think of them, uwould dare to say the things that 
&ark Twain says*1’ ho rationed the npurs and unaduXterated fun** to be 
found in Twain* $ writings* rie declared that it m s  'the Hcrude ore* of 
this fun and not the witty manner of presentation which sot ClerHene*© 
humor apart from the more traditional humor of his predecessors •

It must h® remembered, however, that fcark Twain does not 
depend entirely upon the humor of his situations and conditions 
to .make hia points. His faculty and rang® of expression are 
wonderful, and it is his courage which gives to his expressions, 
as mil as bis inventions, their force and unique effect* hia 
glittering phrases are as daring as they are bright, and they 
sparkle through all his boohs like stars in the sky.

He added that those who remastered Twain at the beginning of his writing
career could not “help thinking of him as a humorist above everything else,*
for it m s  In this &u±se that im first achieved fame* But soon, Stockton
observed, other qualities became apparent, especially philosophic depth
and narrative talent. Nevertheless, he concluded, Wwe still think first

8of his brightness, * * *w
In the spring of I69I4. Tom lawyer Abroad was published after serial

isation in St* Ficholaa* This tal© of Tom, buck and Jin adrift in a balloon
9pleased its author mightily. - kn& It has pleased Twain* s greatest modern 

h.5 (Aug., 169J), 6?3-9.
^"1 have written 12,000 wards of this narrative, and find that the

humor flows as easily as the adventures and surprises —  so I shall go along 
and make a book of from $0,000 to 100,000 words** Letter of lug. 10, 1892, 
to Fred J. Hall, manager of th# Viebster company. Letters, IX, $6$-6.



-eribie# Itnmrl Gafoto# *vtm writest
Tli® bmvt »t him shorter ptoses* * « * to,1*!tm 3wyer Abroad**
Ptwtsmfely InseM** Vem setting (a mvigaKl© balloon) s&ka* it' 
look.like # wmt crlitos t o m  Ignored it* "It Is &
deliberate eaqp&arstios* of toe pwtoetol mini m l  its 
IMdudlces* lgporane@iif assneptloa** window** m t o e *  It’ 
mesumbly differentiates three stages of that -aitod* by m y  
of the familiar Ten# Muck# dim# It is to©
vury best of Lark’s work# freqpajently an a level with ffnck*» 
leberry Fiim itaalf* and usst ®v®,ntt2a U y  b© reoogndssel^as
s r a  15^0.

But the novel was w t  with 'sllsns# by toe periodicals % toers were no reviews*^**
Fud^nhaad bileon appeared, serially in the Century between lecetoer*

IS9%$ and Juae# ISflu ‘'iih&n only two lastmQmenbs had 'boon printed# a literary
lady' In  th® South, unable any longer to ooataln her angor, rushed into print
with a blbfcor danwoiatdon of tot great' hussar 1st* & latest work*

A bettor title« perhaps # would bo * Turn Decline srnci Fall -of 
h&rk Twain*® t for# looking at it solely m  a pimom of lit@ra.ture, 
there' is no denying that Ul* suoh,*»adv#rtiaad serial is trmamy- 
dously stupid* If It were nothing sore# too reading# a w m  the 
critical, world eould afford to receive it In to® charity of 
srltonoe# reraĝ <Kcdrs.g the merry heart It 'ha# had these twenty 
years past itiwiw it 'pleased'Cleans to mwn&ae it*

M Fmid1 ntend S'llsonM is store than stupid* bo far. as it M $  
appeared ~  to toe end of the- deseed- imta&liaent* that is-**' it 
to at once siilicious and adLalaading*

**# * * itr* Clomns#** she want on to aay» *»n*»t .have isegtoad all toe local
color of Into tnle*t? Gonoernlng plot weotoaaoao#. she observed i

It to not too m m h  to say * * * that there is slovenly eon- 
struct ton In orary- other paragraph* but the «ua»®r to a 
trifling burden compared with toe irmttor of it*- First to last# to# writer seosis to M  hit burden of humor-wi 
*f aretooucfci. II®' had ohcNsem hia place# his people* If toe

^%he Portable tork' Twain* Introduction# pp* 31—2*
^1** IS 96— 7 Bar par1 s published a Mew Library Edition of the works Of

tork bs»i8* to - Individual vml&nes can® froa toe press they were noted 
briefly In the laa^asines* The Aaerlesa claimant and To» uowyer Abroad.

w  jtmi <i'Mwii ■ w M iiw ii»irjii im " w w  in am m  e c M w w y espiitt |l«cf* w e  urn 1 iiiwngn i»itOTwwi>w liiiniiim i. -uuy*!^; m i  mm' ■ ^drew so®# eossasrit which wilXlje ois©u»«©3 m  Its proper chronological place*
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facta about them arc not. humorous, so much the worse for the 
.facts.

12due protostc i the nanlng of the hero.
f'lis is hupwr, as the r;raai editors understand it. To one 

a little bit conversant with the folk m o  are supposed to be 
;Pi:«oroiiS| it o , conirarIwri$Sj 30 «̂ething oheap and thin.
Taroujr.hout \ «- leuthwest, for at least seventy five years, MIf d 
lie a to own toat dog — - and kill say half*** has bean. a cant 
sa /ion so cî '-only can’snt that it is laughed at only out of 
compliment to to© u®ar of it* The tmn wi*o should now per— 
petrate it as original would perhaps ha called something worse 
than *s pudd* niiead,** but vary certainly nobody —  not ih© nost 
ignorant —  would find In it a suggestion of unc&nniriess•
>’ox% toe thing is so oeawoxi and jjroverbl&l that little chil
dren vmkm use of It, or rather of its implication. . . .

but her greatest quarrel was with what she called twain1 m villification of
'the hoctfi.

Lnd because ho 13 •who he is, a larro part of ovr DorRison country 
will taiis his circus-posters for accurate piiotograpiis of life 
ai?.d people in the houih. lolely for teat reason, 1 make, her® 
arid now, ay pro tost against inis injustice* 1 can not comfort 
myself with the belief that he has sinned i^yiorantly t
naif his countrymen* Hio experience has been too wide, ** 
intolligenee is too keen, for that. -p Is, it seems to vm$ 
thus unveraeious for revenue only* He has found out the sort 
of book, that sells beat# It Is not that which speaks the  ̂
truth as it Is, but as the reader wishes to believe it to

Ipb-uci.u1 rdiead tolsori had come by his sobriquet 1b the following manner t 
The first day he arrived. In Dawson1 s handing he was talking to a group of 
men when a log began nto yelp and snarl and howl* *  .  * w  laid Wilson* 

nl wish 1 owned half of that dog.**
"thy?” 30£.«body asked* 
nBecause I would kill my half*1* 

ike author describes what followed* 111 he -;roup searched bis face with curi
osity, with anxiety even, but found no lignt there, no expression that they 
could read* They fell away from him &m from something uocenny, and went 
into privacy to discuss hir.t.tt —  Writings, XIV, 6*

11■ -'y&rtha icGulloch tilllaros, » o *FuddTnhead hilson,** houtijgrn Hag- 
aaine, i* (Feb., 16$%), yy—102* 1‘hle agamlne was published In Louisville, 
Kentucky, mid thus represents, in part, southern critical reaction to one 
of luain1 i most controversial books* Mew ingland critical reaction at pre
cisely the same time was sore favorable* ***Pudd*nhead Wilson* continues to 
have the true xark l^ain flavor,n aammnted a writer for the doston Literary 
Lor Id, 2*> (Feb* 10, 10$%), 1*6 *
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These stricture® are not so severe as they saight at first se®8i«
PusMg nhead fljpLaon is ra&rrsd by iisssserotia defects. Twain himself admitted
that its writing had been difficult* ilm aaidt

I bad a sufficiently hard time with %h%% tale, bee&use it 
cbai ̂ ed itself from a fare® to a tragedy wti.il© I w s  goinis 
aXoi < with it ~  a most ©simyrassing circuits tane®. 8ut what 
was a ^reat deal wora® wms, that it was not on© story, but 
two stories tangled together| and they obrfermet»d and inter
rupted each otft.-r at every turn and created no ®»& of1 con
fusion and annoyance. I could not offer the book for 
publication, for 1 was afraid it would unseat the reader’s 
reason,

Any attempts to pusaXe through the inordinate complexiti©©, txm vague 
motivations, the ocoaslsmaXly Inane twists and shifts of Pudd’ titiemcl Wilson 
are still calculated to xmm®at the reader’s reason. The book is best 
approached as an autobiographical work giving an Incomparable picture of 
Clmmns* & hosne town of haanlbAl, k-lsaeuri, in the golden days 'before the

it'War* ¥iswed on any other level it is almost a total loss* As for its 
companion piece, Extraordinary Twins, the *farce* wtiioh Twain pulled
out of the original by wa kind of literary Caesarean operation,** the leas 
said about it the better.^

^Those ‘v̂ yfcraogdlnary Twins, Trcfae®. Writings, 1X¥, 206.
1ĈThe corrosive eeatKmnbs upon human nature which serve as chapter 

headings h aw bean greatly admired and are undoubtedly Important in ths 
dsmXopnont of 'mrk liaiis1! thou; ht, hut their connection Mth Hie novel 
is remote. Wilson and the slave woman, doxy, are aisong Twain1 s
bettor cij&r&c tarisat&on*, but the fori?mr seems underdeveloped mi;lie tfts 
latter seeas a trifle exaggerated* hr* Canby, however, calls Hcacy *the only 
completely real wimn in his books*11 — * Torn fieat, Turn Waist, few fork, 1951# 
p* 2I|0*

16"literature nowhere contains a saore painful Instance of Edstakon 
genius•” —  Bernard Demote, tmrk Twain’s Aeyrica, p. 2B1** The story, whlcn
ha© to el© M t h  a frtak of nefiSrs?, a ^ou^Xe^i®aHed raan, is jjrredeefasbly 
•tasteless. It 1ms a certain interest, however, an furnishing yet one oare 
cues:; *,1® of CloMans’ s Inability to &r .raise his writing® Justly. ml think 
all sorts of folks will read it* It is clean out of the common order —  it
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The two stories wera print#d In on® volume and appeared late in US9h*
Critioal opinion was sharply divided* -do have already seen how Pudd* ahead
Wilson affected a loyal lady of the old Bouth* Bore is the totally opposite
opinion of 11* H* Boyesen, a foreigner by birth, to Im sure, but a quarter**
century resident of td© United State#, a aovsllst of thm realistic school,
and, incidentally, one of ^ark Twain* s friends*

• . * if, I say, aiiybo&y el so iiad had th® hardihood to utlllz© 
afresh this venerable stage *«e:;l]3«ry of fiction, we should hav© 
boon teapted to class his work with such cheap stuff as that of 
Wilkie Collins, * * *- and the ditm novelists* But Mark twain, 
so'nioliow, has lifted it all into the region of literature* * * *

T.iieji again, the Missouri 'Tillage in which trie scene is 
laid, is so vividly realised in its minatest details* and the 
people, in all their fatuous prejudice ami stolidity, are so 
credible ana authentic, so steeped in the local atsMphare, that 
the illusion becomes perfect, and w® sw&llcnar the aelodraum with-* 
out a equals?-!, ,,r ■ * * *

The dualities In Twain* s novel which ha found praiseworthy were the cpal**
ibles wfriich ho, as a militant fighter in the ranks of th© realists, would.
have been most apt to admire*

km evidently has an ample fund of experience to draw upon} and 
he possesses, also, that 'high imaginative faculty which does 
net consist in crude invention, but in shaping. reisembored 
truth into logical imCi artistic coherence* Bis people stand 
squarely upon their feet, not b ©cause hm has so cans true tod 
them, but because he has known their type and been familiar 
with their looks, speech, and nabits* how deliciously rich, 
racy, and copious is, for Instance, his negro talk* The very 
gurgling laugh and cooing cadence seem, sosaehow, iasplied in tarn 
iewij ami the fancy instinctively adds the vivid miens and 
ostures* dince Bark Twain wote his ?,To@ hmwysr1* and ^Boughing 
h , H h® has published no book comparable in interest to 
,w ruttdin1 ̂ciead C llaon*
fh® ®region of literature,** said Boywsen «—  that I# where lark Twain 

had arrived with his tim«**»©rrt materials* The reviewer for the Critic fait

is a fresh idea ~  I don* t think it resembles anything in literature •** 
letter to Fred d« nail, Bug* 10, Xo^S* Quoted in Paine, p* 9%0*

l?»Tm Husorista,” dossaapolitan, 18 (ban*, 139$)» 379*
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quite differently, lie admitted taking real pleasure in Twain's work,
and yet he had some misgivings*

The literary critic is often puzzled haw to classify 
the intellectual lAienomerta that come within his ken* ills 
business is of course with literature* A work may be in
finitely amusing, it may abound even with flashes and 
touches of genius, and yet the form in which it comes into 
the world may be so crude, so coarse, so erring from the 
ways of true classicism, so offensive to immemorial canons 
of taste, that the critic, in spits of his enjoyment and 
wonder, puts it reluctantly down in the category of un
ci ass if iable literary things —  only to take it up and 
enjoy it againI

Of such is " Pudd* nhead hilson," and, for that natter, 
hark Twain in general • The author is a signal example of 
sheer genius, without training or culture in the university 
sense, setting forth to conquer the world with laughter 
whether it will or no, and to get himself thereby ack
nowledged to be the typical writer of the best*

The reviewer continued, finding the novel
admirable in atmosphere, local color and dialect, a drama 
iii its way, full of powerful situations, thrilling evenj but 
it cannot be called in any sense literature* In it hark 
Twain's brightness and grotesqueness and funniness revel 
and sparkle, and in the absurd extravapansa, "Those Extra
ordinary Twins,” all these comicalities reach the buffoon 
points one is amused and laughs unrestrainedly, but then the 
irksome question comes ups What is this? is it literature? 
is hr* Clemens a "writer" at all? must he not after all be 
described as an admirable after-dinner storyteller —  humor
ous, imaginative, dramatic, like Dickens —  who in an evil 
moment, urged by admiring friends, has put pen to paper and 
written down his stories?-*-̂
Two other magazines published brief reviews of Pudd'nhead Wilson* 

The critic for the hook buyer found the atmosphere of the first story 
"vividly realised*" The story of the twins he found to be "full of the
wildest fun —  for people who think this kind of extravaganza funny*

1 OTastes differ*" ' To the critic of the Outlook, the book was a "dis—
a ppo in t men b • "

l826 (feay 11, 1695), 336-9. 
1912 (larch, 1395), 92.
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There are flashes of fun in it here and there, passages 
of dry humor, of amusing exaggeration, of sterling good 
sensej the extracts from ”Pudd*nhead filson*a Calendar” 
used as head—lines for the chapters are extremely clever, 
and the idea is original and Hark Twainish. hut taken as 
a whole and as a work of fiction, the story is exces
sively melodramatic, is confused, and is not always 
probable.20

In addition to the books described above, the Italian years saw the 
composition of bark Twain* s major work of the nineties, The Personal Rec
ollections of Joan of Arc. The problem of why exactly the figure of the 
laid fascinated him —  haunted him, almost —  of her relation to what Hr. 
Canby calls hark Twain* s "dream girl,” of her place in the complex of
feelings he had about women, in general —  all these things we had best
leave to the psychologist. For our purposes here one matter is of great 
significance —  Clemens’s attitude toward the Joan of Arc volume• Paine 
reports a conversation in which the author said* **X shall never be accepted 
seriously over my own signature. People always want to laugh over what I 
write and are disappointed if they don’t find a Joke in it. This is to be a 
serious book. It means more to me than anything I have ever undertaken. I 
shall write it anonymously."̂  He m s  paying —  and he was amply conscious 
that he had to pay —  the high price of being a comic, the penalty of humor.
There are those among lark Twain’s modern critics who feel that it was not
such a high price, actually —  that 01©mens was only a great writer when he 
wrote as a humorist —  that his attempts to be anything but a humorist were 
generally disastrous.̂ 2 And yet his contemporaries —  those of them who

2051 (larch 2, 1095), 357.
21Paine, p. 959.
22Sea especially 'Bernard DeVoto, Bark Twain* s America, Chapter 10, for 

the best modern discussion of this point.
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•were capable or seeing beneath the humorous veneer, or who took the 
trouble to peer beneath it — - maintained that it was a very high price he 
had to pay, a tragically high price. They remembered The Prince and the 
Pauper and the public apathy which had greeted it. They shook their heads 
over the likelihood that things would ever be any different. M. . . bark 
Twain,” said one who knew him, Mmade his success as a writer toy donning 
the cap and bells, and the world will not listen to him when he tries to 
take them off* This is the penalty of his success,”^  And another, 
writing many years later but recalling this period:

To those who knew him personally, —  . . • he was worlds 
removed from the newspaper funny man. lie was no mountebank 
in motley wear, shaking the fool1s zany for the momentary, 
thoughtless merriment of the crowd, but a wise, sane, deep— 
souled man teaching us the lesson of life. . . .

For this reason, his career, splendidly successful as the 
world rates success, was in a sense tragic* The great reading 
public and those who did not read, yet to whom his name was a 
household word, . . .  insisted on taking him as a funny man*
He felt that he could hardly get a contemporary hearing for 
what was in him, —  or, at least, for what was deepest.

And still a third —  this one a major critic of his day, whoso sanction of 
hark Twain represents one of the peaks in favorable criticism, of the creator 
of Tom lawyer and Ruck Finn. Brander Aatthews professed to find in hark 
Twain not only a great humorist tout a master of English prose —  **one of 
the foremost story-tellers of the world, with the gift of swift narrative, 
with the certain grasp of human nature, -with a rare power of presenting 
character at a passionate crisis.” Certain chapters in Tom sawyer, huckle
berry Finn and Pudd1nhead Wilson he declared to he among the finest in English.

Partly because his fiction is uneven, and is never long 
sustained at its highest level of excellence, partly because 
he lias also written too ruch that is little better than burlesque 
and extravaganza, but chiefly because he is primarily a humorist,

23Arthur Toed Kimball, wHartford* s Literary Horner,” Outlook, 51 (dune
1, 1Z9$), 90b.

2kdiehard burton, Little ussays in Literature and Life, how Zork,
p. 202.
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because he is free from cani and sham pathos, because he
does not take himself too seriously, oecause his humor is
free, flowing, unfailing, because his laughter is robust
and contagious and irresistible, because he has made more
of our scattered English-speaking people laugh than any
other man of our time —  because of all these things we
do not see that in all fiction, since the single footprint
on the shore fell under the eyes of the frightened Crusoe,
there is no more thrilling moment than that when the hand
of Indian Joe (his one enemy) comes slowly within the vision.
of Tom Sawyer, lost in the cavej we do not see that no one ,, r
of our American novelists has ever shown more insight into  ̂i .
the springs of human action or more dramatic force than is 1" '" ’’
revealed in Buck Finn's account of the Shepherdson—
Grangerford feudj * • « we do not see that it would foe 
hard to select from all the story-tellers of the nine
teenth century a scene of immeasurable pathos surpassing 
that in Pudd*nhead Alison when the wretched Chambers 
knowingly soils hia own mother "down the river*"

then, we find that the man who wrote these chapters, 
and so many more only a little less marvellous in their 
vigor and their truth, is set down in most accounts of 
American literature as a funny man only, whan we see him 
dismissed with a line or two of patronising comment, as 
though lark Twain were only a newspaper humorist, a chance 
rival of John Phoenix or Artemus Ward or Orpheus C. Kerr 
as a vender of comic copy, then we have it brought horn© 
to us that humor is a possession for which the possessor 
must meet the bill* i.r* Clemens, having more humor than 
any one else of his generation, has had to pay a higher price* "
In an effort, then, to escape payment, or at least to defer it, Cark

Twain, published Joan of Arc anonymously, or rather, we had beat say,
pseudonymously, for the story of the laid was allegedly the work of the
Sieur Louis de Conte, Joan's page and secretary. Its "translator15 was one
Jean Francois Alden* Aith these names attached to it the tale ran serially
in Harper1 s monthly from April, 1895, to April, 1896. During 'the course of
its publication there was much speculation as to its authorship. Soon what

"The Penalty of Huraor," Harper1 3 Monthly, 92 (Lay, 1896), 900.
Examples could be multiplied. See, for instance, David lusters, "lark Twain's 
Place in Literature," Shautauquan, 25 (Sept., 1897), 610—lUs and hobort 
Barr, "Samuel Langhorne ~cTei .ens, * lark 'Twain, * ** FcClure's, 10 (Jan., I896), 
2US-51.
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the papers liked to call "Twainiams" began to be detected, and, though 
the secret was a carefully guarded one, the consensus was that Clemens 
was the author. In July, 1695# when only four installments had appeared, 
a reader sent to the Critic a letter in which he asserted: M* . . 1 have

p/Cdipped into the book, and each spoonful was brimming with hark Twain, . . •
The Chicago Chap Book, casting a characteristically jaundiced eye upon the 
matter, seemed to care little who the author was: it did not like the book.

The serial in progress in Harper* s, “.Personal Rec
ollections of Joan of Arc,” seems to be winning favor, if 
one ray judge by newspaper adjectives, and the raptures of 
the unthinking, who are pleased by the pictures. But that, 
after all, is no test, . . . The name of the Laid of 
Orleans, potent again as it was in the stormy days of her 
triumphs, would at this moment carry any novel. . . .  But 
it is not, very distinctly not, the gentleman billed as 
“the most popular American magazine writer,” who is going 
to give us our laid, He may collate her biography with a 
surface knowledge of “where he is at,” but he lacks culture, 
he lacks real reverence, he lacks the historic sense. « • •
The whole thing has no atmosphere, arid no tone* • * •
Leaving the giant exemplars alone, the crude annalist of 
the Maid (Mark Twain or another) might profit by a pious 
perusal of Marius, the Epicurean, * • *^7

When the Personal Recollections were published in book form in the summer 
of 1896, the pretense of anonymity was abandoned, and lark Twain* s name 
appeared on the cover. Ine work caused a great stir in reviewing circles*- 
Here was still another departure —  Twain as a writer of history. And did 
the judicious grieve when the quondam “wild humorist of the Pacific Slope” 
presumed to retell the story of trie sainted Maid of Orleans? Only partly.
The critics, In general, were but lukewarm; some were hostile. But the

opmajority of Twain1a friends were loud in their approval,^  and the reading

27 (July 27, 1395), 63.
273 (»ay 15, 1895), 27-8.
28Paine1s verdict (p. 1029) is typical. “Considered from every point 

of view, Joan of Arc Is Mark Twain1s supreme literary expression, the 
loftiest, the most delicate, the most luminous example of his work.”
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public was, If not enthusiastic, at least amply pleased.*^
More than a dozen reviews of Joan of Arc appeared in the spring and

summer ox 1896 —— far more than had ever been elicited by a previous Diemens
work* They ranged in length from brief eomments^O to serious, full-length
essays* Among the longer studies, that of Howells was characteristically
sensible* He praised **the rich vein of poetry” which he found running
through all lark Twain*s humor, whether of the ngrotesque” or of the
"pathetic” kind. The character of the narrator pleased him, and the trial
and martyrdom of Joan he believed "the best part of the book." He concluded1

I dare say there are a good many faults in the book* It 
is unequal5 its archaism is often superficially a failurej 
if you look at it merely on the technical side, the out
bursts of the nineteenth—century American in the armor of 
the fifteenth-century Frenchman are solecisms. But in spite 
of all this, the book has a vitalizing force• Joan lives in 
it again, and dies, and then lives on in the love and pity 
and wonder of the reader*3i

^Professor Mott (Golden Multitudes, p* 210) tells us that Joan made 
only "a modest success” 3 id90 m s  also the year of Quo Vadis. Clemons, 
nevertheless, was pleased. In 1908, he told the members" of the American 
Booksellers Association, at their eighth annual banquets ". . .1 wrote 
it for love, and never expected it to sell, but you have pleasantly dis
appointed me in that matter. In your hands its sale has increased each
year. In 1901s. you sold 1726 copies; in 1905, 21*1*5; in 1906, 5318; and 
last year, 657l**M —  "Mark Twain, His Books, and the Booksellers,” Harper1s 
Weekly, $2 (June 6, 1908), 32.

3%ome samples: ”. . .  fcark Twain* s work is a historical novel,
executed with fidelity to the original documents and records. • .” —  
Outlook, 51* (Aug. 22, I896), 336. "A fine combination of history, biogra
phy and romance. • —  Independent, 1*8 (June 2*, 18 96), 769. ” • • . a
gorgeous failure. . . .  The style is artificial, . . .  The actors move
like figures in a panorama; • • .** —  Chautauquan, 23 (July, 1896), 1*92.
”• . . a  good, straightforward, hearty story of a great and noble life.” 
— -Critic, 28 (May 16, I896), 351* "The pathetic power of the narrative 
is great, and finely sustained; . . .** —  Book Buyer, 13 (June, I896), 3-01.

^Harper* a V.oekly, 1*0 (May 30, 1896), 535-6
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The reviewer for the 110,11011 called the work a w prose epic/1 and added that 
11 Dumas1 s talent might have made it the basis of a masterpiece *n he com
plained that the fifteenth—century diction had been "but indifferently 
caught/5 that the style was “much too vigorous** for the eighty-two-year-old 
narrator, and that the sentiment "ms "far from being medieval#** Joan*s 
dialogue was pronounced H good and full of shrewdness** | ** • . . it proves 
that hark Twain can write in serious strain and with power*n^  The critic 
for harper* 3 singled out for praise what he called **. • • a most excellent 
specimen of simple, direct, forcible, thoughtful English prose• ** Of Twain* s 
historical accuracy he said* 11 He has studied his subject thoroughly and 
profoundly, and for many years.51 lt. . .he has entered into the spirit of 
the dim past period in which she /Joan7 figured.”^3 The reviewer for the 
Boston Literary Lor Id, al though he did .not hesitate to point out Twain* s 
faults, wrote a more sympathetic critique than that periodical had been 
accustomed to provide in its past considerations of Clemens* s books.
He regretted the vulgarities which detracted from the winteresting and 
touching** sections of the romance, and deplored the heavy-handed treatment 
of such fanciful episodes as the account of the fairies, he considered the 
trial the most interesting part of the book, since Joan*3 Mwonderful per
sonality and intelligence** were displayed in every word. Although he found 
the work tedious, he concluded that it was worth reading because of the fine 
job Twain had done of sifting the numerous volumes of legal Latin in which 
the account of Joan* 3 trial is preserved. ^ The critic for the Literary

3263 (July 16, 1896), 52-3.
93 (June, 1 8 9 6), 1-2 ^supplements• To what extent Harper*3

reviews degenerated into more puffing after Harper and Brothers became 
Twain*s publisher is not easy to determine.

3h27 (Lay 30, I09 6)P 163.
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Digas! was rjerhaps the most, sensible of all who reviewed the Joan volume, 
being careful to present both sides of the picture as he saw it. Twain, 
he acknowledged, had given evidence in the past of possessing superior 
literary powers* Thera was no question but that in Joan of Arc he had 
selected a great topic on which to exercise his latent talents. But how 
well he succeeded was open to question* On© could find no fault, the re
viewer agreed, with his use of history or with the seriousness of his 
treatment* At some points, indeed, Joan challenged comparison with The 
Cloister and the hearth and westward Hoi —  especially in its Mdignity, 
sweetness, force of simplicity,tf its ”dramatic feeling and, imaginative 
insight. * ." Tue character of the heroine, according to the critic, was 
drawn “with an exquisite and tender human reality* •

Here in short is lark Twain the* serious artist, and the result 
is something to be grateful for, since it is the best he has 
ever done* But, alas, lark Twain, the professional “humorist,1* 
is present also; and the professional “humorist” has sadly 
marred the effect of the artist’s best achievement. This most 
gracious and ennobling portrait, this heroic and stupendous 
tragedy, is blotched and smeared with modern slang and vulgar— 
isms, with passages that seem to have been written by a “smart" 
reporter, with anachronisms that all but destroy the narrative1s 
verisimilitude for even moderately cultured readers, and with 
utterances that read like snippets from the current speeches 
of sore ignorant stusip orator.35
There were other arid stronger dissenting voices —  one from a power

ful representative of the Catholic point of view, another from a rep
resentative of the young intellectuals of the day. The Catholic torId did 
not deign to review the Twain work. It referred to it quite clearly, how
ever, in a notice of kr&* Oliphant’s Jeanne D1Arci Her Life and Death, 
which was published about the sari© time as the Clemens volume•

irrs. Oliphant13 standing in the literary world entitles 
her to attention whan she gives us her views on the Jeanne 
d*Arc episode. 3he is a lady who has not been found scoffing

3^13 (dept. 5, 1896), 603-U.
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at sacred things, and does not come before ua with such a 
claim as a circus cloirn might have to play the part of 
Haiti® t. Her pen has always been bright and clean, and she . 
views literature as a noble vehicle, not as a garbage—cart.-5

That hark Twain viewed literature as a garbage—cart might come as a surprise
to many, but that Mrs. Oliphant viewed it as a noble vehicle would be readily
acceded by anyone who took the trouble to rescue one of her novels from the 
oblivion into which* with barely a trace, they have sunk. The bright young 
men of the nineties cared little for Joan of Arc. One of their number 
produced an extremely interesting review.

As for the book itself, it does not add much to history 
or to literature or to Mark Twain* s reputation. Joan is a 
nice little American girl of the mid-nineteenth century*
Sensitive, feminine, delicate, pretty, she blushes easily, 
she is moved to tears on every other page —  as heroines 
of lark Twain* a youth used to be moved. It is a nice, read
able, popular, .1 unday—school book for the young. To adult 
minds it is prolix and tedious, and also sad, a combination 
devoutly to be avoided. . . .  The real Joan seems to us 
greater, nobler, more wonderful than the nriiee little girl*
Joan of Mark Twain*-s senile imagination. To write the book 
may have been a labor of love with the kindly old humorist 
—  but he would have done well to let the task alone* . . .
As one lays aside the book one asks, Miy has lark done this 
thing? Has he lost his sense of busier? Is he no longer 
capable of amusing us? Or has he the keen sense to see that 
such dreadful nonsense as innocents Abroad, houghing It, etc., 
would no longer please us —  and so turns into a prosy, 
goody—goody writer of Sunday-achool tales in his old age? 
bo doubt this book will sell well, and a great many school
girls will cry over it, and critics will praise it to the 
skies —  but after all, is it worth the writing?37
The best and most serious criticism of Joan of Arc was Professor

P. Trent* a long study of 11 Mark Twain as an Historical novelist** —  an
essay always Interesting, frequently provocative, and occasionally brilliant.

^Bachelor of Arts, 3 (July, I096), 286-?. The magazine was described 
as wan organ of college graduate opinion, . . .  written for college men, by 
college men, with all the wealth of learning that the higher education 
supplies.1* —  Springfield Dally hepuhliean. Quoted Inside front cover,
3 (Aug.—3ept., I8 9 6).
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Trent, pointed out that Clemens was more than ”a mere humorist,” that he 
had, indeed, already produced works of fiction that the world would "not 
willingly let die.” With Joan of Arc he had ”challenged criticism as a 
historical novelist, properly speaking*” But, he asked, had Twain «suc
ceeded in writing a great book or even a thoroughly satisfactory historical 
novel?” His answers ” * . • a reluctant but decided * H o . H e  admitted 
that Hark Twain had written a sympathetic study in ”a simple and moving 
style,” that some of his scenes were ”of imperishable interest and importance•” 
He fail fid, however,

to fuse properly the historic and the purely imaginary or 
fictive elements of his narrative. He has given us a large 
piece of mosaic workj first we have a slab of history, then 
a slab of fiction, and so on, with the history predominating 
over the fiction. It is true that the historical events that 
fill so many pages are told with an insight, a verve, a humour 
that professed historians might well envy; but the fusing 
process has not taken place, and the history and the fiction 
are separate, though in juxtaposition.

Trent found other defects In the work —  an inability on the part of the 
novelist to make his chief character ”really human and alive”; an overuse 
of ”that most disappointing form ox description, to wit, exclamatory com
ment” 5 "a lack of imagination in descriptive passages that especially 
require it”; an occasional lapse in taste; "the lack of a sense of pro
portion” in the treatment of the trial. He summarized his arguments by 
asserting that the chief defect of the novel lay in the fact that lark Twain 
was "not primarily a man of letters.”

But fortunately for American literature and for the permanent 
fame of a man whom no one can know without loving and honour
ing, the creator of Tom Hawyer is something far more than a 
mere man of letters, even a great one; he is something far 
more than a mere humorist, even a thoroughly genial and 
whole-souled one —  he ia a great writer* Like Balzac him
self ha can afford to let the critics have their say about his
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style. In the consciousness that he lias understood and ex
pressed the workings of the human heart*3̂
Ylhat many of his contemporaries thought to be the pure gold of Joan of 

Arc soon began to tarnish# The Bookman commented irreverently in 1901s 
“Be know of one gentleman who succeeded in reading Joan of Arc to the endj 
but he was a book reviewer and had to do it because he was a conscientious 
man, Be tried it several times, and then gave it up because of its 
egregious dullness.”39 And in 1903 the same periodical included Joan in 
"a list of the worst tan books in .English that we have ever read through, 
confining ourselves to books whose authors might have been expected to do 
better.”^

Although Mark Twain considered it the best of all his books,^ modern 
criticism views Joan of Arc generally in an unfavorable light. To Mr. DeVoto, 
it is “mediocre, or worse**^! to Mr* looter, "at best a tour de force 
Jkr. Canby would have us believe that it is “much better than later criticism 
has allowed,” but admits that it 'was “unsuited” to lark Twain* s genius^ 4 —  
which is proTjably as good a way as any of saying that Twain should have

^^Bookman, 3 (Kay, 1896), 207-10. Trent was at this time a professor 
of Fnglish and dean of the academic department at the University of the South. 
A. few years later he was to begin a thirty-year assignment as Professor of 
English Literature at Columbia.

391Z (Jan., 1 9 0 1), MJ-.
k°17 (Kay, 1903), 313-1*.
IllPaine, p. IO3I4.
k%:ayk Twain* 3 America, p. 280.
^Literary History of the United States, II, 935*
^Turn Best, Turn Last, p. 186.
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stuck to writing about what he knew best, for the highway to immortality
seems clearly to have been, in his case, the great river*

Starting in 18 96, the firm of Harper and Brothers, which had becom
Clemens’s publisher with Joan of Arc, began issuing his collected works.
Here was opportunity for a re-appraisal* Surprisingly enough, the comic
magazine Life (which was able, when it took the trouble, to provide literary
criticism of an unusually high caliber) set the pace. Robert Bridges, under
his pseudonym of ”Orach,” wrote an essay on ”fcark Twain Re—Discovered,”
which said some fairly important things about the great humorist.

Lark Twain and laughter have been synonymous, simultaneous, 
and interchangeable for so long a time that the great Amer
ican reading public long ago ceased to make any distinction 
between them.

But when you get this array of imposing library volumes 
before you, and begin to dip into them, you discover how much 
more there is to him than laughterj how many kinds of writing 
he has done with wonderful skill, and how persistent he has 
been in trying new things in a literary way. 'from "Innocents 
Abroad” to ”Joan of Arc” there are half a dozen kinds of Bark 
Twain; and you will be filled with delight to re-discover him.

lie singled out Life on the l ississippi for special attention, remarking that 
it was an excellent picture of a particular period of American life and 
development which was unique in the history of the kiddle Lest. He con
cluded by calling Mark Twain a serious literary artist who had infused, his 
style with the "thought and finish that give it permanent value as literature .**̂ 5 

In a retrospective review of Clemens’s work, occasioned by the pub
lication of the Mew Library Edition, the critic for Harper’s selected three 
typical volumes. Huckleberry Finn was said to possess a main character which 
was ”one of the most original and the most delightful Juvenile creations in 
fiction; • • The hero of A Connecticut Yankee was deemed "worthy of more

28 (Aug. 20, I896), 13iH>. Hot the famous English poet, this Robert Bridges was assistant editor ox Scribner* a Magazine, a literary adviser and
director of Charles Scribner’s Sons, a member of the National Institute of
Arts and Letters, and a critic and author of some note*
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attention, and of more sincere respect, than he has hitherto received.”
The Prince and the Pauper was described as one of Twain*s best books,

to”likely to become one of the most enduring, of all his works*”44
When Tom sawyer Abroad and The American Claimant were re-published, each 

with a number of shorter pieces, the former volume was met with a less than 
enthusiastic reception by the critic for the Dial, Wio described its 
”inventions” as having ”passed long ago into the history of American humor. 
The Literary World staph as i zed the ”side-splitting” quality of the collection 
and predicted that its readers would break into paroxysms of laughter•̂
The reviewer1 for the Independent liked the title story of the Claimant volume 
**in spots,” but found it ”unequal" as a whole.^ The critic for Harper1 s 
said that both volumes showed ”that wonderful versatility and absolute 
genius of their author -which is so far above the rang© of mere humor, as 
humor, that the world is beginning, by degrees, to realize that Hark Twain 
is a good deal more than a humorist,.. •

Early in 1597 » Harper* s brought out a collection of eight essays under
the title of How to Tell a Story* The work contained some of Clemens* s best

e?lpieces, all of which had seen periodical publication.earlier in the decade*

^°93 (Sept., I896), 1-2 /supplement/. This review, as well as most of 
the others in Harper1s during this period, was by Laurence Hutton, literary 
editor of the magazine.

21 (Dec. 16, 1696), 393.
k828 (Jan. 23, 1097), 29.
) ( Q
*yk9 (la.. 20, 1897), 650.
^°9h (I'ay, 1S97), 2 /supplement)/ *
81Among the more famous items we may list ”Fenimore Cooper’s Literary 

Offences,” 11 Private History of the * Jumping Frog1 Story,” and ”In Defence 
of Harriet Shelley.”



Tlie book was greeted with mid interest. The literary tor Id mentioned
merelys MEight of lark Twain* s shorter pieces, claiming to be humorous,

f'phave been brought together in a small book, • • The Dial found that
soma of the essays had "so much professionaliam about them as to b© a trifle
wearisome, . • ***53 ?he Citizen was more explicit and also more severes

In these essays strenuous efforts to amuse are made, in a 
would-be serious style, and the result is depressing. "The 
Defence of Harriet Shelley" is long and wandering —  and 
arrives nowhere. The subject should be too serious a one
to be handled in such a trivial manner, and one Is obliged
to feel that Harriet Shelley would rather be defended by 
silence than by an undignified attempt to be sarcastic at 
her husband's expense.

Fortunately some of the papers are rather better.
"The Private History of the * dumping: Prog' Story" is 
anmsing, and 11 Fenimore Cooper's Literary Offences” is really 
funny. Cooper* s stories arc dissected logically and, it 
must be confessed, to the abatement of one's young enthu
siasms, the Indians are treated to an amount of ridicule 
which would have made even the Deerslayer helpless.5U

The critic for Harper* a found Twain's English "vigorous, nervous, flexible,
direct. . .** Of the individual items in the volume, he singled out the
Fenimore Cooper piece.

• • • —  he takes 'Deerslayer" as an example, showing how a 
story should not be told in print. And shocking as it is to 
lose one's faith in Natty Bumpo —  as a work of art —  one 
cannot help feeling that hr. hark Twain In this case, as 
usual, is very nearly right, although one cannot con
scientiously go so far as Hr. Twain goes when he declares of 
"Deeralayer** tnat "It has no invention; it has no order, 
system, sequence or result; . • «*b5

^223 (June 12, 1897), 197- 

5323 ( Aug. 1, 1397), 75.

(July, 1397), 121.
(fCf
95 (June, 1897), 1 /sxip'pleraont7• The Cooper sketch, still a pleasure 

to read, was attacked earlier, when it appeared in the forth American Review. 
An irate critic made a point by point defense of Cooper against Twain* s 
charges and published the results in the Dial. See D. L. iaulshy, **Fenimore 
Cooper and hark Twain," 22 (Feb. 16, 16975*" lG?~9* in which the writer said 
of Twain* s essays " . . .  considered as scientific criticism, his diatribe 
needs at least as inuch kindly allowance as do Cooper's 'Leather Blocking Tales' 
tried by modern standards of the novel.11
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Before w© consider lark Tim in*s last important publication of the
nineties, perhaps we had best take note of a number of miscellaneous essays 
which appeared in the magazines in the final years of the century* Rev* 
Joseph H* Twichell, perhaps Twain* s closest friend, supplied the lead 
article for the lay, 1896, issue of Harper13* The essay m s  largely bio-* 
graphical, but it contained one interesting statement concerning Clemens1 s 
reputation: wThat no other literary man of his generation has achieved so
extensive favor with the universal community of readers of all ranks as he 
has done, is a statement that will hardly toe challenged by any*11 ̂

Brander Matthews, long one of Twain1s most perceptive and appreciative 
critics, wrote a comprehensive analysis of the seven volumes in the tew 
Library Edition, lie began by saying that average public opinion had not 
yet assessed at its true value ” the work of the admirable story-teller who 
is known, to all of us as hark Twain.” So intent have the public been upon 
laughing with Clemens that they are reluctant to change their attitude 
toward him* However, fatthews insisted, Twain is more than a 11 professional 
humorist*” his later books were in every way superior to his early ones.
"* * * they showed tiiat Mark Twain had learnt how to suggest the pathos that 
must underlie true humor5 they were better written also —  indeed, * . . no 
American author to-day has at his command a style more nervous, more varied, 
more flexible, or more direct than Hark Twain’s.” Of Huckleberry Finn 
Matthews said: n• * • I do not think it will be a century • * • before we
Americans generally discover how great a book ’Huckleberry Finn1 really is, 
how keen its vision of character, how close its observation of life, how 
sound its philosophy, and how it records for us once and for all certain 
phases of Southwestern society which it is very important for us to perceive

-""bark Twain," 92 (J.ay, 1896), 817.
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b7and to understand,”^ '
Yi'riting a few months later in the Atlantic, Charles finer Thompson 

reiterated what iatthewa had said about the value of Twain* s pictures of 
a departed nay of life*

His tenacious memory for detail, his microscopic imagination,
and his raal interest in the serious side of life make his 
pictures of the crude society in which he was born both ab
solutely accurate and surprising“ly comprehensive* his 
writings cannot be neglected by any one who -wishes to know 
that life, and it is one which is in many respects highly 
Important for us to understand*

Thompson did not believe that Clemens was "a great or a skillful writer,”
although he possessed **a rude native gift for firm and vigorous narration”
and Han inborn eloquence*” The critic found Twain* s style ”technically
without distinction*” tie felt that Twain failed Min the handling of large
masses of composition” and was ”devoid of any aptitude for construction,”
Nor did he believe that Clemens was either a great humorist or a great wit,
for he had written nothing which "radiantly” expressed "some eternal truth
of life.” -here then, he asked, did Fark Twain’s greatness lie? And he
answered; In his ability to interpret the American character.

If a man can thorougiily express the individuality of a nation,
he may fairly be called great, la may lament the artist lost, 
but we may rejoice in the man* He has drawn the national type, 
interpreted the national character. For that service we may be 
grateful• And he lias taught unobtrusively, but none the less 
powerfully, the virtues of common sense and honest mnlineqg.
If it comes to a choice, these are better than refinement*^0

^"hark Twain —  His Fork," Book Buyer, 13 (Jan., lQ'97), 977—9*
*>8"bark Twain as an Interureter of American character,” 79 (April, 1897), 

uia-s o. It is interesting to speculate upon the possible relationship be
tween such utterances about the importance of the douthweat as those by 
Thompson and foatthews and Frederick Jackson Turner*s thesis on the signif
icance of the frontier, which was published a few years earlier in l&9h- 
Academic criticism was similarly emphasising the native quality of Vark 
Twain* s genius. Fred Lewis Pattee wrote in A History of American literature,
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A critic in the Ghautauquan, attempting, to assess "lark Twain* s Place 
in Literature," wrote:

The charge that Train is neither elegant nor graceful in 
his writing may be well founded, but he lias the happy faculty 
of writing plainly and with a blunt force that can never be 
misunderstood, and this pleases the average reader better than 
an elegance of diction made to conceal poverty of thought,
Iruch of his work was written only for the day and generation 
in which it was published, and so will pass away, but meanwhile 
let us hope that his method of utilising plain Anglo-Saxon will 
not perish from literature. ^
A writer in the Overland Monthly discussed 11 Mark Twain as Prospective 

Classic," observing that "Hia most enthusiastic admirers have been farthest 
from suspecting in him the elements of greatness.** Indeed, he continued, 
Twain* 3 tfmagixlf icent abilities in serious art” have generally been overlooked, 
liis 11 powers of sustained narration have been seriously questioned,” the 
critic stated| yet it is not as a novelist that Clemens should be considered 
but as a story-teller, ne said soroe interesting things about Twain* s style, 
which he described as "a return to the living source of all inspiration and 
power, —  the genius of the spoken language•" he saw in Twain* s popularity 
the foundation for nan edifice of enduring fame.**0

hew York, I696, p. USk* MH© is intensely original. he mingles boisterous 
fun with delicate description, broad characterization with skilful narrative, 
and over all ho throws the charm of a rare personality, one peculiarly .Amer
ican, and as impossible to define as is the charm of the Indian Summer.”
And again, in a plea for recognition of American literature as an independent 
body of writing, he said: "Fen like Cooper and L'hitman and bark Twain would
have been impossible on any other soil.” —  Fred Lewis Fattee, "Is There an 
American Literature?” Dial, 21 (Bov, 1, 1696), 21*5.

"^David Pasters, 25 (Sept., 1697), 6li*»
.< ATheodore de Laguna, 31 (April, 1898), 36ii—7* For bibliographical pur

poses only it might be well to mention one final essay which appeared during 
this period: Samuel F. Moffett, "feark Twain, A Biographical Sketch,”
LcGlure*a, 13 (Oct., 1099)* 523-9* Moffett was Clemens*s nephew and had been 
asked by the humorist to write an ”authentic” brief account of his life, 
tthen he read it, Twain said: "This biographical sketch suits me entirely —
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In the summer of 1696* the Glemena family completed the round—the— 
world lecture journey. It had been In the nature of a triumphal tour.
Its success was marred only by the death in Hartford of the youngest 
daughter, busy, in August, 1396. Frs. Clemens and another daughter, Clara, 
had started home when the tragic news reached Clemens, who had elected to 
remain In London. By than it was too late for him to go back, and he 
waited alone and despairing for the return of the other members of his 
family. They spent the fall and winter of 1896 in England. Clemens worked 
on the account of the journey and completed it in the spring of 1897• 
Following the Squator was published in the autumn of that year. There had 
been some advance publicity in the magazines* The literary Review, for 
instance, had reporteds

He hear that Lark Twain is in London writing an account
of his lecturing tour, in the stylo of "Innocents Abroad."
. . .  According to fcr. Glemena, the book is a good one. bays 
he, HI wouldntt trade it for any book X* v© ever written, and 
X1 w.. not an easy one to please.” It will be interesting to 
watch its effect on the public

Its effect, as might be expected from what we have seen in connection with
all his other books, was varied. But regardless of critical opinion, the
book accomplished its purpose. The lecture tour in which it had its origins
had been lucrative. Its sales as a subscription volume were fair. By
January, 1893, the burden of debt had been lifted, and the family could

62breathe easily again.

611 (June 15, 1897), 91.
^Mre. Clemens had written to her adopted sister in 139U* ”1 cannot

get away from the feeling that business failure means disgrace.” —  Quoted 
in Pain©, p. 98?. Borne indication of the magnitude of Clemens* s losses may
be gained from the following note published in the Critic, 27 (dept. 1U, 
1395), 173* "The American tewsroan prints these interesting statistics: *—
* L;ark Twain* s royalties go Tar^Eeyond those gained by any other American 
writer. Bis royalties upon "The Innocents Abroad" reached £100,000 in less
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Following the Equator is ostensibly the account of lark Twain* s 
round—'the-world lecture tour of 1395-6* hut it is much more than that*
It is a great grab—bag of miscellanea, a crowded storehouse of assorted 
riches and some worthless odds and ends, too* It contains many valuable 
bits of autobiographical reminiscence, some fine portraiture, and some 
gems of ripe wisdom* Splendid passages of description rub shoulders with 
the most barren listings of dry statistics* Much of the familiar hark Twain 
is here —  the fighter for freedom, the opponent of tyranny, the deflator of 
overblown egos, the champion of the downtrodden* His innate fairness, his 
remarkable common sense, his ability to grasp fundamental issues —  these 
things illuminate much of the book. And over everything is the wholesome 
glow of his humor —  not an altogether rosy glow, but a glow shot through 
with sudden fiery flashes —  these in the form of the epigrams from *Pudd* n— 
head Wilson1 s New Calendar11 that serve as mottoes for every chapter• fol
lowing the Equator, in short, is Mark Twain at his best and at his worst*
It is all Mark and a yard wide, and in its day it had its admirers. James 
Whitcomb Riley, for instance, wrote to Clemens: ’’For a solid week . * • 1
have been glorying in your last book —  and if you* ve ever done anything 
better, stronger, or of wholesomsr uplift I can’t recall it.” ^

Following the Equator was widely reviewed by the periodicals of its day.

than three years, * * . Mis royalties upon ’’The Gilded Age” were about 
$80,000, . • . his profits from ’’Torn bawyer” reached far up into the thou
sands, and were very large for nRoughing It” and ’’Life Upon the Mississippi.” 
lie did very well, too, with his **Prince and Pauper,” and at one time he was 
estimated to have gained in all about $500,000 from his writings, and from 
his investments so much more as to make him very nearly a millionaire. He 
gained the repute of being a very astute man of business, yet he had the most 
grievous misfortunes when ho began to invest his money» . . ”

63quoted in Paine, p. 1055*
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Criticise ran the gamut from highly favorable to hostile, with most of the 
opinions falling into the former category. A perusal of the most compli
mentary notices discloses some rather extravagant claims. The Independent, 
for example, said:

Mark Twain has never done any better work than in this 
book* In mere literary craftsmanship he has dona nothing as 
good, and his fun is as keen and as mirth—provoking as ever, 
the fun is not perhaps as farcical as in some former instances, 
and it is more broken in upon by passages of serious meaning; 
but these things are not to its disadvantage* The wit is 
genuine, and so is the wisdom; * * *

As a book of travels merely this one has no superior in 
the art of bringing strange scenes and people vividly before 
the reader* s mental eye; * * * Mark Twain is always fresh, 
interesting, stimulating. . • • In all his wit there is a 
large kindliness of nature that leaves no rankling sting 
after its well-aimed shafts.

The Dial called the book Ma first-rate specimen of that eminently sagacious
mixture of sense and nonsense which is so characteristic of him,” and added,
concerning the author s

To many refined people he may seem the vulgar buffoon, entirely 
unrespectful, unconventional, irreverent; but this aspect is but 
his surface aspect, lie reverences what is essentially worthy of 
reverence, . * * In truth, th© dominant note in this book is 
not jest but earnestness, moral arid humane, —  an earnest desire 
for sincerity and genuineness, but tearing sham to pieces and 
flinging it to the winds. If Mr. Clemens had not been Mark 
Twain, he might have been Carlyle. . * .

The reviewer called the manner of writing Mdeliciously desultory.*1 he
concluded by describing the work as

a most brilliant and varied jumble of wit, humor, information, 
instruction, wisdom, poetry, irony, and jest. * * , that rare 
avis, a real book, full of thoroughly original characteristic 
impressions characteristically expressed, and thus intensely 
enjoyable to the real reader*0^

6U^0 (April 7, 1898), U5X. 
'^2h (March 16, 1898), 186-7#
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The Catholic arid, as if to make amends for its recent harsh innuendoes 
in connection with Joan of Arc, called Following the Equator "one of the
bestn of lark Twain’s books and described it as “lively and interesting

6'6almost all the way through.” To the critic of trie Overland Monthly the
work was ”A happy and interesting jumble . • • , a collection of odds and 
ends of fun, philosophy, and fantastic description, . . . ” His conclusions 
"The book is in every way worthy of the great reputation of its author. It 
is kindly where critical, just where judicial, original where humorous, and 
through it all runs a vein of profound wisdom.”^7 The American Keview of 
ileviewa emphasized the informative aspects of trie volume, suggesting that it 
added much »to our knowledge of the world and of human nature. * Although
Clemens1s books were intended to be entertaining, the periodical observed, 
they were ”at the same time the repositories of a vast deal of useful and 
serious information."^ Life called Twain ”a writer of great acuteness in 
observation and felicity of phrase in description, • ♦ and said that the 
recent book was “a strange conglomerate of philosophical reflection, travel 
notes, stories picked up oy t/ie way, iudd* nhaad bilson* s maxims, and elabor
ate and more or less tenuous satire.” The notice concluded!

There is only one hark Twain, and he makes books according 
to no previous formula. Order, proportion, sequence and coherence 
have no conceivable part in his scheme of literary composition.
He follows his own sweet will, like a spoiled child who knows 
he can have his own way if he is only audacious and amusing.°9

The Literary Digest observed!

'"*'67 (May, 189B), 266.
6731 (April, 1698), 376-60*
6817 (Jan., I890), 116.

30 (Dec. 30, 1897), 578.
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Endless are the ernes and angles of digression, parenthesis,
interjection, anecdote, • . •

On every page of this narrative w© are impressed with 
the catholicity and comprehensiveness of the writer* s sym
pathies; nothing human or animal is foreign to him.70

Because the book had been wundertaken to raise the burden of a business
debt* which Twain considered wa personal obligation,” the reviewer for
liar per* s found Following the Equator "rather more grave than gay, less lively
than severe.” Some of the ”old-time lark Twainy flavor” was present, the
critic said, but the book was less ”funny” than the earlier travel volumes,
owing undoubtedly to the gloom cast by the death of the author*s daughter
The Critic found the subject matter Mdepressing,” and listed some of the
more offensive topicsi tyranny, leprosy, slavery, savagery, mutiny, war,
disease, cruelty, and so forth — - a ”gruesome procession.” Commented the
magazine : "feark Twain has reached the terrible frankness of rsiaturity and
fame j he tells tales like 3ismarck, regardless whom he hits, so long as the
blow is deserved. And yet, of humor in the old sense the book is full. • • .
With less of broad farce, this latest book has more wit, and more literary

72value, than any other volume of the author’s work.”* The Chap Cook pub
lished the on© really unfavorable notice of Following the Equator and, 
paradoxically, the most intelligent and perceptive one. The critic condemned 
the book bluntly: ”Viewed as a work of art, this volume is monstrous, and as
a book of travel it is impossible.” he found it "very uneven in respect to 
matter ♦ • . ,” full of "Long stretches of hack-work and cyclopaedic pad
ding . • . ,** Twain, he averred, had "broken forever” with the style of The

7D
1 16 (Jan. 22, 1893), 15-6.
^96 (Jan., 1896), 3-U Supplement/* 
1232 (Feb. 5, 1893), 8S.
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Innocents- Abroad, The Gilded Age, and Huckleberry Finn* He was no longer 
primarily a humorist, but was now ”e ti:dcal-j»irded and solemn” «*■<* a fact 
which the critic found “shocking.*5 The reviewer pointed out new qualities 
in Twain ~  thoughtfulness, variety, painful didacticism* The Equator book 
ho called “very dull in places.” The author, h© said,

gives Information, and worse than that elementary information,
which could be picked up in a school library. It may be that 
he -padded purposely in order to make a big subscription book, 
or that he wanted to increase the sales amonz Chautauquans, 
literary circles, school boards, and the other lovers of th© 
useful commonplace• In either of these cases he is to be for
given* but if he wrote it because it interested him, or because 
lie thought it was now, there is no hope for him*?3

With modern critics of hark Twain Following the Equator envoys little favor*
hr. Wagenknecht finds it "singularly weary, and kr* Defoto calls It th©
dullest of Clemens* s books * if it is not as good as his best efforts,
it is considerably better than his worst. It brought its author a vast
amount of publicity and enhanced his reputation much more than many of his
reputedly greater works.

As he approached th© turn of the century, hark Twain loomed large on
the horizon of world literature* “The Lounger” column of the Critic askeds
"Who are th© four most famous of living authors? Are they not Mark Twain,
Tolstoy, 2ola and Ruskin? These are the four I should natas, if the question
were put to mej and I should name them, I think, in this order. ” Charles

738 (larch 15, 1893), 371.

7 fcark Twain, The 2Jam and His Work, p. 15.
Twain at Aork, p. 110.

7633 (Oct., 189S), 224.
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Jolmston, writing in the Atlantic on 11 Th© True American Spirit in Liter
ature, 11 spoke of Twain as 11 the greatest writer of them all, the greatest 
that this Kew World has yet seen, * •

It is difficult to determine precisely upon what basis such a comment 
as the above was made. One may surmise, while agreeing with the sentiment 
whole-heartedly, that it represented an attitude towards Clemens* s work in 
its bulk, with perhaps a special nod towards such masterpieces as Huckle
berry Finn and Life on the lissisatppi, rather than towards the specific 
volumes which had been most recently in the public eye. For, as we shall 
see even more strikingly illustrated when we examine the work of Twain* s 
decline, we are dealing with a paradox. Clemens* a last books drew generally 
poor notices, but his reputation, as set forth in a variety of miscellaneous 
essays and retrospective studies, continued to expand and deepen until his 
fame had become secure even in the loftiest academic circles* As criticism 
gained perspective, the great work of the eighties was seen to tower far 
above the rest. The nineties may have been, as kr* Canby suggests, **singular
ly barren” from the point of view of a reader of today. ̂  But to many of 
his contemporaries these years displayed hark Twain in a variety of guises, 
some old, some new, all more or less challenging. And these years saw him 
accredited with possessing a number of hitherto unsuspected qualities and of 
violating a number of established canons —  in short, of being Lark Twain.
Let us glance back over the period briefly. One quality stands outs the 
controversial nature of his work. Always lively, often strenuous, and 
occasionally bitter discussions fairly filled the pages of the magazines.
Twain was damned on one hand for slandering the South when he returned to

778il (July, 1899), 29-30.
78Opa CXt., p. lOb.
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the locale of his youth in Fudd* nhead 111 son and praised for the fine 
authenticity of his local color on the other hand* A new philosophic 
strain, deepened by trie shrewd, sometimes cynical, observations of Pudd*n— 
head Wilson* a Calendar was detected* Some critics contended that his work 
could not be called "literature,” while others spoke of him as a master of 
English prose* Though he was accused of exhibiting structural weaknesses 
and a faulty historical sens©, these defects were palliated, according to 
solo critics, by his possession of a rich vein of poetry and an ability to 
paint exquisite portraits (especially in Joan of Arc, which was described 
as a variety of oddly dissimilar things ranging from a Sunday-school tract 
to a historical novel). It was alleged that in reality Twain mr, r.zrz than a 
mere humorist, that he was an excellent interpreter of the American char
acter, and that his chances of becoming a classic were good. He was seen 
to possess earnestness, a strong capacity for instruction, and profound 
wisdom. But the quality which impressed his critics most was still, and 
perhaps even more than ever, his remarkable versatility. Dy the turn of 
the century his greatness seemed an established fact, and his old friend 
Howells could writes nYou are the greatest man of your sort that ever 
lived, and there is no use saying anything else. . . .  You have pervaded 
your century almost more than any other man of letters, if not more5 and 
it is astonishing how you keep spreading, • . .n^

^Quoted in Paine, p. 10?9*



CHAPTER FIVE

The Fourth Decade

On October 15* 1900, the Clemens family returned to the United .States 

after nine years of -wandering* hark Twain wa® greeted, his biographer tells 

us, "literally as a conquering hero. »1 He settled in hew York, where hun

dreds of people sought him out as the city1 s reigning celebrity. He wrote 

for the magazines on political and international topics | and he made ar

rangements with the firm of harper and Brothers to publish his books at 

extremely advantageous rates* He was excellent newspaper "copy," and his 

every utterance on a variety of subjects was rushed into print. He had be

come the grand old man of American letters* he had become something else, 

too, —  a sage and a moralist, a philosophical commentator upon the vices 

and the shortcomings of "the damned human race." his readers had long 

suspected the existence of a serious moral strain in his writings —  those 

of his readers, that is, who took the trouble to look beneath the coat of 

motley* But now there was no question about his didactic moralizing, his 

most recent book had confirmed the worst suspicions* hark Twain's return 

to his homeland had been, preceded by four months by the publication of Th© 

fean That Corrupted Hadleyburg and Othor Stories and Essays* As had been the 

case with former collections, these pieces had seen previous magazine publi

cation* Nevertheless, the volume attracted a good bit of notice. Primarily,

^■fatne, p. 1111. Cx. also Albert Bigelow Paine, "hark Twain* A Bio
graphical .summary,” Harper's keekly, Sh (April 30, 1910), 9* where Paine 
says: "It was as if a nation had received its king."
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critics were impressed with the unusual degree to which Twain seemed to be
moving in a serious direction* Public Opinion1s critic, for example, pointed

out the "mildly philosophic vein” and the moral which nearly all the items
possessed in addition to their humor* he felt, indeed, that the moral of
the ’■liadleyburg" talc overshadowed the comic elements and called th© work
"one of the most original" of hark Twain* s stories* Its realism he found
so vivid as to leave "the disagreeable impression that there are many Had—

leyburgs•” Readers, the critic believed, who were accustomed to seek only

amusement in Mark Twain’s writings, would surely be impressed by this new 
oseriousness. The reviewer for the Independent doubted that the collection 

possessed much "literary" quality, but agreed that compensation existed in 
the form of other merits* He felt that the entertainment value of the 

stories was such that the "slipshod workmanship" could be overlooked. This 

was particularly true of the initial story, in which the depth of human 
feeling overcame "exaggerations of style and the tendency to horse—play 

literature• "3 The Living Age put Its finger on the question which had long 
been puzzling readers of the great humorist. ”* hark Twain* has for some time 
been suspected of serious moral purpose and his latest volume confirms th© 
suspicion* The title—story, 1Th© Man that Corrupted hadleyhurg,1 is a 
striking character study, in spit© of whimsicalities and exaggerations.”^
The American Review of lieviews said of the items in the collection that they 
were diverse in every feature except "the distinctive genius of hark Twain." 

The magazine also noted the continuing tendency to strike at hypocrisy and
hsnobbishness. The Critic was another periodical which called attention to

229 (Aug. 2, 1900), 192.

% 2  (dept. 6, 1900), 2170.
k22J (Oct. 13, 1900), 136.

^22 (Oct., 1900), 509*
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the novelty of the volume. ”be find here the old hark* with a difference. 

The years that bring the philosophic mind have made of the inimitable 

humorist a writer of stories with a purpose.”0 Similarly* kr. Charles 

Tonne in the Book V orId discovered a serious core of meaning beneath the 

surface fun. Twain1s purpose, he felt, was partly to amuse, but under

neath there was a point which nthe bite of satirical humor” made it easier 

to grasp. To the title story he conceded the most merit because he found 

”more of purpose in its creation.” In a blaze of syntactical confusion he 

observed cautiously* ”3ome of* the articles in the volume may possibly as 

well have been allowed to have remained Magazine publications only, yet 

there is no possibility of doubt but that the author’s many readers and 

admirers will be glad to have all the writings in a permanent collection.”

but bis final judgment was clearly favorable: ”Get a copy, and keep it at
7hana. It will help you pass many an odd half hour of enjoyment.” Perhaps 

the keenest appreciation of the title story was tiiat of Gilliam Archer, who

denied that there was anything new in Clemens * s latest effort.

a ark Twain has before now shown himself a. shrewd, pen
etrating, and even subtle psychologist. His new apologue 
reveals no new aspect of his genius• It is, moreover, a 
parable pure and 3imple, with no suspicion of art—for-art*s- 
sake about it. Cere we to take it as a story, as a rep
resentation of life, its cynicism would be intolerable. It 
would leave haupassant nowhere, hut taken simply for what it 
is —  a fable designed to drive home an ethical lesson —  It 
seems to me to possess such constructive skill and literary 
vigor as may well give it a place among the parables that 
stick tight to the popular imagination.

Perhaps you wonder to find lark Twain among the moralists 
at all? If so, you have read his previous books to little 
purpose. They are full of ethical suggestion, sometimes, it 
is true, his moral decisions are a little summary. Often, 
nay, generally, his serious meaning is lightly veiled in 
paradox, exaggeration, irony. But his humor is seldom en
tirely irresponsible for many pages together, and it often 
goes very deep into human nature.

Q 3 7  ( K o v . ,  1900) ,  U 6 o .  

75 (Sept., 1900), 210.
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By way of illustrating this point* he quoted from Huckleberry Finn the 
section describing Huek* 9 wrestling with his conscience* which he called 

"on© of the master—passages in a masterpiece of fiction*" Of the "Hadley— 
burg" story he observed* "A more tight—packed piece of narrative art it 

would be hard to conceive. • • » And with all its earnestness of purpose
Aarid bitterness of tone* it is full of nuir.or •"

"The &an That Corrupted Iiadleyburg” has been held in high esteem by

subsequent Twain critics. Archibald Henderson* for instance* described

it as being "worthy of the genius of a Swift," and said that its publication
proclaimed .Hark Twain "not only as a supreme artist* but also as eminently

and distinctively a moralist." It was* he believed* without "parallel in

literature."^ Paine referred to it as "• • . that marvellous short story

—  one of th© most human in the Cnglish language*" in which Twain proved
that he was "a great teacher* moralist* philosopher —  the greatest, perhaps,

10of his age*" .DeLancey Ferguson, while admitting that the short story*
"as an art form* was not Mark*s metier," suggests that in the "Hadleyhurg"

11tale "he came near to perfection*n There seems to be little doubt that

the story will survive along with Twain’s best work* for* as hr* Cariby
asks, "what anthology of American short stories is complete without * The

12fan That Corrupted hadleyburg* ?"

0"The Tan That Corrupted hadleyburg —  A hew Parable," Critic* 37 
(Nov.* 1900), Ul3-4i* Other brief notices of the volume include Literary iorld* 
31 (July 1, 1900), 138? Nation* 71 (July 26* 1900), 75 5 Literary'̂Revlew* I4 * 
(July, I9OO)* 16U* In those last three* however, the title story is not 
discussed, "'or this reason, I have not treated them at greater length.

Q ,'Lark Twain, pp. 192* 17b.
10"lark Twain! A Biographical Bunanary," Harper* 3 Weekly, 5u (April 30, 

1910), 9-
-5 -a

XAbark Twainj fan and Legend* p. 2?S.

^ T urn Lest* Turn Cast* p. 225.
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Mark Twain* s reputation was iimaeaaurably enhanced by his exemplary
conduct in connection with his bankruptcy, the retrieving of his fortune, and
the payment in full of the vast debts of his ill-fated publishing house*
Even critics who failed to concede him any literary merit felt obliged to
praise his sterling character• A critic, for example, who insisted that
r,kr. Clemens is hardly to be classified as a novelist at all, since he is
a humorist or no tiling,” was constrained to adds

* * • the personal qualities and genuine principles of the; man 
are worthy of the highest esteem, hot to repeat stale plati
tudes, in the way of repetition of the well-known story of th© 
fine example he has afforded us of high moral rectitude, as 
identified in his personality and signally manifested by this 
typical American author, it is none the less essential that 
some notice should be taken of the conduct and character of 
one who, in the decline of life and in the face of adversity, 
so -bravely confronted ruin and disaster, and girding up his 
loins, like a true man, valorously set to work to redeem 
everything, alone and unaided.-*>3
Th© hero had indeed come into his own. her did he shirk the respon

sibilities attendant upon the role of America* s greatest public figure. 
Immediately after his return he began to make a series of pronouncements 
upon national policy. Concerning this activity, the Nation observed*

No sooner* had he landed, than he pricked with his wit the 
bubble of Imperialism. An old-fashioned American, he did 
not conceal his disgust for the tawdry and borrowed robes 
in which his country had suddenly taken to flaunting. . . .
But hr. Clemons, with his fatal eye for folly and humbug, 
has seen trie thing, as the vulgar hypocrisy it is. . • •

He has, rather, taken advantage of his assured position 
to speak words of truth and soberness to his fellow— 
countrymen, placing the obligations of the citizen above 
the amiabilities of the man of letters. This puts him as 
much morally above the mob of literary time—servers as his writ
ings place him artistically.^

^Edwin Hidley, Hmodern Fiction,** Anglo-American Eagazine, 3 (Feb., 
1500), 151.

■^“kark Twain, American Citizen,n 71 (Nov. 29, 1900), J4I9-2O.
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The clubs of hew York tried to outdo one another in honoring him *—  
the Lotos and the Aldine, especially, A dinner given by the latter on 
Decexrfcer U, 1900, was extensively reported in harper* a aeekly, which 
carried a cover portrait, editorials, special articles and photographs.
The magazine called Clemons "the American humorist par excellence,”
** literary guide, philosopher, and friend * * * the highest type of the 
American citizen, * , Than early in 1901 came th© bombshell* ”To the
Person Sitting in Darkness” appeared in the north American Review for 
February and shortly after in booklet form* Its attack on the imperial
istic course of the United States m s  blistering and vitriolic* Howells, 
when consulted as to the advisability of publishing it, agreed that it 
should be printed, and addeds n* . • but you*d better hang yourself after— 
Mrd.R^  laine says with probably only mild exaggerations "Every paper
in England and America commented on it editorially, with bitter denunciation

17or with eager praise, according to their lights and convictions • * The
18Outlook felt that Clemens had 11 violated the principle of essential justice

But the Ration was effusive in its praise*
His satirical weapons never wore keener, or played about the heads 
of Imperialists with a .more merciless swish* in. one long burst 
of sarcasm he exposes the weariful hypocrisy of the American 
policy in the Philippines, and covers it with ridicule 
mountain-high• hark Twain was never a respecter of persons, 
and in this grim satire of his he flies straight at the 
highest* « * *

“̂ «Mark Twain, American,” 1*2* (Dec. 15* 1900)* 1201**
^Quoted by Paine, p* 1129*
1?Ibid*
p
6? (Feb* 16, 1901), 387*
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The periodical .further pointed out that Clemens1 s courage was as great as 
his writing skill* Where other satirists, the nation observed, had 
attacked only the dead, ’Twain had boldly struck out at living targets* 
nhot counting the risk to his personal popularity, he has let us see the 
flame of his honest anger burning against shams and cheating in the high
est matters of national policy. He is a man to be reckoned with in this 
busin e s s ^

This was more than fame —  this was notoriety. Hardly a magazine of 
the period failed to devote at least a small paragraph to the activities 
of the famous humorist in the months following his return to his native 
land. His utterances wore not always received with approbation} indeed, 
there were many who condemned him outright. But whatever their attitude, 
they' did not ignore him. The miscellaneous articles about him are too 
numerous and too long to be treated in detail* A few excerpts must suffice* 
In January, 1901, the American lie view of Reviews published 15 A Sketch of 
Mark Twain* in which the anonymous author said!

The gentlemen who have made a study of such matters have 
said his literary style is naughts that his stories are ill- 
constructed, according to the esthetic standards! that his 
travel sketches are inconsequential and scrappy? that his 
historical novels do not create the atmosphere of their time, 
and so forth, —  yet these same gentlemen do not deny that he 
is a great writer, nor do they pretend to withstand his fas
cination.^

A serious journal of education hailed Mark Twain as a dispenser of "psychic 
rejuvenation,n and exclaimed enthusiastically:

Few men of our day have shown a keener insight into 
human nature or seen men under more various aspects than Mr • g* L* Clemens. Add to this a rare capacity for sympathy, 
together with an unusual freedom from prejudice, and the

"72 (Feb. ?, 1901), 1QU-5. 
2023 (Jan., 1901), Ul.
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qualifications of our great American humorist to speak as 
an oracle in educational matters are apparent *2 -̂

An anonymous critic in the Bookman,, taking note of the almost unprece
dented publicity then toeing enjoyed by Clemens, attempted an impartial 
appraisal of his work.

Putting aside all prejudice and looking at his work in a 
purely achromatic way, a critical and truthful judgment 
upon hark Twain can be summed up in a very exiguous space*
Lark Twain is first and last and all the time, so far as 
lie is anything, a huisouri-st and nothing more*

The writer called The Jumping Frog, The Innocents Abroad and Roughing It
"all the real books that he ever ■wrote," and Colonel Tellers, Tom Sawyer
and Huckleberry Finn "all the real characters that he ever drew." As for
Twain*s later volumes, these wore declared to be unreadable except in
parts. He continueds

Some unduly optimistic persons who are fond of literary cults 
grown under glass have tried very hard to make the world 
believe that Tr. Clemens has great gifts as a serious novelist 
and romancer* By dint of iteration the world, perhaps, has 
temporarily come to think that this is true; but all the same, 
it will not read these novels and romances, and it thereby 
shows that common sens® and real discrimination may exist in 
practice even while they hold no place in theory. A hundred 
years from now it is very likely that The Jumping Frog alone 
will be remembered,

Even Howells, so long and consistently a champion of lark Twain* s, was moved 
to break into print once more. The occasion of his article was the pub
lication of the Royal Edition of kark Twain*s borks by the American Pub
lic hing Company of Hartford, Ariting with some charm but also with a

^•Clemens J. France, "lark Twa^n as an Educator,n Education, 21 (Jan., 
1901), 265* If

^**As to kark Twain,1* 12 (Jan., 1901), lilfi-2.
23 !Qn October 9, 1695* Howells ifcad written: MI want to get a chance

somehow to write & paper about you,land set myself before posterity as a
friend who valued you aright in yauxj own time." —  life in Letters of
billlam Dean Rowells, II, 106. j



nebulous verbosity that is quite the despair of the reader, Howells saids
But his great charm is his absolute freedom in a region 
where most of ua are fettered and shackled by immemorial 
convention* He saunters out into the trim world of 
letters, and lounges across its neatly kept paths, and 
walks about on the grass at will, in spite of all the 
signs tnat have been put up from the beginning of lit
erature, warning people of dangers and. penalties for the 
slightest trespass*

3peaking of Twain* s Americanism, or, more specifically, his Westernism,
Kowells observeds

Tt is not alone in its generous humor, with more honest 
laughter in it than humor ever had in the world till now, 
that his work is ao 'western* Any one who has really known 
the lest . * . is aware of the profoundly serious, the 
almost tragical strain which is the fundamental tone in 
the movement of such music as it has. Up to a certain 
point, in the presence of the mystery which we call life, 
it trusts and hopes and laughs j beyond that it doubts and 
fears, but it does not cry. It is more likely to laugh 
again, and in the work of Hark Twain there is little of 
the pathos which is supposed to be the ally of huxaor, 
little suffusion of apt tears from the smiling eyes. It 
is too sincere for that sort of play* . . .

After discussing Twain’s important works, Howells concluded;
The exceptional observer must have known from the beginning 
that he was a thinker of courageous originality and pen
etrating sagacity, even when he seemed to be joking5 but 
in the process of time it has come to such a pass with him 
that the wayfaring man can hardly shirk knowledge of the 
fact.2U

^fark Twain; An Inquiry," North American Review, 172 (Feb., 1901),
309—10| 319* Current Literature, 3 $ (fcarch, 1901), reprinted the Howells 
essay and coj^ented (p. 2Si)5 "The seriousness with which If. Clemens has 
corimented upon public affairs since .his return to this country has brought 
down upon his head no little adverse criticism. The New York Times, for
example, does its best to discredit him as a serious writer, and the Bookman
is indulging in what makes rather unpleasant reading, so that the estimate by 
kr* Howells, presented in other pages of this issue, is not agreed to in all 
quarters•"

Howells praised Twain yet once more in th© April C or th American Review, 
where he commented at length upon "Professor Barrett l.endell* 3 notions of
American Literature.” Aendell, Professor of Lnglish at Harvard, had written
in his A Literary History of America, hew York, 1901, p. 513s "If there be 
any contemporary work at once thoroughly American, and, for all its errors 
of taste, full of indications that the writer’s power would have been ex
ceptional anywhere, it is that of hr. Clemens, more widely known as Lark Twain.
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E. L. Phillips in the Book Buyer agreed that Twain was the great American 
humorist, but insisted? tt* * . h© is more than that#” He praised Tom 
Sawyer, Huckleberry Firm and nThe Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg,u and added 
that the novelist* st Americanism gave his work *ftha sovereign merit of being 
honest, unaffected, vigorous and above everything f e a r l e s s . ¥*'. P* Trent 
in the Century observed that Twain had. nevolved from a humorist into a great 
writer of picaresque fiction and something of an international censor morucil11 
The climax ox the year1s honors to Clemens occurred in November, when Tale, 
celebrating its two hundredth anniversary, bestowed upon him. an honorary 
Doctor of Letters degree. ^

There were, inevitably, in the midst of th© great chorus of praise, 
some dissenting voices• Charles M. Sheldon, for instance, author of the 
best-selling novel of personal uplift called In His Steps; or A hat Would 
Jesus Do?, stated?

tore than one of Mark Twain*a books is marred by a coarse
ness of thought and a treatment of theme which smirches the 
whole story* It may be funny, but it is not real entertain
ment. It may make us laugh, but it does not make us any 
better; • • *^8

Howells, with this statement in mind, asserted?
H8ut by far the moot signal instance of Professor Lendell1s open- 

mindedness is his recognition of lark Twain* 3 positive value as a 'talent 
almost unique, his relative importance in the literature of his country, 
and his reproaentafcivity as a Lesterner.

nbo man, and I least of all men, will wish to question such a character
isation of a humorist whom I think the rcreatest that has lived; • • .w —
172 (April, 1901), 631-2.

^Khark Twain? Pore Than Humorist,** 22 (April, 1901), 199*
O £U"A Retrospect of American Humor,n 63 (Nov., 1901), 92.
27Other honorary Lit. D. degrees went at the same time to Thomas bailey 

Aldrich, George Washington Cable, Richard hatson Gilder, Howells, Brander 
k&tthews, Thoms kelson Page and Woodrow Wilson.

MThe Use and Abuse of Fiction.,n Independent, 51* (April 21*, 1902), 966.
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And H. V*• Boynton announced that although Clemens possessed superior 
powers, as Huckleberry Finn proved, Hhis ’genius is rebuked* by his super
lative quality as a magician of Jokes

The Job of settling down to being America* s first citizen was a taxing 
one, and hark Twain* a literary work suffered as a, result* There way have 
boon more deep-seated psychological reasons for the falling off, as kr. Be 
Voto has suggested* ^  But whatever the reasons, the results were clear, and 
Twain* s critics were well-nigh unanimous in calling attention to his artistic 
decline. In 1902 he published only one book, A Double—Barrelled Detective 
Story, in which he returned from the field of polemics to that of fiction* 
Here again the keynote was novelty* The publishers described the work as

31a n novelette in which the author enters upon a field that is entirely new.f1 
Exactly what they had in mind is not clear. The work is a burlesque of the 
detective story (which Twain had done before in The olden fihite Elephant) • 
The scene is a mining camp, certainly familiar ground. Perhaps the ref
erence was to the introduction of Sherlock Holmes as a character •—  a bit 
of audacity which several critics scored roundly. At any rate, the novel 
is an inferior production* The beginning is quite vigorous and serious —
indeed, rather luridly melodramatic* The rest deteriorates rapidly into the

32most inane sort of bathos* hine reviews of A Double-Barrelled Detective

American Humor,** Atlantic lonthly, 90 (dept., 1902), l|i$*
^®kark Twain at Viork, passim*
-^Quoted in Public Opinion, 32 (April 2h» 1902), 937*
^The book contains a famous Twain passage, representing one of the 

numerous occasions in which, under the guise of seriousness, he slyly betrays 
that he is being funny. It is too good to pass bys **It was a crisp and 
spicy morning in early October. The lilacs and laburnums, lit with the 
glory-fircs of autumn, hum; burning and flashing in the upper air, a fairy 
bridge provided by kind Nature for the wingless wild things that have their
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Story have been found — - an -unusually large number for so mediocre a -work,
Sight of them are wholly or predominantly unfavorable *^3 The Literary
World called the book wnondescript as most of hark Twain* a writings are,”
and added: **• « * it is rather pitiable to see great gifts exercised to

llino better purpose*11 ̂  The Dial called the story 11 slight,11 and claimed that
it left the reader **disappointed.The Living Age said that Twain had
nlaid on his satire with the trowel which seems to be his favorite tool of

36late* and the result is not effective•** Public Opinion described the book 
as Btoo tame to be a burlesque, and too far-fetched to be humorous."-*^ The 
Indc-pendent provided a clever and whimsical "apology* for the unfortunate 
volume.

hark Twain has endured in dignified silence all the
opprobrium which critics have visited upon him merely because 
£ Double—Barrelled Detective Jtory bears his name upon the 
title page. . . .

They said that the book was stupid, that its leading man 
and leading lady were impossible, that the first juvenile was

homes in the tree-tops and would visit 'together; the larch and th® pome
granate flung, their purple and yellow flames in brilliant broad splashes 
along the slanting sweep of the woodland; the sensuous fragrance of in
numerable deciduous flowers rose upon the swooning atmosphere; far in the 
empty sky a solitary esophagus slept upon motionless wing; everywhere 
brooded stillness, serenity, and the peace of Cod." Writings, XXlil, 30h*

3%*he one favorable review is worthless as criticism —  so much so 
that one wonders if the critic road the book. Its tenor may be gauged by 
the following sentence: “The story is just one of Lark Twain* s little airy 
nothings that come our way every now and then and afford us an hour of 
genuine amusement and then flit away to smile their cheerful smiles upon 
sorm other beings equally forlorn." —  Book Tjews monthly, 20 (Lay, 1902), 689.

3S 3  (Kay 1, 1908), 76.
3>32 (June 1, 1902), 390.
3l>233 (iay 2k, 1 9 0 2), 5 1 0.
3732 (April 2ii, 1902), 537-
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a farcical monster and that the author skipped narrative chasms 
like a chamois, instead of carefully bridging them so that his 
toiling readers night follow* he don* t deny it and we don’t 
affirm it*

All this m y  be —  » * . } w  simply say that kark Twain 
is innocent. He never wrote A Double—I-arrelled Detective 
Story* It is the work of a person named 'Sairuel ITjTcTemns, 
who has been persecuting lark for many years and seems to 
have him entirely in his power.*

The Critic was almost offensive*
Uiio but a man with an unassailable reputation would dare 

to make game of his constituents in such a fashion as is here 
donet It is doubtful if a publisher could have been found 
who would have printed this one—hundred and seventy-nine page 
joke had it been written by a nobody. In the first place, he 
has taken in vain the sacred name of Hr. Sherlock holmesj 
and, in the second place, the public, who is also taken in, 
must pay one dollar and fifty cents per head for the privilege 
of a having a gifted author laugh at it. The worst of it is, 
tide Joke is not even a very good one* The pseudo—dramatic 
style In which the first part is written would sake any one 
pause to wonder what hr. Clemons was up to this time. Go the 
denouement, with all its farcical elements, does not come as 
a complete surprise*39

The Atlantic felt that the basic situation in the novel was eminently un—
suited to a humorous treatment and that the Sherlock Holmes episode was
”totally out of place.r? The review concluded! 11 Elsewhere Ingenuity
rather than power is the noticeable characteristic. One is irresistibly

convinced that the story can have taken very little hold of the author

himself• H **0 By far the most curious notice of A Double-Barrelled Detective
hfory was the on© written by Horace Traubel, the intimate friend and one of
the literary executors of V.hitman* It is worth reading entire as a horrible
example of criticism —  pretentious, stylistically immature, and almost

3°51* (June 12, 1902), 31-2. 
3vl*l (Kov., 1 9 0 2), 1*79 • 
k°oo (Sept., 1902), 1*15-6.
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incoherent.
1 do not doubt Lark Twain’s genius for satire* But even 

genius nods* And this is a case in which it has nodded. For 
while a lesson is administered it comes along drowsily at a 
pace too slow for pregnant results. It sounds like an effort 
to be funny. And efforts to be funny always fail. When men 
are funny because they must be there is fine fun. fcark at 
his best is funny because he must be* his attack is prompt 
and vigorous. he knows when to begin and when to stop, lie 
can tell a story with tears in it. He can break into your 
reverie with a laugh* And when you think you have indulged 
yourself in some hour of empty wit with Hark you suddenly 
find that he lias pressed hosie upon you adroitly th© pith of 
an unexpected lesson. In this particular composition lark 
is almost as prosy as the rest of us* Even a Biaster cannot 
drag wit down to this level and expect it to flash* bit is 
only wit when It answers to all its own Imposed requisites* 
lark is never so serious as when he jokes. He can do more 
with a joke than any man writing English* He can bring tears 
to the eyes of a joke. He can so make a joke you worship it.
He can make a joke as holy as the cross. He is a man of
lofty temperament to whom the vehicles of the jolly and the 
satire become weapons sacred as scripture. Hut in this 
attempt to do up the Sherlock Holises vogue he lias only don® 
a passable job* This is not Hark the Twain victorious.
This is the Hark in defeat. But after so many successes one 
failure will not injure the status of his far;©• Almost con
temporaneously lark has done up Funston after a style mag
nificently his own. This shows that Mark has lost no cun- 
ning.1̂
By 1903 the flurry of excitement over Hark Twain* 3 return in the rather

spectacular role of public figure had subsided. Comparatively few articles
of any significance appeared in the periodicals. Two minor comments might 
be mentioned which, taken together, illustrate the continued controversial 
nature of the man and his work. J* ?♦ Mowbray, reviewing Howells* s Lit
erature and Life, said;

He will not even object to hr* Howells*3 condition that 
If we love him we must love Prof. grander latthews —  but lark 
Twain! isn* t that rather crowding the alien rr.ourners? Really,

Conservator, 13 (Lay, 1902), ij.lS-6. The Conservator (Philadelphia), 
Traubel* s own magazine, was devoted to the spread of two things —  Marxian 
socialism, and the fame of Halt Whitman. The reference to Funston is not 
clear. Funston was the American Army officer in charge of th© Philippine*s 
campaign who, by the use of ethically questionable tactics, had captured 
Aguinaldo, th© leader of the native insurgents*
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it would seem that when hr. Howells is trying his best to 
be commensurate with Literature with a big L he is passing 
the time of day and other amenities with hark Twain. . . .

Now, we have no hesitation in saying that we believe 
hr. hark Twain lives in the hearts of his countrymen as 
securely as Americas Yespucius, . , . or P* T» Barrmm, or 
the Country Hireus. But he does not and cannot live there 
by virtue of the literary qualities which .%r. Howells has 
been extolling, in and out of season, for the last twenty . 
years as the prime requisites of acceptance into his coterie

This certainly sounds clear and definite enough, but listen to a critic in

harperT 3 heably;
Is the influence of Lark Twain* s earlier work beginning 

to be felt in our fiction? It looks like it. I heard it 
contended the other day that the greatest American novel was 
Tom sawyer and not The -3carlet Letter. 1 believe that library 
statistics show that no living author* s old books are so 
widely read in this country as hark Twain’s, so that the in
fluence of Tom 3awyer and Huckleberry Finn must be widespread 
indeed. ^   -* —    « .  ------------------------------

.Early the following year T. K m Parrott published a long retrospective 
study of Clemons in the Booklover* s Mgagine. lie began by describing the 

prevailing attitude of -serious criticism toward lark TwainJ n* • • th© 

fastidious niceness of the professional critic has too often been unable to 
perceive in toe creations of our greatest humorist anything more than the 
contortions of the professional buffoon.** He struck a surprisingly modern 
note by assertings **H@ is at his best when he Is recording his own exper
iences! and in his happiest vein when he is transfusing them into a work of 
art, as in his crowning achievements of Tom Sawyer and huckleberry Finn.”

a' wMr. Howells* s Rechauffe',** Critic, 1*2 (Jan., I9O3), 23-k* Howells, 
in Literature and Life, Hew :£ork, 1902, p. 9, apropos of a discussion of 
magasine publication vs. book publication, had written1 wThe most monumental 
example of literature, at once light and good, which has first reached the
public in book form is in the different publications of Hark Twain.*5

^James LacArtimr, 11 Books and Bookmen,** it? (Nov. II4, 1903), lBltl. He 
pointed out further that the current trend in fiction found novelists
**emulating Hark Twain* s democratic and simple ideals.1* One such work, he 
claimed, was John box, Jr. * s The Little .Shepherd of kingdom Gome, a local- 
color tale of the Kentucky mountains.



his critical coim^mt&ry upon ail .of Twain* s works to date displayed, an 
acute, shrewd and perceptive grasp of the subject, lie called The Innocents 
Abroad **not a great book; • . . but . . .  a very typical piece of work.”
Of A Tramp Abroad he said: "It lacks something of the first, fine, careless
rapture of the earlier work* And yet it is full of fun*11 houghing It he 
found “distinctly more important” than the Innocents because of its American 
background. The first half of Life on the Mississippi he tarred **gold without 
alloy.M Although he felt The illdad Age to be “an incoherent and sensa
tional satire on the era of speculation and political corruption,1* he found 
in the Colonel Tellers characterisation and the diver scenes “for the first 
time distinct evidences of hark Twain* s real creative power*” Of the i isa— 
issippi fiver books he considered Tom >a.wyor “the lightest, brightest, and 
most simply entertaining•M Huckleberry Finn was described as a “master— 
piece” notable for its “power of characterisation.” of liidd*nhead Wilson,
“a :‘rave and powerful piece of art,” lie said:

It is a strong, direct, and simple piece of narrativej it has 
an ingeniously constructed plot and a startling climax J and 
like its predecessors it is a genuine and realistic picture 
of that phase of American life with which the author is 
most familiar.

lie turned to the historical romances and found The Irince and the rauper 
Ma good story —  simple, sweet, and interesting*” The Connecticut Yankee 
he called “the least successful of hark Twain*a novels*" Joan of Arc,
11 the least character is tic of lark Twain* st works," he claimed was deficient 
in narrative power and “fresh and vigorous dialogue** Also, it was fre
quently dull. Of Twain1s later works, rarrott said: ”. . .  none of them
constitutes any very distinct addition to his fame." he concluded his 

susrs&ary with a particularly astute, laudatory and far-seeing appraisal.
• • • hark Twain Is by no means the mere “funny man” of 
popular conception, but a humorist of extraordinary powers, 
wide range, and deep human sympathies• He is a past master
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of farce, burlesque, and grotesque exaggeration| but he is
also an inimitable story-teller, and at his best an unsur
passed delineator of character* His humor does not depend 
upon bad spelling or worse grammar, although he knows better
than any man alive, perhaps, how to use dialect to heighten
his effects* • • . He does not connect with any of the 
established traditions of humor, but represents a new force,
• • • It is not, I think, too much to prophesy that, when
the time comes for a final estimate of bark Twain, he will
be recognized as one of the most national of American authors, 
and one of the peculiar glories of American literature«UU
In the spring of 190!*, Harper* s brought out -detracts from Adam1 a Diary,

a brief, inconsequential work which is pleasant enough and innocuous, but

which hardly warrants the harsh description of "inane flatness" with which
hgProfessor Pattee characterised it* The famous author was clearly resting 

on his laurels• Tho bookman was quick to point this out, and went, indeed, 
even further*

There is something unutterably pathetic about a book 
like lark Twain* s iuetracta from Adam* 3 Diary* It shows just 
how far a s<an who was once a .great humorist can fall* be 
thought when we read £ Double—Barrelled Detective Story that
lark Twain could do no worse• But we were wrong* The other 
book may Jiave boon more ridiculous $ but this one is more 
pitiable, ne glance at the paper wrappers ’*© see the adver
tisement of the "Complete Corks of bark Twain"; we read the 
titles* • • • and we remember a man who through the sheer 
strength and originality of his genius won the world*s 
laughter* Then we read Extracts from Adam* s Diary* had 
these extracts been written by a ran without a great name, 
no amount of "pull" ox* adroit argument would have enabled 
him to palm them off on a first-class metropolitan daily 
as "Sunday Special** matter.U6

a^,,Mark Twains bade in America," 3 (Feb., 190U), 1UU—5U*
^'A History of American Literature Since IS70, p* 53.
^"Rark Twain at Abb Tide,” 19 (lay, 190k), 235—6* Notices of little —  

worth appeared in Public Opinion, 36 (April 28, I9O&1), 539 and Independent,
56 (April 28, 190)4771573• Again the originality of the work must be stressed* 
A critic in Harper* 3, writing a few years later, called Adam*3 Diary a 
"very successful experiment in a new kind of humor. • • • " —  113 "(July,
1906), supplement* Of. Richard Watson Gilder, "2.ark Twain! A Glance at 
His Spoken and written Art," Outlook, 78 (Dec. 3, 190ii), 8I4.I4, for a general
ization on thia aspect of •Twain* a mind. "So varied is his curiosity and so
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Later in the same year £  Dog* s Tale appeared* Written from motives 
'Which are not known, this story originally appeared in Harper1s Lonthly, 
December, 1903* It is an anti-vivisection tract, ** fathomlessly Taawkish,* 
in hr* DeVoto*9 words, ^  and was generally ignored by the reviewers* The 

Outlook said of iti 11 This patriotic little story by a humorist is inter
esting, not only as a piece of writing, but because it brings out in striking 

contrast the two sides of Lark Twain1 a mind*1*^

In 1905 Harper* s issued a volume of reprint material under the title of 
Editorial Wild Oats* The items date back to an earlier period, and hence 
the collection cannot be construed as a current one* "Whatever praise it 
occasioned was for the "old1* lark Twain, not for the writer in his decline* 
Public Opinion said: MTo try to separate the chaff from the oats would only

spoil a good story* Who cares, anyway, whether it*a reminiscences or in
ventions, so long as it is lark T w a i n ? " ^  a writer in the Book Lews Monthly 
observed: ”W±th ais usual human touch we come close to the author and find

in his charming simplicity that which is pure and healthful in tone, bright 
and attractive in humor. The situations and characters are radiant with 

life.”^  And the Critics 11 hark Twain* 3 fund of humor seems inexh&us tible

great his spirit of literary adventure that he is continually experimenting!
and the experiments are of varying success. But there is a general advance
in artistic qualities! and one never knows but that the next piece from the 
hands of 1 the world*3 greatest living humorist* may be an addition to a 
line of masterpieces, put forth for the edification and good cheer of 
countless numbers of his fellow—men• n

U ftrhe Portable Park Twain, p. 31*
^78 (Oct* 15, I90h), U35*

h939 (Nov. XI, 1905), 637.
(Dec•, 1905), 25?.
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so here again it remains at its old-time high level in a volume of
51sketches that put the reader in mind of • • * 1 Houghing It.111

To this period also belongs the pamphlet entitled King Leopold1a 
Soliloquyg a vituperative attack upon the brutal exploitation of the Congo 
natives by their Belgian sovereign* It is a fine example of Twain •writing 
at the top of his polemic powers. There were no reviews as such, but one 
consent is worth reporting, considering its source.

Several succinct statements of the case against the 
Congo State are available in this country. But the brochure
which is likely to do the most popular execution is King
Leopold1a Soliloquy, by Mark Twain. The great humorist 
never wielded his pen more pointedly in behalf of honesty 
and humanity.£2

On November 30, 1905, Lark Twain celebrated his seventieth birthday.

The occasion was the signal for a burst of enthusiastic acclaim in most of

the newspapers and magazines of the country, harper* s Heekly published a 
souvenir supplement to serve as a record of a giant banquet given in Twain* s 
honor at Delmonico*s on December 5* Lost of the great and near great of the 

day were p r e s e n t * T h e  details are interesting. A letter from Theodore 
Roosevelt was read in which the President said of Lark Twains

He is one of the citizens whom all Americans should delight 
to honor, for he has rendered a great and peculiar service to
America, and his writings, though such as no one but an Amer
ican could have written, yet emphatically come within that

hi (Dec., 190,5), 5?5* The punctuation, or rather the lack of it, is 
the periodical1s•

AO ̂L. Gall harries, nFresh Light on the Dark Continent,** American Journal 
of Theology, 10 (Jan., 1906), 193*

^Asiong; the more prominent names were the following* Joseph Altsheler, 
George Ad©, -isnry 1* Alden, Frances Hodgson Burnett, Irving B&cheller, John 
Kendrick Bangs, Rex beach, John Burroughs, Gelett Burgess, Dorothy Canfield, 
Bliss Carman, Andrew Carnegie, G* A'. Cable, Robert W* Chambers, Lilia Gather, 
F. P. Dunne, hary L. Bilklns Freeman, S. A* Gilder, V«. D. Dowells, Rupert 
.Hughes, Julian Hawthorne, J • Henry harper, Richard LeGaHienne, Alice Duer 
Killer, Charles Major, Hamilton fc. kabie, -dwin Markham, Harold LacGrath, 
Brandor Matthews, A. B. Paine, IMLly Post, Agnes Repplier, Isay Sinclair, 
Joseph a* Twichell, Henry van Dyke, Carolyn wells.
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small list which are -written. Tor no particular country* but 
for all countries* and which are not merely written for the 
time being, but have an abiding and permanent value*

Howells read a twenty-e± ght line Msonnet,” and Twain mad© a speech. A
cablegram from the author*s friends abroad was read. Brandsr iatthews
spoke* saying in parts

lie seems to tm one of the great masters of the English language.
His is a great style. It is a style of his own, of course, a 
style direct, however, —  flexible, unacademic, rich with the 
fervor and th© style of the American character, of the undis
tilled American, like the style of Franklin, like the style of 
Lincoln. . . .  He seems to me one of the real masters of our 
vigorous English speech.

A letter from Joel Chandler Harris was read in which the creator of Unci®
lemus declared? MHaving no purpose to do so, he has written the great
American novel; • .

Two editorials stand out from the numerous tributes• The Outlook
called Twain ttmuch the most widely road American man of letters; . • .M and
added:

His work is very uneven in interest and form; souse of it is 
distinctly slovenly and lacking in spontaneity, with grave 
defects not only of conventional but of fundamental taste; 
but much of it is fresh, vivid, original, and of a quality 
not yet fully appreciated by cultivated Americans. Lark 
Twain belongs, . . .  not with the writers of culture, but 
the 'writers by impulse of nature and gift of God. He lives 
where Lincoln lived, in the rich soil of the common life; 
and ho has had the good fortune? to deal with life in pri
mary rather than in secondary terms —  the happy chance to 
know a great mass of broadly significant human experience, 
and to deal with it freely and boldly after the manner oforiginal writers*-^

*̂ 10 Nation praised his style#
lie has not devoted himself to carving cherry-stones 

according to academic rules, but to the best of his ability 
he has written books to read. Delicate questions of usage

r'j

U9 (Dec. 23, 1905), I8BI4-I9IU.
31 (Dec. 2, 1905), 008.
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have not troubled him an/ more than, they troubled 
Shaksper© or Defoe; he has had larger problems on 
his mind. . . . Ilia swift, racy style —  words of 
th© people as the people understand them —- smelling 
of the soil, is as excellent in its kind as th© classic 
sentences of Hawthorne. In MHuckleberry Firm11 and HTom 
lawyer” ho had matter enough to last an ordinary novelist 
a lifetime. That, after all, is the essential. The 
manner, we adr.it, is not that of the late halter Pater 
in wFarias tne Epicurean.” it is —  if yino two writers 
be at all commansurable —— far better#^

Interest in Clemens subsided for a while after the birthday cele
bration. It was revived mildly in the susaser of 1R06 by the publication 
of Eve1s Diary, a slight and trivial work not without charm. The few 
reviews were generally favorable. The Independent found only one fault 
with this book and Its earlier companion volume —  namely, ” that there 
is so little of then:. M*^ Harper1 s, perhaps not averse to puffing one of
its publisher*s offerings, called th© book "a literary masterpiece,” 
which it assuredly Is not.^ Said the Critici "Possibly the book is 
less individual than some others by the same author, but there is no 
little charm in its pages. Every one will wish to read it.”^  The 
Outlook found Fvefs narrative full of wcharming naivete and unconscious 
humor .w<̂

The big event of 1906, however, was the publication of excerpts from 
Twain* s Autobiography in the Forth American Review beginning with the issue

568l (Dec. 1U, 1905), U79. 

t7Sl (Aug. 16, 1906), 397.

-^113 (July, 1906), supplement. 
(Sept., 1906), 288.

6083 (Aug. 18, 1906), 910.
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©1of b apt ©saber ?* The history of its composition is too complex to attempt
to describe here, and there Is no necessity - for doing &o» Suffice it to say
that as early as 1876 CleaeM m i  discussing the jaatter with friends* Mrs*
4mm® tm Fields, wife of the fortser editor of the Atlantic Monthly^ recorded
In her diary 1 *1-Ils wife laughingly said she should look it over and leave
out objectionable passages* fK©,f hm said* very earnestly, almost sternly,
1 you are not to adit it —  It is to appear as it is written, with the whole

62tale told as truly as I can tell by the swszmr of 1£06 a quarter of
a million words had been written ~  dictated, actually, to a stenographer at 
the instigation of Falsie, who in Twain1 s last years served the groat author 
in the capacity of snanuensls, Boswellian interlocutor and companion* Mrs* 
Clemens was dead and could not censor the work* Colonel George Harvey, 
publisher of the North American, was importunat®, and an arrangement
made for publishing in the magasiri© what Clesrens considered the less inf la®-* 
mktory passages.^ Justly proud of his literary coup, iiarvey wrotes

It is'a wonderful jratobi ©graphy that he is writing, 
wonderful, because of th© variety of experiences it depicts, 
wonderful because of its truth, its sincerity, its frankness, 
its unhesitating and unrestricted huw&n feeling.

61Pith th© publication of the f irst installment of th© Autobiogra]
the periodical changed % monthly, to a fortnightly*- iorrtlan should be
made at this point that in\Augudt, 1906, ,-GXoaens had Tfrtot Is Man? privately 
and anonymmsly printed* There were no reviews. The work m s  re-issued in 
1917 with lark Twain’s' iabb on the title 'page* Thorn were than some review*# 
The work will be discus sad later«

62y. A* DOVfoife Bove, ©d,, "Brat karts and ifarl: Twain in tno *Seventiesf 
Passage* from the Diaries of I4rs* James T* Fields,** Atlantic, 130 (Sept., 
1932), 3li?.

63An expanded version « s  published in two volusses by Pain© in 1924#
A third volu®c (containing smeh material that Twain had wanted suppressed 
until one hundred years after his death) published by Fr* DaVoto in 
I9i*0 under th® title of Mark Twain in Srugtion. Much still remains in 
manuscript*



He described the .forthcoming installments as "all painted deftly and 
simply -with no regard for sequence or stereotyped narration, but with the 
consummate art of the mas ter*11 **# * « a life story of such surpassing
interest was never told before.11 ̂  Current Literature praised Twain's 
memory for details, his truth—telling faculty, and his beautiful, dignified, 
warm-hearted s t y l e . T h e  Nation, which seems to have been on© of Clemens's 
most faithful advocates, predicted that the Autobiography would be more 
interesting than the Adam and Eve diaries, because the realistic personal 
background always supplied him with material for hia best work. liia most 
enduring books, the magazine continued, were those which sprang from the 
soil of the Kiddle %©st and the life Twain actually knew.^ The reputation 
which the Autobiography enjoyed in its own day lias declined somewhat as 
later scholars of Mark Twain's life have discovered numerous inaccuracies. 
The rather perverse method of presentation has been harshly criticized. 
Stuart Sherman, for instance, calls the work "a kind of superior hodge
podge — • . .

. . .  Hark Twain, in the weariness of age and the nonchalance 
of sufficient glory, adopted a highly questionable plan, pur
sued a poor method in a slack and desultory fashion, and 
produced, or left behind him, a book which, as an auto
biography, is pretty bad.°7
Another collection of stories and sketches was brought out late in 

190*5. It bore the title of Th© $30, QQQ Bequest and Other Stories. Issued

°**North American Ieview, 183 (Sept. 7* lf06), 321.
6% 1  (Oct., 1906), 389.

6683 (,>ept. 13, 1906), 21<.
67"Mark Twain's Last Phase,*1 in The Main Stream, Hew lork, 192?, p. 81.
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in a standard-sized volume for "set" purposes, the publication is unimportant
in view of the fact that all the material was old. Indeed, three items,
Adam* s Diary, .A Dog* a Tale and A Donol e —B arrelled Pet active 3tory iiad been 
issued as separate volumes, and all. had been reviewed, Itill, the col
lection drew some attention. Th© Outlook said merely that Twain was loved 
and honored by the people of the United States, who "eagerly reed his

f Qwritings, new and old,1* The Nation remarked simply that there was "much
Aq

of entertainment** to be .found in the volume, ' The Living Age called the 
collection "by no means the least diverting*4 of his works« xhe title story 
is deserving of some mention for being another of Twain* s corrosive comments 
on human nature, The theme of the tale, the disintegrating effects of 
cupidity, places It in the same category as the more familiar and better 
story of "The tan That Corrupted Hadleyburg,**

I907 was perhaps the moat important year for lark Twain’s reputation.
It be gan inauspiciously with two articles —  the first a rather superficial 
study by .Henry Mead Bland in the Overland, which stressed the humorist’s 
"sternly philosophic side1* t h e  second a brief note in Life, which described 
Twain in rich, beautiful prose as a "merry old philosopher, who has punctu
ated life with laughter and sweetened it with honesty, /&nd whcJP goes down 
the shadowed road like vagrant sunshine, blessed with health, sense and 
sentiment, and adorned with fruaior, sanity and serenity* "

6884 (Oct. 27, 1906), 53k- 

63 (Oct. 11, 1306), 301t.

7J251 (i'lac. 1, 1?0S), 57U.
k9 (Jan., 1907), 26.

12hO (Jan. 31, 1907), 161.
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Then Christian Science came out in February, and howls of pain and of
glee arose on all sides* The book was in no sense a surprise, for some of
the opening chapters had appeared In Cosaaopolitan in 1699 and others in the
North American Review a few years later. And Clemens's attitude toward
religion in general was (or was thought to be) well known. Nevertheless,
a lively controversy got under way and continued through the whole year.
The first part of the book is an excruciatingly funny account of the author's
experience with a Christian Science healer, while the second is in part an
effort to evaluate the work of *vary Baker Lddy and in part a rather vitriolic
attack upon her claims concerning the writing of Science and Health. Critical
opinion was in general clearly divided. The most favorable eana&ent, again
almost auspiciously- fulsome, wm,a made by Harper * a.

His book is by far the sanest, shrewdest, and most radical 
criticism of Christian Science that has ever been written.
Though its language is outspoken, it is scrupulously Just; and 
whatever one's opinion may be, one can hardly resist the allure
ment of its humor, or fail to be impressed with'the sincerity 
and force of its author.73

d. fl. Kerfoot in Life called th© book ”a frank, non—partisan, complimentary 
and pitiless analysis; the delightfiallest imaginable blending of logic and 
laughter. "7k lor Id Today praised Twain* s earnestness and. his "incisive and 
not altogether reverent style. • . The Catholic lorld, while maintain
ing that Clemens was hardly the person to pass judgment on any religious
creed, "even though it be one so grotesque and extravagant as Christian

*ihS ... «Science," nevertheless commended the author* s seriousness. The Nation

T3llli (larch, 1907), supplement.

7l*k9 (f.arch 21, 1907), 1*20.
13 ( Sept. , 1907), 9k9.

7606 (Nov., 1907), 2I4I1-6. Three favorable notices of little consequence 
appeared in the Book News iVonthly, 25 (Way, 190?), 62i|, Current Literature, 1|2 
(larch, 1907), 32I-i, and North American Review, 181| (iarch 1^, IpSf), 6IP.-5.
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led th© opposition, finding the book **distinctly disappointing,t! and addings
• • * -see see no reason for putting on the market such a deal 
of skimble—akarfcle stuff as is here bundled together* The 
book is without beginning, middle, or end5 it is extremely
repetitious. It cannot be regarded as either a serious or
a humorous contribution to the discussion***

The Dial felt ttnatural regret” that it m s  necessary to report that Lark
Twain*3 new book "adds nothing to the fame of the author*”^  A writer in
the North American, he view1, m s  impatient with Clemens for employing humor in
his discussion, as there was some question concerning the value or reliability
of the comic point of view in considering religious matters* Ha found
Christian Science ”misleading,” and added that it was neither funny enough
to be considered a satisfactory piece of humor nor serious enough to be

79convincing. y Cosmopolitan, which had been involved in the controversy from 
the beginning, was eager to present both sides and invited Ma prominent 
Christian Science author” to review Twain* 3 book. The resulting essay was
both an excoriation of the huirsorist and a brief for Science* I any of Twain*s
staterfionts, said the writer, "are hoary with age and worn with much use, and 
moreover, they are insufferably cheap." Be concluded by characterizing 
Clemens*s work as a **riot of inconsistency?**®

By far the most important event of I9O7 —  indeed, one of the most 
important events of Clemens* a career — * was the awarding by Oxford of the 
degree of Doctor of Letters. Early in June lie travelled once again across

778U (Feb. 14, 1907), 15U.
78ii2 (larch 16, 1907), 190.
*70Charles Klein, "Lark Twain and Christian Science, I,” lSlj, (Larch 15, 

1907), 636—Ijl* Part II is mentioned above, note 76.
60Edward &• Kimball, **&ark Twain, krs. eddy, and Christian science,”

1*3 (fcay, 1907), 35-Wl.
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the ocean to be met, In the words of his biographer, with an "almost unheard-
of demonstration of affection and honor* • Naturally, the newspapers
and magazines of the United States mad© the most of such an event# The Dial
askedi "But why * . * has staid old Oxford thus honored our great humorist?"
The answer was that the award recognised more than Twain*s "native hilarity#"
It was "for his great heart," the magazine suggested, "for his sympathy with
the under side —  . , , that hark Twain has been admitted to th© * grade of

82doctor in letters.1" Harper1 a beekly reported the event in great detail#
Its London correspondent announced that England looked upon Twain as "the
national author of America in a sense in which England at present has no
national author." George Barnard Shaw was quoted as sayings "lark Twain is

Q-aby far the greatest American writer." An editorial in Harper* s Beekly
remarked that Clemens was honored at Oxford

not as a miscellaneous celebrity, but as a writer of such
ability, such skill, such renown, and such a volume of
accomplished labor, as qualified and entitled him to be 
called across the ocean to receive the scholastic recog
nition he had earned. 81*

Inevitably, of course, there were some who registered a note of dissent.
Clemens's nephew said that when news of the award began to circulate "a few-
captious voices were heard suggesting that it was perhaps a little beneath
the dignity of Oxford to bos tow her honors upon a mar© £un-maker •" ̂  A*ia

8 1  t-vPaine, p. 1381* Other recipients of honorary degrees with Clemens 
Included Kipling, Saint-Gaens, Rodin, General Allllam Booth, Sidney Lee and 
Sidney Colvin.

QO
°%3 (July 16, 190?), 29.

^Sidney Brooks, "lark Twain in England," 51 (July 20, 1907), 1053 
See also Sidney brooks, "England’ s Ovation to iark Twain," Harper* s Weekly,
51 (July 27, 1907), 1066-9.

PRJ 51 (July 13, ly07), 1010# An editorial in trie Outlook, 86 (July 20,
1907), 5?8, mentioned "his stalwart moral integrity and liis "self—restraint" 
as two qualities which would have recommended him to Englishmen.

85Samuel k. A'offett, "kark Twain, Doctor of Letters," American Review
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Literary Digest, for example, quoted the bitter denunciation of an anonymous 
writer in Blackwood1 s, who said: "Lark Twain the humorist is a bull in the
china-ehop of ideas* He attempts to destroy what lie could never build up, 
and assumes that his experiment is eminently meritorious .**̂ 6 And the Book- 
roan remained skeptical of the flood of praise occasioned by the Oxford pro
ceedings »

Bud these journalistic public "ovations” always look th® week aftex* 
like public funerals of common sense* .No living man deserves such 
awful proofs of "unanimity,” when a hush falls on personal opin
ions and "appreciations” appear simultaneously in the magazine-* 
and meaning fades from all the words and character from all the 
faces* 3o long as he lives ha is entitled to a little diversity 
in the attitude of his fellow-foeings• Th© "appreciations” of 
lark Twain consisted mainly of waxen wreaths tendered by per
sons from whom the mind had fled, , , , Somehow wc cannot 
avoid these funereal comparisons. Literary "ovations" always 
do make us sad* * • . ?
At the height of the enthusiasm which followed in the wake of the Oxford 

honors, William Lyon Phelps published an appreciation of Mark Twain which 
represents, certainly, one of the high-water marks in pro-Clemens criticism 
during the author’s lifetime. Here was further evidence of the existence of 
a tide of academic approval which was destined to rise steadily in the years 
that followed. Phelps began by looking backward.

During the last twenty years, a profound change has taken 
place in the attitude of the reading public toward kark Twain.
I can remember very well when he was regarded merely as a 
humorist, and one opened his books with an anticipatory grin.
Very few supposed that he belonged to literature| and a complete, 
uniform edition of his "Works” would perhaps have been received 
with something of the mockery that greeted Ben Jonson* s folio 
in 1616*

Next, he stated his own forthright opinion.

of Reviews, 36 (Aug., 1907), 16?.
^35 (Aug. 31, 1907), 299* In all fairness to the disparager, it should 

be mentioned that he suggested a few complimentary things about the Miss
issippi River books.

U7nImrk Twain*s Publicity, il. I. P.,” 26 (Sept., 190?), 9-10.
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Indeed, it seems to me that hark "Twain is our foremost 
living American writer# he has not the subtlety of Henry 
Jamas or the wonderful charm of hr# Howells; # • « 3ut the 
natural endowment of hark Twain is still greater# # • « If 
there be a living American writer touched with true genius, 
whose books glow with the divine fire, it is he. He has 
always been a conscientious artist; but no amount of in
dustry could ever have produced a "Huckleberry Finn#**

After analyzing Clemons* s humor* Phelps observed!
Although hark Twain has the great qualities of the true 

humorist —  common sense, human sympathy and an accurate eye 
for proportion —  he is much more than a humorist# his work 
shows very high literary quality, the quality that appears 
in first-rate novels# He has shown himself to be a genuine
artist.88

Late in 190?, Hamilton ft* kabie, the well-known author, critic .and 
associate editor of the Outlook, published an appreciative essay calculated 
to establish Hark Twain* s reputation as more than humorist. lie singled out 
the three Mississippi River books for enduring fame, for in them, he claimed, 
the author acted as interpreter and historian of a vanished way of life#
One must not overlook Twain* s profound seriousness, he went on to say, for 
only when it was recognized could the writer* s true literary significance 
be determined* Twain was not a mere fun-maker, but a true humorist —  that 
is, a man who saw life "not irresponsibly and superficially, but in its 
broadest and most fundamental contrasts#** He had the highest praise for 
Twain* s style.

. . .  his art lies beyond the reach of all save the few to 
whom the gift of style is intrusted. He has that feeling for 
words in their first estate, when they are still warm with 
human association and belong to the family instead of the 
Academy, which is the exclusive possession of the masters 
of speech.# • • * He writes vividly, with a kind of vibrating 
energy, with, precision, and with the freshness and audacity of 
a man who is not afraid of^the authorities, because he obeys 
th© law of his own nature#89

^w,*&ark Tim in," North American Review, 165 (July 5, 1907), 51*0—5* 
Lark Twain the Humorist," Outlook, 8? (Nov. 23, 190?), 6149-53*



Before we take leave of this wonderful year* two final notes must be
offered* Th© first concerns th© vicissitudes of Toss and Buck* Freauiaably
there had occurred another incident in th© long skirmish between the unco
guid and th© isr̂ nortal boys, for* as the writer of Ma brief for the defencew
said of the novels bearing their names 5 "The word has gone forth that these
two books are to be condemned*" He added that almost any of hundreds of
other works for children contained in juvenile collections could he bettor
spared* The apprehensive Children1a Librarian, ho observed, might be
eminently qualified for her position by virtue of special training and
year© of experience• "But on© advantage she has not had. She has never
been a boy." He viewed any attempts to suppress the books with ua rising
sense of sorrow and indignation,w for these two novels by hark Twain

almost alone among boys* books, deserve th© appellation ”great"} 
because they present real boys. Hot Henty* s wooden heroes, nor 
golden-curled Fauntleroysj but real boys, with all of boys* 
absurd superstitions, hunger for romance and adventure, and 
disregard for sutag respectability«90
The second note concerns th© 'publication late in 190? of a maudlin 

little tract called A Horse1& Tale. It had been written at the behest of 
Uizmle laddern Fiske, the actress, who was at the time engaged In a crusade 
against bullfighting• ̂  Her sympathy seems to have been not so much for 
the bull as for the horses which carried the picadors and which more often 
than not were disembowelled during the course of the festivities* Regardless 
of how laudable Twain* s motives m y  have boon, the sad fact.-remains that 
his novelette is pretty atrocious stuff and plumbs what must certainly be 
the lewsst depths of maudlin sentimentality. There is no need to rehears© 
thm absurdities of the plot or of the narrative technique, although in the

L. Fearson, "The Children* 3 Librarian versus huckleberry Finns 
k Brief for the .Defence," library Journal, 32 (July, 1907)* 312—lit.

^Paine, p. 12hS*
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latter it must .be confessed that Twain gets off a few delicious jibes at 
the damned human race through the rather shopworn device of having animals 
converse about their betters The book was sparsely reviewed. The Inde
pendent merely sketched the plot and mentioned the author1s compassion for 
suffering man and beast.93 The Nation was a bit testy about the small size 
of the volume* calling it a short story* "transformed by means of large

9ktype, double leading, wide margins, and thick paper, into a thin book.11 
The book Kews loathly asserted that the story was told with * amazing skill.H 
The book, Mone of the most important published this fall in fiction,w said 
the reviewer, was 11 so far above the average best-seller . . .  that comparison

ioCis scarcely possible.”''"'
\

■ i .....   -..   \\92A Horse1s Tale is worth special mention also for containing a passage 
of such super-cHargea ferocity that most of Twain1s earlier denunciations of 
iian* 3 inhumanity pale beside it. It is woŝ th quoting in small part. An
tonio, a Spaniard, is describing the bullfight to his American friend, Thorn
dike, who, after hearing a particularly blopdy account aaysi

11 Ah, Antonio, it is the noblest sport ^hat ever was. I would, give a 
year of my life to see it* Is the bull always killed?”

HHTes. dOBietimes a bull is timid, finding himelf in so strange a place, 
and he stands trembling, or tries to retreat. Then everybody despises him 
for his cowardice and wants him punished and made ridiculous| so they hough 
him from behind, and it is the funniest tiling; in the ’world to see him hob
bling around on his severed legs) the whole 'Vast house goes into hurricanes 
of laughter over it) I have laughed till the !|tears ran down my cheeks to see 
it. then he has furnished all the sport he dan, he is not any longer useful, 
and is killed.” >

"well, it is perfectly grand, Antonio, perfectly beautiful. Burning a 
nigger don* t begin.” —  The Complete Short btbries and Famous Essays of kark 
Twain (One Volume vditionJT Hew York, n. d., pp. “ iovi;-------------------

9363 {Dec, 5, 1907), 1377. j \
?% S  (Doc. 5, 1907), 519. I \! \QE** ! 1*^25 (Dec., I9O7), 306. This last ass^rtipri may not be so far-fetched 

as it at first seems• Best-sellers in fiction of 190? included Elinor Glyn* s 
Three beaks, Drank C. Haddock*s Power of Hill, Harold Bell Aright*s The 3hep— 
herd^of the Hills, 0. Henry*s The frfmmed"lipp and Gilbert Parker’s fh© 
weavers• :
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Mark Twain published no books in 1908, nor were there any articles 
of importance in the magazines• Brander Matthews supplied an essay on 
11 American. Humor*1 for the Saturday evening Post, but much of what he said 
about Clemens he had said earlier in the **Penalty of Humor” article of 1396*
A bit of novelty was added in the form of a comparison between Twain and Ben 
Jonson, in which the American writer was said to have "the same sturdy 
sincerity and the same artistic conscientiousness” as the Englishman#

Clemens spent the fall and winter in his new house in Redding, Connect
icut, receiving a steady procession of visitors, collecting books for the 
foundation of a local library, and reading a couple of recent works on tne 
Shakespeare-Dacon controversy. In April, 1909# the fruit of the reading was 
given to the world in the form of a medium—sized volume called Is 3hakespoare 
Dead? One of Twain* 3 more curious aberrations, trie work bears the subtitle 
"From. by Autobiography,tt and represents the author’s attempt to prove that 
if Bacon did not write Shakespeare* 3 plays, it is quite clear that neither 
did Shakespeare. He bases his argument on the hypothesis that the complete 
mastery of the technicalities of the legal profession that the plays manifest 
could have been possessed by but one Elizabethan —  Bacon. Twain* s reasoning 
is not convincing, lie frequently becomes shrill in his protestations, and 
remains rather stubborn in his insistences, let, some of the opening pas
sages describing his piloting days when Shakespeare was read aloud under 
surprisingly novel circumstances are full of characteristic charm and humor. 
Is Shakespeare Dead? was received with widespread interest| there were some 
dozen reviews, divided about equally between praise and censure. Among th® 
favorable comments was the notice in Harper1a, which found the book full of

96lal (Hov. 21, 1903), 7
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"robust humor, enlivening satire, and shrewd common sense* . *" It com
mended the "ingratiating informality of the style,n and had a good word 
to say .for the strong strain of reminiscence.^ 1,110 found the book 
"delightfully intemperate, and logical, and witty.*98 Howells, writing In 
the Editor*s Study of Harper* a, believed the work to be a burlesque and said 
that it should put an end to the silly controversy for all time and restore 
people to sanity* "The controversy is forever destroyed," he asserted, "and 
only the miracle of Shakespeare remains *”^

Unfavorable criticism of Is Shakespeare Dead? ranged from the mild 
comment of the hat ion, which said that the humor was forced,**^ to the 
stronger attack of th® Outlook, which described the book as an "extra
ordinarily thin volume in construction, material, form, and size* . . ,** 
and added that Twain1s friends sincerely hoped he would "spare his reputation 
any further assaults of the kind represented by this book." The critic, in 
conclusion, found some of the passages describing life on the Mississippi 
occasionally entertaining, but decided that there was also much "dreary

^7ll8 (lay, 1909)* supplement.

90$3 (Kay 27, 1909), 73U.
"lX9 (July, 1909), 316. The American Review of Reviews mentioned the 

"iconoclastic brochure1* and said that "it abounded "irT*humor* —  39 (June,
1909), 767—6 * The Independent was less cordial, possibly because the re
viewer was a bit puzzled* lie thought the work was an elaborate joke but was 
not sure. At any rate, he continued, Twain, in saying tne most that could be 
said in behalf of the Baconian theory, had "delivered a feeble argument with 
such violence as to make It seem like an exquisite parody." —  6? (July 6,
1909), 90* The book: Raws Tonthly declared that Clemens* s work added nothing 
to the Shakespeare-Bacon pro&Xem, but that it was "singularly entertaining" 
as an expression of its author* a personality. —  27 (July, 1919), 659.

10086 (April 22, I9O9), 1+23*
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reading** The title of the book, he suggested, ought to have been *’Ex
tracts from the Autobiography of a Humorist, infortunately Selected by 
Himself ,"-̂ 3. a •writer in the Bookman took Twain to task for arguing with 
such vehemence against the scholars who disagreed with him, suggesting that
it would be quite simple to ridicule his fitness to engage in the contro—

102veray* Two reviews of the Shakespeare volume stand out* On® was a
shrewd and witty essay by a young writer just beginning a brilliant career
as a critic. M* L* liencken attempted to point out wherein Twain*s arguments
were untenable and called the book 51 sorry reading for those who hold him in.
reverence.” Then he launched forth into one of the most able and reasoned
summaries of the humorist*s literary reputation and career that had been
published up to that time.

He is, by great odds, the most noble figure America has ever 
given to English literature. Having him, we may hold up our heads 
when Spaniards boast of Cervantes and Frenchmen of koliclre♦ His 
one book, "Huckleberry Finn,11 is worth, I believe, the complete 
works of Poe, Hawthorne, Cooper, Holmes, Howells and James, 
with the entire literary output to date of Indiana, Pennsylvania 
and all the states south of th© Potomac thrown in as makeweight.
But since *Following th© Equator,” hia decline has been almost 
patnetic. Once a great artist, he is now merely a public 
character. He has gone the road of Eycherleys th© old 
humanity and insight have given place to the smartness of the 
town wit. Let us try to forget this latter-day lark Twain, 
with his pot boilers and his wheeses, and remember only th© 
incomparable Hark Twain that was —  and will be through the 
ages —  • . *

The second notice of la Shakespeare ’Dead? which Is worthy of special attention 
was an extraordinarily clever, witty, mock-serious essay by Eugene H. Angert 
called "Is Hark Twain Dead?" The answer to this irreverent question was a

10192 (iay 8, 1909), 69. 
i noEdward Fuller, "&uch Ado About Nothing,” 29 (Aug., 1909), 63U*

Hovels and Other Books —  Chiefly Bad," Smart Set, 28 (Aug., 1909)*
157.
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decided Yes. Twain, the writer1 alleged, had died in 1906 in an obscure 
European village, but the news had been suppressed and a false hark had 
been provided. An enormous hoax had thus been perpetrated upon the reading 
public* Because Clemens had lived abroad Tor many years, he was an un
familiar figure to moat Americans, and so the imposture has been relatively 
successful. A steady stream of Inferior books allegedly written by Twain 
has poured from the press, but no one who knew the work of the true hark 
has been deceived* As for public appearances, these have been confined to 
audiences of college girls, 11 to whom the person of the real Aark Twain is 
about as well known as that of Napoleon*n Concerning the subject of the essay, 
the Shakespeare volume, Angert insisted that Twain could not possibly have 
written it because he had little formal education. Is Hhakespeare Dead? he 
characterized with tongue firmly in cheek as Ha work of profound erudition.” 
Hho, then, could have written it? He supplied the answer in a delicious bit 
of Ironic literary evaluation.

Applying the principles of deductive ratiocination, made popular 
by dherlock Holmes, we know that the real author is a writer 
unhampered by any sense of humor. He combines a mastery of all 
subjects of human knowledge with a complete understanding of all 
religions. . he possesses the commercial instinct which makes him 
an author for revenue only. He is willing to writs as the dead 
for the living there is in it. He ia an erudite Shakespearian 
scholar and has read JBacaulay* s Essay on Bacon* Jealousy of 
literary honors has made him the arch enemy of Its. Eddy. To 
enumerate these essential attributes is to name the author.
Other writers may lay claim to some of the qualifIcationsj he 
alone possesses them all. The name springs instinctively to 
the lips —  Elbert Hubbard*1^U
The most important miscellaneous article on Clemons which appeared in 

the magazines of 1509 was Archibald Henderson*s appreciation in Harper*s.

^Horth American Review, 190 (Sept., 1909), 319-29* There is no 
record that Hark Twain read this essay, if he did not, it is a great pity. 
It is the sort of thing he would have relished.
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Henderson felt that some doubt existed in the public mind concerning hark 
Twain* s true worth. This he attributed to the inevitable penalty a humorist 
has to pay. He praised the * universality and humanity* of his humor, its 
wide range, its comprehension of the human heart, its sympathy with human, 
shortcomings, and its profoundly serious strains. Clemens* a rightful position, 
he averred, was that of moralist* He was of the opinion that Twain was a 
groat story-teller and an excellent portrayer of character. He commended 
Twain83 powers of observation, his rsportorial ability, his mastery of the 
comic, his robust outlook upon life and his effervescence. Throughout his 
long career, the writer continued, "lie has been a factor of high ethical 
influence in our civilisation; and the philosopher and humanitarian look out 
from the twinkling eyes of the humorist•” He concluded by calling Clemens 
"America’s greatest sociologist in letters

To many such charges of profundity, seriousness, depth and subtlety 
mad© against Hark Twain in his latter years, certain critics were opposed.
A strongly demurring opinion was registered by the editor of th© Bookman, 
wl 10 wrote in June, 1909*

It must be embarrassing to a humourist to be put down so 
much deeper than he really is. Till some ten years ago Jteark 
Twain escaped the least suspicion of profundity. Then Hr.
Howells, we believe, proclaimed him a greet philosopher, and 
reviewers of a thoughtful cast have since been busy with his 
deeper truths. . . .  When a humourist is willing graciously 
to meet us on an equal footing, why this mad wish to put him 
in a hole? At the risk of throwing many persons out of employ
ment, we say, let the buried treasures of our humorous writers 
be forever unexhuraed. If they are wise without knowing it, let 
us not know it, too5 tell them no more about their meanings than 
they have told themselves.106

Twain,81 118 (Hay, I9Q9), 55* Henderson was long an admirer
of tark Twain’s. They had travelled on the same ship to bngland in 190?
when Olemens went over for the Oxford degree and Henderson went over to meet
George Bernard Ghaw, whose biography he was contemplating• In 1910, renderson
published a short critical oiography of nark Twain with the author* s sanction.

10629 (June, 1905), 3U3-1.
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Th® last book which feark Twain published in his Xlfctiss® «aa hxtract 
frois Captain otoraiflaid1 s Visit to ;I Surprisingly enough, .it was not 
the ripe fruit of his mature years? but rather it had buon Britton in part 
*• early as 1368, & year or so after ha had first hoard Captain hod v,ak@mn 
tell the story «n route from dan francisco to the tticaraguan isthmus when 
Clemens was travelling from the boat Coast to the :-:ast* in X8?3, Twain 
worked on th© tale again, and ir* 1878 n\ado further revisions In his
AutoblOfflrafffiy toe notation appears 5 **In the thirty—eight years ■which, bar© 
©lapsed I havn taken out that rusty old manuscript several tl;̂ ou and examined 
it with the idea of printing it* but I always concluded to lot it 
To what extent brs* olewens was responsible for keeping the u&ptain* a nar
rative out of circulation one can only surmise# it contains tho kind of 
religious satire upon which she customarily turned thumbs down, and sorso of 
the salty sea dojg'a language is representative of &;ark Twain at bio ir̂ at 
robust# At any rat©, after the death of his wife he turned to the manuscript 
again, extracted several chapters from the middle of it, and published thorn 
in narpsr* s preparatory to their appearance as a slim voluts© In October, \9®9* 
If Olomen* had any doubts about the propriety of so&e his utterances on the 
sub loot of th# hereafter, they wore unquestionably dispelled by the favorable 
reception of the book* A critic in Current literature called ton&f leld 
nu&® of the cleverest fantasies that has boon published in a long while,"

x^ffor a discussion of the vicissitudes of the otoymflold ploee, oes 
the Introduction by Olxon heoter 'to Keoort from xaraJise l:>y 6!ark Twain, A«tf 
fork, 1952• 

l rn^ h^aln in Traptlon, p. 21*7#
109|;r# ,ti©cter printed the complete version for the first Hue in Aeport 

from Jt 'sradlse *

109
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described the humor a3 "subtle," and declared the whole work to be unoffending
110to "even the moat delicate susceptibilities." Th® .Bookman shrewdly

perceived that there was no "later manner51 in Twain* s latest book. (The fact
of its early composition had not been made known, and it was naturally
assumed that the book was a recent production.) The writer found Twain*s
manner to be that of such earlier works as A Connecticut Yankee and even The
innocents Abroad, which to a large extent it is. The critic held up the
style of ator©field as an example that Clemens was not (as ©any critics had
been claiming) becoming increasingly didactic. "ills humor is still of the

111brand labelled American, • . • ** was the final verdict. Clarence if.
Gaines in the Book news Monthly felt Twain* a latest story to be **nearly the
most perfect thing he has ever written. • • ." he detected in the work the
expression of "a ripened character” and a "spiritual1* quality. In addition to
11 the humor of immensity** contained in the story, there was also a marked
pathos underlying the laughter. "All in all,” Gaines concluded, "it is
hardly possible to read Captain dtormfield without tears; . . .  it has a deep
religious feeling, salted with strong common sense, and whosoever takes it

11 ofor profane or irreverent is not wise.1!J"Lt-
Only two unfavorable notices of Otorraflaid have been found —  one but 

mildly derogatory and the other simply a brief comment# The literary Digest

110U7 (Dec., 1905?), 653. The reviewer also called attention to the 
"deep philosophic meanings" which lurked beneath the humor. Other commenta
tors also discovered profundity in the work.

X1X30 (3ec., 1909), 323-li.
^ "iark Twain the humorist," 28 (April, 1910), 586—6. In the coarse of

trie essay Gaines called Twain "perhaps the sincerost writer in America," and 
said that it was a great injustice to consider him merely a humorist. In a 
later notice the Hook hews Monthly, 28 (Gay, 1910), 717» suggested that 
Gtormfield be placed among the theological works, for "the spiritual truth 
between the lines of the book is big with vitality and convincing power."
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called Twain’s manner of treating his subject ngood-«atured, liberal, and 
rollicking,*1 but added that his treatment was ”somewhat machine-made, and 
always banal,” and quite lacking in humor* The magazine admitted, however, 
that the book contained nothing that might offend the pious. The brief 
comment appeared in the Idler, a curious sort of adult Joke book published 
in last Grange, hew Jersey, by Robert J. Shores and modeled on the Chicago 
Chap Hook. The author of the comment described the Twain story as **A 
facetious account of a mariner’s first impressions of the hereafter which 
might pass if written by Carolyn hells but will hardly do for the author of 
Tom oawyer and Innocents Abroad.”"*-̂.

Interest in Captain Stormfleld’a visit to Heaven has recently revived 
with the publication in 1952 of Report from P a r a d i s e , Critics, in general, 
greeted it favorably. h&ward lagenkneeht called the book ”a tender thing, 
and H. h. Smith, in the Ration, termed it "An unusually charming volume. 
bark VanDoren described the work as vigorous, but only mildly amusing and

11 £trather forced. w its republication in expanded form some thirty—five years 
after it originally appeared illustrates the continuing interest in dark 
Twain’s work.

113ltO (Jan. X, 19X0), 33.
111+1 (t.arch, 1910), 31.
11"̂Gee supra, note 107*
116Chicago Sunday Tribune, Sept. 7, 1952, p. 5*

117175 (Sept. 27, 1952), 275.
il8New fork Herald Tribune Book Review, Sept. 7, 1952, p. I*.
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lb is perhaps advisable to pause briefly at this point and in a back
ward glance try to determine the direction this continuing interest took in 
the first decade of the new century. The most striking fact to emerge from 
a re—surveyal of the years 1900—1909 is that during this decade Gleznsns13 
evolution from humorist to philosopher was completed. Critics constantly 
mentioned his profundity, his strong philosophic vein, his serious moral 
purpose, his subtle psychology. To be sure, there were those who pointed 
out that his humor had. always been freighted with a heavy cargo of serious
ness, but in these years the cargo seemed, upon occasion, heavy enough almost 
to sink the frail craft. Twain began at this time to assume the role of 
public figure, of censor rroruo, and his comments on world affairs of the 
most burningly controversial nature were usually characterised by sanity 
and wisdom. In spite of the mediocrity of much of his last work, he was 
able, secure in his sunset fame, to sink back into the comfortable position 
of grand old man of American letters. The public gave voice to its love and 
esteem at the time of the seventieth birthday celebration, and bngl&nd added 
its voice to the swelling chorus by means of the Oxford degree of I9O7.
There was a tendency among critics, notably Phelps, Matthews, Mencken and 
Henderson, to minimize the recent mediocre work and to look back to the 
masterpieces of the eighties —  those gigantic national assets that proclaimed 
their creator one of the world*s immortals.



Th© Last Phase

As the year 1909 drew to a close, It became apparent that the end was
not far off for the great humorist. But he was able to joke about its
*1 hear the newspapers say I am dying. The charge is not true, I would
not do such a thing at my time of life* I am behaving as good as I can,
Lerry Christmas to everybody! ***** And then, quite unaccountably and without
warning, came the last of the many assaults upon his weary spirit —  his
daughter Jean was found dead the morning of Christmas Eve. He poured out
His grief in an essay which Paine called *one of the most exquisite and

2tender pieces of writing in the language* and escaped from the scene of 
the catastrophe to Bermuda. There he spent the winter in an effort to 
regain his failing strength. It was there also that he received from his 
old friend Howells a letter complimenting him on the success of his most 
recent publication* ̂ In i.arch, he wrote to his biographer that he was 
having na most uncomfortable time,” and early in April, Paine went to

^Quoted in Paine, p. 151*9-
2Paine, p. 1552.
3"The Turning-Point in £y Life” appeared in Harper1s Bazar for February, 

1910. Howells wrote on January 18 s * * • . 1 want to tell you • . . that 
you never wrote anything greater, finer, than that turning—point paper of 
yours. I shall feel it honor enough if they put on my tombstone, 1 lie was 
born in the same Century and general lection of middle -western Country with 
Dr. C, L. Clemons, Oxon., and had his Degree three years before him through 
a Listake of the University.1 * —  Life in Letters of 'William Doan Howells,
II, 278.
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Soruuda to arrange for his return home* On April !!*., he was back at 3tors*— 
field, hia house in Connecticut. One week later he was dead. Then the dam 
broke, and the magazines and. newspapers of the day were flooded with eulogies 
and encomiums, "all full of tears and flapdoodle,11 Twain, borrowing from 
ftinaslf, might have aaid; but they were sincere tributes and honest ex
pressions of sentiment for the most part. The obituary material is extensive, 
and only the briefest sort of summary can be given here. A few articles 
stand out either because what they say is important or because the person 
who apoke is worth listening to. henry 1* Aldan, for instance, in an essay 
not intended as an obituary, emphasised Twain1s story-toiling qualitiesi 
uno writer, not even E&belals, has shown such powers of invention, . . .**k 
The Independent looked back to Clemens1 a last years and referred to him as 
"the dean of our literary fellowship, grand and. gray, honored and loved,
the most listinguishod figure in the American and perhaps in all the fnglish-

cfspeaking world of letters."-'' The fation provided an extremely provocative 
essay. The literary historian of the future, said the writer of the article,
will have to choose between hark Twain and Henry James as the greatest 
American writer of the end of the nineteenth century. he suggested that 
although both had gone ’has far as it is possible to go in diametrically 
opposite directions," there wa3 yet a point at which their talents met —  
both were essentially frontiersmen• Twain, the writer explained, was "the

k*U:ark Twain? Personal impressions,” nook Hews Monthly, 28 (April, 1910), 
579* Alden was editor of Harper* s and one of Twain*s close friends• The
Book Mews >vontbly had announced in the March issue that the following number 
would be a t-ark Twain "special.” It appeared (with Clemens* s picture on the 
cover) with prophetic warning, for on April 21, k-ark Twain, died.

Cf
"ISS (April 28, 1910), 93U-5• The Literary Digest, 1*0 (April 30, 1910), 

897, quoted a statement by Loodrow Alison, then President of Princeton. 
liar per* s 'Meekly, $h (April 3$, 1910) $ U# wondered If Twain* & equal had aver 
existed aridi settled upon whitman and bawthorne as the only two American 
writers worthy of comparison. The Outlook, $% (April 30, 1910), 9?2, admitted 
that he had many shortcomings s he was occasionally tedious, his plots wore 
3onetirp.es weak, and once in a while he was melodramatic. Out bis best was so 
excellent that his fane is assured both In this country and abroad.
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chronicler par excellence of the palpable frontier of robust America,” and 
James "the scrupulous analyst of the spiritual frontier which robust and
nostalgic America had established in the old countries*" Calling Twain 

MA great figure who knew his bent and followed it to culmination with in
stinctive and unperturbed consistency,’- the critic surmised that the future

6would choose him as the greater writer*
The dial, which had had some harsh tilings to say in the past, forgot 

its grievances against Clemens and rose to unsuspected heights of encomium* 
After mentioning tho vast extent of the humorist* s fame and the typically 
American qualities of his temperament, the critic suggested that his best 
work was so excellent that there was no danger of its ever disappearing• He 
briefly sketched Twain*b progress from humorist tc serious commentator to 
sage ana moralist* Concerning the critical attitude toward Twain as a literary 
figure, the writer described the change of the past thirty years wherein 
Clemens had come to be considered no longer a funny man but "one of our 
foremost men of letters." The writer concluded by placing Twain with Irving, 
Swift and Carlyle —  humorists who were also "creative artists, and critics 
of life In the deeper sense, ami social philosophers whoso judgments are of 
weight and import.*^

°”Two Frontiersmen," $0 (April 23, lylQ), 1*22—3* The essay anticipates 
the recent work of Henry Seidel Candy, Turn heat, Turn Easts hark Twain and 
Henry James, Boston, 1951.

lark Twain," kS (Fay 1, IplG), 305-7* Twain* a evolution was the 
subject of an essay by Stuart ?. Sherman, "Mark Twain," Mation, 90 (lay 12,
1910), 1*77-80, in which the humorist* a belated recognition as ** * foremost 
American nan of letters*** was applauded. By the time of his last few years, 
the critic stated, he had moved successively through the following stages —  
funny man, literary man, public man* "V/hen he died, we abandoned the last 
reservation* he said with one voice: he was an American*H

Other minor notices included an editorial in Colliers, \& (lay 7, 1910),
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H* L# Bencken in the Smart Set called attention to William Lyon 
Phelps* & Essays on iodarn Novelists, which, he said, contained "the first 

honest and hearty praise of * Huckleberry Finn, * by a college professor in 
good standing, that these eyes had ever encountered, . * • " There is hope, 

he continued, that by 1950 it might be possible for academicians to admit 
that Clemens "was a greater artist than Irving, than Lowell, than Feniaore 
Cooper, than all and sundry of the unbearable bores whose ’works1 are 

rammed into the heads of schoolboys by hunkeroua pedagogues, and avoided 
as pestilence by everyone else*” He concluded with praise of Huckleberry 
Finn, whose pictures of Mississippi River life, he asserted, belonged

pMto universal and almost flawless art."u
William Lyon Phelps, writing on "Mark Twain, Artist," spoke of the 

universality of Clemens* s humor and added a note on his artistry; "The 

funniest man in the world, he was at the same time a profoundly serious 
artist, a faithful servant of his literary ideals*" "What does it matter," 

he asked, "if our great American had his limitations and his excrescences? 

To borrow his own phrase, ’There is that about the sun that makes us forget 
his spots• ’

8, in which Clemens was called "not only the biggest literary artist possessed 
by his country, but one of the sweetest, most generous, and most stimulating 
of men” j a notice by William Lyon Phelps in the Independent, 68 (lay 5> 191'0), 
956-60, wherein the humorist* s fame was said to seem "permanently secure, for 
he has apparently contributed some things to world literature, and his books 
represent the spirit of America as no others have ever done"j a comment in the 
Irntion, 90 (June 30, 1910), 61*5-6, which claimed that hark Twain m s  essen
tially a humorist rather than a serious thinker; and an essay in the Chau— 
tauquan, 59 (June, 1910), 9—10, which called Twain "one of the most original 
and gifted men of letters of America."

O
w"The Greatest of American 'hriters," 31 (June, lylQ), 153-60*
^American Review of Reviews, 1*1 (June, 1910), 702—3* A critic in the 

Century, 80 (June, 1910), 315, suggested that Twain had "no other purpose 
but to amuse•" He was, he added, "in his way as truly American as Abraham 
Lincoln*"
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inThe North A Bier lean Review printed tributes from Bnglish admirers 
and from a group of ten Americans including Andrew Carnegie, A, B. Paine, 
Booker T. Washington, Booth Tarkington, Hand.in Garland and Brander 
1'atthews

The Bookman for June, 1910, was practically a Bark Twain obituary
1?issue. Of the seven articles on Clemens, one is worth reporting in full. 

Harry Thurston Peck, on the subject of 11 lark Twain A Century Bene©," pre
dicted somewhat perversely that only three of the humorist's works would 
survive| "The Jumping Prog . . .  and The Innocents Abroad . . .  are never 
likely to go out of print or out of favour• " Roughing it, he declared, 
would be valued for its humor and its history. To Tom Sawyer and buckle** 
berry Finn he gave two decades. The rest, he asserted, “will not be road.” 
Ho briefly characterized a few of the later workss The Connecticut iankee 
made one “feel sorry for its author"; Joan of Arc was "distinctly dull."
He found the Autobiography "formless and in places without any meaning 
whatsoever." Twain* s friends, Peck asserted, arc sorry he wrote it and hope 
his heirs will suppress it. lie characterised the later writings as

" . . .  having no national author of our own, we have perforce claimed 
mark Twain as the representative 1 racial* author of his day. * —
"England and lark Twain," 191 (June, 1910), 023*

13 - ^""Tributes to lark Twain," ibid., pp. 627-35* iatthews wrote prophetic
ally: " . . .  his writing was curiously unequal, with a wide chasm yawning
between his loftiest work and his lowest; his touch was often uncertain and 
his taste was on occasion perverse* But his best is very high in quality; 
the peaks of his achievement tower aloft unchallenged and indisputable. I o 
one of the men of letters of his time bids fair to loom larger in the per
spective of time *tt (p* 831s.)

12These included —  Bookman, 31 (June, 1910) —  Firwin Dredd, "hark 
Twain* s Biographer," pp. 363-5j Henry 1 • illden, "lark Twain —  An Appreci
ation," pp. 366—9; Bailey hillard, "Nark Twain in Han Francisco," pp. 369-735 
Arthur Bartlett kauriee, "Best Hellers of Tester days liark Twain* 3 * The 
Innocents Abroad,*" pp. 37U—95 hilliam H. Itideing, "Bark Twain in Clubland," 
pp. 379-621 and Frederick A. Finn, "The Story of iark Twain* s Debts," pp. 
39U-6.
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"irrelevant, eccentric, void of either wit or* humor* • ,»3-3
On the evening of liovember 30, 1^10, a memorial ceremony celebrating.

Bark Twain1 3 birthday m s  held at Carnegie Hall in hew York City under the
auspices of the lark Twain Memorial Committee of the American Academy of
Arts and Letters* V.illiam Dean Howells presided, and most of the literary
great of the day attended, Howells1s description of his old friend is
interestings "Sanguine, sorrowful, despairing, exulting, loving, hating,
blessing, cursing, mocking, mourning, laughing, lamenting! he was a congeries
of contradictions as each of us is, but contradictions confessed, explicit,
aggressive; • . *" Speakers included Joseph H. Choate, Rev* Joseph Twichell,
Champ Clark, George A. Cable, Colonel Henry A'atterson and Henry VanDyke, who
read an original poem of indifferent merit in which he referred to Hark Twain
as "dear Yorick of the Aest."*^

The year 1910 drew to a close with the publication of two miscellaneous
articles on Clemens* George Ado wrote on “lark Twain as our Lmissary" In the
Century, ^  and Archibald Henderson described "The International Fame of Hark

16Twain" in the Forth American Review* The former article need not detain us, 
but the latter makes an important assertion. Henderson bracketed Twain* s 
name with that of Ahitman as "the two groat interpreters and embodiments of

^bookman, 31 (June, 1910), 382—93• Feck, former editor of the Bookman, 
was professor of Latin at Columbia. Two other obituary notices were Henry 
Aatterson, "Lark Twain —  An Intimate kejnory," American fcagaglne, ?0 (July,
1910), 372—9, and "In the Interpreter*3 House" /monthly column/ ibid., 826— 
32, in which Twain was called "our most brilliant man of letters."

^"Aark Twin, In Hemoriam," Harper1 s "Weekly, 98 (Dec. 1?, 1910), 8-10.
1% 1  (Dec., 1910), 2Oli—S.
16192 (Jec., 1910), 305-15.
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America” and said that they represented **the supreme contribution of
democracy to universal literature. • *"

The two years immediately following the death of Lark Twain, saw little
in the periodicals of any significance. One attempt was made to revive
interest in Joan of Arc, but that met with no success. ^  Bben Paine’s Life 
was published late in 1912, there was a resurgence of acclaim in the press.
The work was widely reviewed! and most of the critiques included some com
ment on Twain*s place in the life and literature of his country. For example, 
the novelist Irving Bacheller listed Twain as one of seven men "who in the 
last sixty years have reconstructed America and voiced its spirit." The 
North American Beview ventured a prophecys

As time passes, doubtless 1-ark Twain will coma more and 
more to his own, and will stand not only as one of our most 
original and vital geniuses, but as one of our truly great 
Americans, his mind was unfettered by traditions, and he was, 
beyond all other American writers of his time, unless one 
except Balt Whitman, the vigorous natural growth of young 
American soil. ”

•^George bharton James, "how hark Twain Aas lade," National kagasine,
33 ( Feb., 1911), 525—37* The essay was almost entirely b 10graphical and 
anecdotal. In it, however, the writer praised Joan of Arc as "one of the 
finest pieces of biography ever written and certainly I'ark Twain*s master
piece, from a literary standpoint. . . . "

I8nyr . Paine’s Biography of lark Twain," Literary Digest, h$ (Nov. 16, 
1912), 9O9* The six other notables: Lincoln, Commodore Vanderbilt,
Ldison, Greeley, Howells, Biiitman. Twain, said Bacheller, "found the Sast 
still in the bondage of ancient Puritanism. Lincoln, freed the negro. Bark 
Twain freed the white man." The Outlook, 102 (Nov. 9? 1912), 528-9, called 
Twain "one of the most fascinating personalities of the age," but said he 
was never "in any sense a literary man." Current Literature, 53 (Nov., 1912), 
582, declared that Clemens, whom it called "the supreme figure in our lit
erature," was "haunted by the sense of a great failure." He tried to be a 
seer and prophet, the magazine asserted, but his public insisted upon con
sidering him; always as a clown. Lowells in harper* s, 126 (Jan., 1913)?
310, compared Twain with Cervantes, Boilers, Bwxft and Dickens• Billiam 
Lyon Phelps in the Indepandent, 7h (Larch 6, 1913)* 533? called Twain 
"one of our few world—figures."

1'197 (Jan., 1913), 138.
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About this time an academic critic predicted of lark Twain that "future
20generations are: sure to read him seriously if they read him at all, . . • "

In Kay, 1916, there occurred on© of the literary events of the year —  
the beginning of the serialization of The Mysterious Stranger in Harper* s*
The book was published in the fall of that year* It was like a voice from 
the grave, and its message was not a happy one* As early as 1899 Clemens 
was writing Howells from Austria about a story he vias working on which was 
to contain "what I think of ban, and how he is constructed, and what a 
shabby poor ridiculous thing he is, . • ."^l ~e never completed the tale, 
or at least he thought he had failed to complete it} but when it was found 
(in at least two versions) among his papers, there seemed to his executors 
no reason, except possibly dialectic ones, why it should not be given to 
the world* Only recently, in the light of i.r* DeYoto* s vastly illuminating 
investigation, has The Mysterious Stranger been revealed in its true per
spective as an important product of the almost crippling series of catas
trophes which lark Twain experienced in the.nineties*^ Along with That 
Is Mo.n?, written about the same time, it presents his mature philosophy*
I3\it it is more successful than its non-fiction companion piece because, as 
hr* DeVoto suggests, it is highly symbolical, and it was only through the 
use of symbols —  not by means of closely reasoned, systematized arguments 
—  that lark Twain*s mind could successfully express itself* The hystericus 
Stranger is Tom Sawyer in the twilight after the glory has departed from the

^°b'±lbur marshall Urban, "Mark Twain: Pure Fooling,** Neale* 3 Monthly,
1 (May, 1913), 5>15* urban was Professor of Philosophy in Trinity College.

^xLetter of fay 12, 1099* Letters, II, 601*
22see Mark Twain at *ork, p* 126, and pp* xix-soci of the Introduction to 

lark Twain in .eruption»
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bright day* Parts of it read like the Yankee all over again —  with the
fierce scorn of tyranny and oppression —  but this time the bitterness
has about it a detached quality, a sort of philosophical serenity which
seems to be the result of groat age but may only be the result of maturity*
It is his final word on the damned human race, and as such it is as lira*
Siemens pronounced it 'when feark read the opening chapters to her in 1899 s

23M • * * perfectly horrible —  and perfectly beautiful." ^
A feeling of uneasiness on the part of the critics seems to have been 

the predominant emotion elicited by this most curious of j*ark Twain* s books* 
&any reviewers saw in it only a depressing pessimism* A writer in Current 
Opinion, for instance, said* MIt would bo difficult to imagine a message 
carrying a grimmer credo of despair, disillusion, and contempt of human 
existence, * • ,«21i ^he Independent called it "the strange, ironic, be
wildering, but beautifully written wonder tale. • The Dial said of
the Stranger: “Shocking to all the conventionalities are his freely ex
pressed opinions on many themes• Not a few of his bitterly satirical 
utterances are peculiarly appropriate to the present time* Perhaps he might
be regarded as a kind of first cousin to the same author1s Connecticut

oAYankee, the same disconcerting perspicacity appearing in both.”*^ George 
Soule in the New Republic attempted to palliate the bitterness* 11 It is

^Letter to Howells of hay 12, 1692* Letters, II, 631 •

61 (Dec., 1916), 10-0.
2% 3  (Dae. 11, 1916), h&h.
266l (Mov. 30, 1916), U79-30.
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not portentous at all,” he -wrote, "but a story by Mark Twain, familiar and 
American, • . • ” He admitted that the philosophy might be pessimistic but 
preferred to regard it as ”satire from the courageous heart of a lover of 
mankind.M He claimed that this was the sort of thing that came "straight 
from the soul of America,'1 and was "national in the sense that Tolstoy and 
Dostoevsky are national; . * ,«27 critic for the hation found the book

important for revealing the serious undercurrent of Twain’s humor, and for 
illustrating that Clemens was actually a graver, more complex and more 
interesting person than a surface knowledge of his works might have led 
one to suspect# The reviewer called attention to the irony of the work 
and especially to its unorthodox presentation of the devil. He viewed 
the book as *& biting arraignment of the folly and the brutality of man
kind" in which Mark Twain* s hatred of oppression was never more vigorously
presented. Although he detected in Twain’s laughter a despairing quality,

28he felt that behind it lay a firm, belief in love and freedom* George 
Nauman Shuster in the Catholic torld described what he called "The Tragedy 
of Mark Twain." Terming The Mysterious Stranger "utterly pessimistic and 
depressing in its outlook upon life," the critic found it strange that an 
American noted for his qualities of mirth and humor should have written such 
a book in a land of prosperity, optimism and material progress• The crux 
of his argument was that Clemens was a disillusioned man, his disenchantment 
having been caused by the collapse of the Spencerian and Positivist phil
osophies to which he subscribed* "He drank the cup to the dregs and found 
all the bitterness of the draught of nothing.** Shuster* s conclusion was 
that if Twain had been able to turn to Catholicism, he would never have

9 Kov. 18, 1916), 8.
28103 (Dec. 21, 1916), 568-9-
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written The Mysterious Stranger* he found in the tragedy of Lark Twain a
lesson for Catholics; "There must be a reconstruction of the battle lines,
a new machinery of war, new armies and new kings to meet the onrush of 

29groping souls#”
The year 191? saw the publication of a few slgnifleant articles on 

Lark Twain* idith Lyatt in the North American Review described Clemens as 
r,An Inspired Critic11 of American, life, government, politics and morals, and 
collected many of his corrodents on democracy, imperialism, patriotism, the 
injustices of civilisation, modern culture and religion to illustrate her 
arguments• bh© singled out Christian Science for special consideration, 
calling it **a suggestive and fascinating work,” and claiming that if Twain 
had never written another book, this one would reveal him as a great social 
critic* She placed it alongside such influential works as Thus Spake Zara— 
thuatra, Sartor heaartua, The Shortest hay with Dissenters and Thoreau* a 
Civil Disobedience * She concluded by calling Twain "a sincerely denunciatory 
and damaging critic of extraordinary genius*«30

later in the same year Miat Is fan? and Other Essays came out in a
volume for uniform edition purposes* It was the first time the title essay

11had appeared in this country attributed to mark Twain*-' That Clemens had 
written a book expounding in detail his pessimistic philosophy was pretty 
widely known by this time. Paine In the life had described the anonymous

^1QU (Larch, 191?), 731—7* The essay Is especially interesting as an 
example of partisan pleading* A more purely Protestant writer than lark
Twain can hardly be imagined* He may have been a groping soul, but that he
was groping toward Catholicism is certainly doubtful•

3 205 (April, 19X7), 603-15.
31The work had been privately printed (anonymously) in i/Qb in a limited 

edition of 290 copies for distribution to the author*s friends. There were no 
periodical reviews* In 1910 a British edition appeared (-unauthorized) attrib
uting the work to Bark Twain* This occasioned at least one review in the 
United States —  "Lark Twain* 3 Pessimistic Philosophy,•* Current Literature,iiB (June, 1910), 61*3-7, which contained an elaborate expos ill an of the
arguments with numerous quotations.



private printing of 190:5* There -was no reason why the work should not 
be made generally available* The great stir which Twain had felt would 
result if the essay had been openly published when it was written did not 
occur* Reviews were few* The Elation 'merely called attention to the title 
piece, described it briefly, and said that it tended to explain the pes
simism which many readers had detected in the recently published foyaterioua 
Stranger*32 K* L* Kenckea wrote a review of sorts for the Smart Set, in 
which he attacked the hew York Times for deploring publication on the grounds 
that the views expressed were probably not Twain* 3 settled and mature con
victions. fcencken claimed that they were and asserted that if hark Twain 
was anything, "he was an absolute skeptic and determlnistj nothing offended 
and enraged him more than the sloppy idealism and optimism which the Times 
now seeks to ram down his a esophagus • • • .** With characteristic energy 
he castigated the "national grandmas of letters” who, he said, had first 
greeted Twain as a ”childish buffoon,” had next hailed him as a "purveyor 
of refined entertainment," and were now praising telm as a "chaser of the 
blues*” buch judgments, h© maintained, were "worse than errors”% they 
were ”indecencies•”

It is as if Italian organ-grinders should essay to estimate 
Beethoven* The truth about Bark is that he was a colossus, 
that he stood head and shoulders above his country and his 
time, that even the combined pull of Puritanism without and 
Philistinism within could not bring him down to the national 
level. The result is that he remains mysterious —  a baffling 
puzzle to the critics of the country.33
If liark 'Twain seemed mysterious to the critics of 1917* as I'oncken 

suggested, it could hardly have been because of any hidden profundities 
in What Is ban? The work, in dialogue form, is as simple as it is

32105 (Nov. 1, 191?), 2^9-90.
3 3”3i Mutare Potest Aathiops Pellum 3uam* . . 93 (Sept., 1917),

13^—I4J4..
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derivative• In. detailing man's helplessness in the clutch of inexorable 
circumstance and man1s essential depravity, it could easily have stemmed 
from Lecky, whose History of European Morals was one of Twain1 s favorite

•3],books,^ or from Shaftesbury* whom Twain may have known, perhaps at second 
hand* As Pain® points out, the doctrine m s  not news ” • • * philosophers 
in all ages have considered it, • • .**̂ 5 Mr# DeVoto finds the work more 
than merely an exposition of 11 the familiar logic of determinism#” It is 
also, he says* "a plea for p a r d o n # But to the psychologist must fall 
the task of determining to what extent Mark Twain felt the burden of guilt 
which is the legacy of original sin. Our concern is "with literary criticism# 
It is interesting to note that the sadness which is the inevitable harvest 
of the seeds of humor called forth from one of the most brilliant critics 
of the period a paean of praise which is as strong and clear and triumphant 
as anything ever written about Mark Twain# H# L# Mencken1 s faith was not 
misplaced —— nor was Howells's* nor Phelpss 3, nor Patthews*s, nor Henderson*a, 
nor that of all the other critics who saw in Twain an American artist of the 
first rank# His star has risen steadily since his death and has not yet, in 
all probability, reached its zenith • 'His reputation has boon taken over by 
the academicians, for better or worse, for, as Stuart Sherman has said, 
f* • • * he is one of those great men of letters whom m> shall always revisit 
and about whom the *last word* will never ba uttered#"^

Paine, p. 1101*.
Paine, p# 7I4I4.*

36 Twain at Pork, p# 116.
37^ ”l.ark Twain* s Last Phase," in The fain stream* hew fork, 1927, p. 00#



The investigator into the vicissitudes of Uark M l i i ^  literary 
reputation is faced at the outset of his inquiry 'with a. special * complex, 
often baffling problem. —  nanely, the clear dichotomy between the over— 
mslnirip acceptance of Twain by the American reading public on one hand*
-and oil the other the apparent reluctance of literary critics, in general, 
to accord him (until his last years, at least) more than a bare modicum 
of recognition* To be sure, the fault, if the matter is on® which involves 
blasts® in any my, w  largely nismsns* a own* lie made his debut in the guise 
of a literary circus performer, so to speak, at a time when such a phenom
enon m s  a familiar, indeed, a traditional, one involving not the slightest 
expectation of more than the most transitory popular favor* It is almost 
&. certainty that Twain in his early years as a professional writer had little 
notion of his potential greatness, if, indeed, ha over fully realised his 
true significance* His casual attitude toward the composition of Huckleberry 
Finn is a prime case in point* Hourly everything about him, from his liter
ary productions to his personal appearance, m s  calculated to inspire the 
X̂ olite critic of the genteel tradition with dismay and alarm. There were, of 
course, exceptions* billiam liean Howells was from the first one of Twain1 s 
strongest advocates * But Howells, as he liked to point out, was almost as 
smch a Westerner as was Clemens« And Howells kiad an uncanny ability to see
beneath the crude exterior the sterling virtues which resided deep inside* 
Such exceptional appreciations as those provided by Howells and later by the
Nation, grander Bat them, William iyon Phelps, Henry if* Alden, and the like,
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represent peaks of judicious critical reasoning that tower above vast
stretches of barren, nondescript verbiage. This latter, which made up the 
bulk of Bark Twain periodical criticism during his writing career, was col
ored by two definite tendencies in Clemens1 s work*

First m s  the humor, comprised of about equal parts of burlesque, exag
geration and horseplay* It m s  difficult to treat seriously compositions 
which refused to be serious* Or so it must have seemed to Twain* s critics — ■ 
at least to the average ones who lacked the ability to see beneath the coat 
of motley* To be sure, there frequently m s  nothing beneath the coat of mot
ley but the grinning mask of comedy, and in 3uch cases the critics doubtless 
felt Justified in either ignoring the works or treating them with quite a 
cavalier attitude* Bore often than not, they simply used them as occasions 
for humorous flights of their own, and criticism went by the board* The 
results of such an attitude can be anticipated* As Mark Twain developed 
from a frontier funny man to a serious, sensitive, artistic craftsman and 
a profound commentator on the ways of the world, criticism, in general, which 
should have been able to keep up with him (even if the mass of his readers 
could or would not), failed to do so* Thus w@ find conflicting estimates run
ning in parallel streams throughout his career* On® critical contingent per
sisted in finding in Twain1 s works simply the clownish antics of a fumy man, 
while another smaller but equally Insistent group claimed to find a serious
ness of intent and an artistry of execution far above and beyond what would 
ordinarily be expected of a mere humorist, led by such superior critics as 
Rowells, Matthews, Phelps, Alden, Fathee, Boyesen, Trent and Mencken, this 
group produced a body of criticism of remarkable perspicacity and high liter
ary quality which not only does full justice to its subject but reflects 
equal credit upon its authors*
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The second characteristic of Clemens1 $ work which colored the bulk of 
criticism, especially in the early period, involved the predominantly Amer
ican, even Western* quality of his writings* In an age which still looked, 
for the most part, to British models for literary guidance, there was an in
evitable tendency, despite certain nationalistic stirrings on the intellectual 
front, at least to minimi*© if not actually to ignore native works bearing the 
rugged and sometimes uncouth American stamp* Marty critics were perpleaced and, 
troubled by this element, and their attitude undoubtedly is reflected in 
their awarding a greater share of acclaim to such a work as The Prince and 
the Pauper, which conformed to established cannons of taste, than to Huckle
berry Finn, 'which did not* Conversely, the reading public thought less of 
The Prince and the Pauper than of Huckleberry Finn because the former work 
was not what Mark Twain the humorist was expected to produce, whereas the 
latter (in its more obvious and superficial aspects) was* This inclination 
to measure Clemens1 s work according to a preconceived and generally accepted 
pattern was a piece of critical shortsightedness which plagued his reputation 
throughout his writing career* As has been pointed out, he frequently gave 
aid and comfort to the enemy by his insistence even in his most serious mo
ments upon wearing the cap and 'bells* This dual nature, then, this split 
personality, as it wore, was a characteristic of the author and found reflec
tion in the criticism of the works*

Thus any conclusions we reach concerning the course of Mark Twain1 s rep
utation must be based upon two conflicting sets of pronouncements * 1© may
largely ignore the first set, the one which denied Clemens seriousness of 
purpose'or success of achievement, except to point out that it persisted 
throughout Twain*s writing career and beyond* Of far more interest and sig
nificance is the second set, the one which assarted positively that Mark Twain



possessed enduring qualities of greatness# This body of criticism had its 
origins in the review by Howells of The Innocents Abroad (1869)* The critic 
praised the humorist1s stylo and characterisation, but what is more important, 
he called attention to such wholesome qualities of temperament as benevolence, 
sympathy, and innate nobility —  qualities which were to become closely asso
ciated with .’Hark Twain as the years passed.

Between the publication of the Innocents in 1869 and Roughing; It in 1072, 
there was a definite slump in Twain’s popularity, caused undoubtedly by the 
appearance of the wholly unworthy Burlesque Autoblography (18?1), which was 
roundly condemned• Perhaps because they thought Twain had not kept faith 
with them, reviewers generally ignored Roughing It, a work which deserved 
much better than it received# Nevertheless, the two periodical notices which 
it elicited are significant for calling attention to the author's superior 
descriptive and narrative powers as opposed to his purely humorous qualities# 
The Gilded Age (18710 drew mixed notices. Hhile generally according a greater 
degree of praise to the collaborator, Charles Dudley Earner, presumably be
cause they felt on familiar ground in. dealing with his contributions, review
ers tended to minimise "fwairds part# Xet some favorable mention was made of 
Clemens's realism and his ability to portray character. About this time ap
peared the first full-length miscellaneous critical study of Twain —  George 
T. Ferris's essay in Appleton's Journal# Ferris considered Bret harts a 
better writer, but felt that tho world might expect such from Clemens*

Sketches Row and Old (1975) did little to enhance his reputation, al
though Howells provided a generally favorable review which emphasized the 
humorist*& growing seriousness, a quality which was also stressed by Edward 
P. Whipple*s Harper* s essay# The Adventures of Tom Jawyer (TS76) was praised 
enthusiastically by Howells for its realism, but critics in general ignored
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the work apparently because its appearance was delayed until considerably 
long alter it had been announced and. reviewed frost advance sheets by Howells •

By the end of his first decade as a professional man of letters Clemens 
had achieved world renown. There were not, and have never been, any doubts 
about his popular acceptance. Among periodical critics, however, the situ
ation in this first phase was somewhat different. Aa was to be expected, 
Clemens was considered primarily as a humorist. But a few discerning critics 
found in his works more than mere humor I excellence of description, narra
tion, and characterisation} shrewd observations on American life; mental 
acuteness and insight; a fine sense of realism; even universality and artis
tic sincerity.

Trie decade of the eighties saw the production of Bark Twain’s master
pieces, but, as is inevitably the case, criticism generally did not recog
nise them as such at the time• Howells, in his review of A Tramp Abroad 
(i860), not one of Clemens4 s great works, but certainly on© of his good ones, 
found an intensification of those qualities of pity, justice, and hatred of 
aha® which were to come to brilliant fruition in Huckleberry Finn. The Prince
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and the Pauper (1681) was more favorably received by its critics than almost 
any other of his books, primarily because in it he followed accepted patterns 
of novel writing. The work, however, rfiarked a distinct departure from the 
type of writing for which Twain had become famous, and it drew notice on 
that score accordingly. Some critics oven went so far as to detect a poetic 
quality in the book, and some praised the author for the apparent care with 
which he handled historical details. In a miscellaneous essay of this period 
Howells praised Clemens4 s universal qualities and pointedly attempted to per
suade public and critic alike that In Twain they were dealing with a man of 
letters in the realest sense of the word.



One cannot emphasis,© too strongly the sense of wonder and the feeling 
of surprise with which critics (and presumably readers) greeted each volume 
from the pen of Marie Twain. Critics may have been able to deny that this 
work was literature* but they could not and did not deny that it was novel 
and unusual, life on the .Mississippi (1883) was hailed as a descriptive and 
historical work —  not as a humorous compilation* and Huckleberry Finn (1885) 
was praised by on© critic as a valuable record of a departed civilisation.
The latter work was a popular success but a critical failure. Guardians of 
American culture found it trashy, and it was banned from at least one li
brary* a circumstance which undoubtedly enhanced its popular appeal. A Con
necticut Yankee (I8S9) draw expressions of protest on many sides from critics 
who objected to Twain’s irreverent handling of classic material. But few 
failed to sea in the work a strong didactic purpose• A Boston reviewer 
called the book the least successful of his productions* but generally it was 
well received.

By the end of the eighties lark Twain was well on his way to becoming 
a controversial figure in American literature. efforts to establish his rep
utation along lines other than merely numerous ones continued. The figure 
of Clemens as an interpreter of the American as well as of the European past 
'began to emerge, lively discussions were precipitated by Huckleberry Finn 
and A Connecticut Yankee♦ Mark Twain as a serious literary artist began to 
gain wider consideration* especially with the publication of Huckleberry Finn* 
but this aspect of the author’s career was neglected slightly in favor of 
discussions of his serious qualities as they were revealed in the Yankee.

In the nineties artistic considerations were overshadowed by personal 
ones as Mark Twain* 3 conduct in connection with the failure of his publishing 
house and the payment of his debts captured the popular imagination. Critics 
tended to ignor© what they considered the shortcomings of the literary man in



favor of magnifying the virtues of the human being. The major books of the 
decade drew mixed critical reaction. Pudd*nhead Wilson (I89J4,) was both 
denounced for flagrant inaccuracies in its handling of local color and 
praised for its verisimilitude, both lauded as a work of literature and 
condemned as being in no sense literary. Advocates of Clemens began to 
call attention more frequently to the penalty he was forced to pay for 
being a humorist —- a penalty which led him ultimately to publish his sup
posed masterpiece anonymously * Joan of Arc (189 6) was called everything 
from hsl gorgeous failure11 to a tedious Sunday-school tract. But, signifi
cantly, most reviewers agreed that here at last was lark Twain as a true 
literary artist. Mis intentions ware clear if his success was but in
different. It would no longer be possible to consider him as simply a 
humorist, much less as a frontier funny man, for he had shown in Joan of 
Arc remarkable powers of evoking the past, of creating a marvellously 
sympathetic tragic figure, and of elevating his material into the pure air 
of romance if not indeed of poetry. Articles began to appear on Mark Twain’s 
place in literature, and many critics agreed that he was a fore© to reckon 
with.

Following the Equator (189?) was widely reviewed, and, In general, its 
reception was favorable. The author’s all—Inclusive interests were stressed 
as well as the breadth and depth of his humanity. Emphasis upon a com
paratively new strain —  cynicism —  was detected —  a cynicism which had 
bean seen earlier in •Pudd1 nhead Wilson’ 9 Calendar” and was here found 
strengthened and broadened in ”Pudd,n.haad V/ilson* s tew Calendar.” But 
critics and readers alike were prepared to overlook this in anticipation of 
findin.fr a return to the old familiar Bark Twain of The Innocents Abroad and 
A Tramp Abroad, which they assuredly did not find, although some were for a
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time deceived.
By "the -turn of the century Mark Twain was a world figure and was 

rapidly becoming America’s grand old man of letters. With The Man That 
Corrupted i ladle yburg (XyQQ), he put on the guise of moralist pure and 
simple and provided for the dismay and delectation of his readers as clear 
an example of the parable as one is apt to find outside of ecclesiastical 
literature. bven more notorious were the political utterances of the first 
years of the new century. Literary criticism was smothered under a blanket 
of praise and blame, especially in connection with the papers on imperialism. 
Then there was a slight decline in interest in Clemens’s work until I905.
The years between had seen the production of much second-rate material —  
satires, burlesques, humorous tales — • thin stuff, most of it, and largely 
decried by the critics.

It was in this period, however, that serious critics began to turn 
from the trivial productions of those artistically barren years to a re
consideration of the masterpieces of the seventies and eighties —  the Miss
issippi Ftiver volumes, which in retrospect seemed to have gained considerably 
in stature. T. Parrott’s review of Twain* s major works in the Book— 
lover*a Iagazlne is a case in point. Parrott found Clemens at his best 
when he recorded his own experiences and translated them, as he was singularly 
able to do in Tom Sawyer and huckleberry Finn, into works of art. His 
conclusion was that Twain would ultimately be recognized as one of the 
glories oi* American literature. Joel Chandler Harris* s congratulatory letter 
on the occasion of Clemens*s seventieth birthday is another case in point. 
Twain, said Harris, had written the Groat American hovel.

Interest in Clemens declined somewhat after the seventieth birthday 
celebration of 1905 to be revived briefly in 190-6 with the publication of 
chapters from the Autobiography and again early in IpO? when Christian
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Science created a flurry of excitement. In the late spring of 1>07* 
enthusiasm for hark Twain reached a climax of unparalleled intensity with 
the awarding of the Oxford degree. A few dissenting voices were raised, 
but mainly the occasion m s  one for heaping praise upon the head of America*s 
saoat distinguished nan of letters* Academicians, who had discovered Twain 
long ago but who had generally remained cautious in their statements con
cerning his merit, began to rally behind the body of popular critics and the 
public* liiliara Lyon Phelps boldly asserted that Clemens was America*s 
foremost writer, a genuine artist greater in natural endowment than both 
James and Howells * Hamilton v»« Mabie, not, strictly speaking, an academ
ician, but associate editor of a semi-religious magasine, called Twain a 
true humorist —  one who saw life in its fundamental contrasts.

The next two years saw a decline in attention given to Twain in the 
periodicals. In I9O9 there was a revival of interest with the publication 
of Is Ghakeapeare Dead? and Extract from Captain Stormfield*s Visit to 
Heaven* Neither was a major work, and criticism reflected this fact accord
ingly, ranging, in the case of the former work, from casual mention to 
elaborate parody.

Practically all of the major periodicals carried obituary notices 
whan Lark Twain died in the spring of 1910. Criticism tended to be dis
placed by encomium, out several important attempts at serious evaluation 
were provided. The nation, for example, suggested that literary historians 
of the future might -well choose Twain over Henry James as the greatest 
writer of the end of the nineteenth century* The Dial agreed substantially 
with this verdict, as did H* L* Penckea, William Lyon Phelps and Archibald 
Henderson.

The years immediately following his death saw a decline in interest 
in Lark Twain, but a revival set in with the publication of Paine’s Life in
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1912* There was another decline which lasted until 1916 when The kysterious 
Stranger caused a resurgence of interest* This volume, together with that 
Is Tan? (1917), provided an opportunity for a revaluation of sorts. A 
number of critics professed to be shocked and distressed by Clemens* 3 pes
simism and his deterministic philosophy, while a few ignored these aspects 
of the hooks and concentrated upon other matters * These testaments from 
beyond the grave occasioned no groat number of reviews. The final dis
illusioned utterances of a man who had brought joy into the lives of mil
lions seemed to have no place alongside of his fondly remembered works, and

- 7
they were ignored accordingly. Twain* s reputation by 191? had become fixed 1 
in the public mind: he was America’s ‘greatest humorist and the beloved
spokesman for eternal boyhood. Let the scholars and academic critics decide j 
whether he was a frustrated genius or a consummate artist or a profound 
philosopher or a disillusioned cynic or all these things and more besides.
The scholars and academic critics had already begun to claim him for their 
own, and it was not long before essays on Clemens began to appear in the 
learned journals 1 modern Language Kotos in 1919', the couth Atlantic Quar
terly in 1920, the Sawanoe Review in 1921, and the Fuhlications of the Lodern 
Language Association in. 1922. After this, the deluge3 and the end is not 
yet in sight, but this is part of another and a later story.

From frontier funny man, to writer of humorous travel books and stories 
for boys, to historical novelist, to social critic, to literary artist; 
lark Twain travelled a long way. The chart of his course, at times erratic 
and perverse and devious, is preserved in the periodicals of his day.' that 
of this periodical criticism in general? Comment has already been made on

1Friedrich Schonemann, "Mark Twain and Adolf -ilbrandt,” h odern -using uage 
botes, 3k (June, 1919), 372-4*3 H. Houston Peckham, "The Literary Status of Mark 
Twain, 1877~1890,** Louth Atlantic Quarterly, 19 (Oct., 1920), 332-1*0; laurice 
Hewlett, n 1-ark on Sir V*alter,M Sewanee Review, 29 (April, 1921), 130—33 and
0. H. Aoore, "lark Twain and Don Quixote,** Pl.LA, 37 (June, 1922), 321*-1*6•
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'the group of major essays by first-rate critics. As for the great bulk 
of the material —  the casual notices and routine reviews —  it is neither 
worse nor better than the mass of material that was being written about any 
of a dosen other authors of the period, which is to say that it is pretty 
mediocre stuff, for the most part, but by no means without interest. And. 
in helping to establish bark ‘Twain1s literary reputation it is, indeed, of 
great significance.
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